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Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
Sunday a fur noon at 2.30 o'clock, followed
I by Sunday school.
next

The morning service at the First Parish
ChuicU (Unitarian) ia held at 10.4b a m, Sunday. The Sunday school meets at 11.45.
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Farmington Unitarian Church, will occupy the
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.Belfast Free Unitarian pulpit next Sunday morning.
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The Christian Scientists hold services in
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the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening; morning service, with sermon by Harry W. Upton, Sunday at 10.45 a.m.;
Sunday School at noon; Christian Endeavor
The

services

meeting

for

at 6.30 p.

m.

observed at the UniverThe decorations
salist church last Sunday.
were attractive and consisted principally of
Children’s Day

returned Sunday

MoSb"

The services for the week at the Methodist
church will be as follows: This, Thursday,
evening, the prayer meeting; young people’s
chorus at 7.15 p. m., Friday; Sunday, at 10.45,

morning worship; Sunday school

business trip to Jackson

a

THE PITCHER-SLEEPER WEDDING.

The Churches.

IOUrnal'

was

peonies and roses. The pastor. Rev. Arthur A.
Blair, preached an appropriate sermon. Georgia
Emma, the infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer S. Whitehead, was christened.
The services for the coming week at the
North church will be as follows: Thi6, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o'clock, prayer meeting;
Friday evening t 7 o’clock regular meeting of
Castle North, K. O. K. A.; Sunday, morning
worship at 10.45, with sermon by the pastor,
followed by Bible school; at 6 30 p. m., Christ-

ian Endeavor meeting.

MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 2, 1914.
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One of the moot brilliant and
interesting
events of th« season took place
Tuesday evening st the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge
Simmons Pitcher, when their
only daughter,
Gladys, was united in marriage to James Taylor Sleeper of Beloit. Wis. by 7 30 there was
a large gathering of relatives and
friends in
the attractive rooms. There was no
attempt
at fonnal decoration, hut quantities of white
peonies, roses and ferns were used with excellent effect in the parlor and living room. In
the hall, daisies and green completely masked
the stairway, while in the dining room pink
peonies made a handsome showing.
When Miss Florence Moody of Gardiner, a
school friend of the bride, began the wedding
march the groom, accompanied by his brother,
Allen Sleeper of Detroit, Mich,, took hi*
place before the officiating clergyman, Rev.
William W. Sleeper of Wellesley, Mass., the
groom's father, in the bow window in the
parlor. Then the bridesmaids entered from
the dining room, carrying ropes of laurel,
which formed an aisle
for the
bride.
They were all becomingly gowned in handsome dresses of different colors,
giving a
rainbow effect, and wore the bride's gift, gold
pendants set with amethyst. Miss Katherine
C. Quimby wore green, Miss Marian Hazeltine
yellow. Miss Cora S. Morison, lavender, and
Miss Helen Sleeper of Wellesley, sister of the
groom, pink. Frank Sleeper of Wellesley, the
groom's brother, and William Swan Kelley of
Minneapolis, Minn., carried the end of the
chain. Little Miss Ruth. Hilton of Chicago,
111., as flower girl came next, gowned in dainty
white and carrying a basket of yellow marguerites. The bride was preceeded by her
maid of honor, Miss Susan Downing of Jamaica Plain, Mass., a friend of the bride at the
Conservatory. Miss Downing was handsomely gowned in yellow messaline and carried an
arm bouquet of pink roses.
The bride was
beautiful in a gown of white crepe de chine
with overdress of brocaded crepe de chine, and
carried a shower bouquet of brides' roses and
lilies of the valley. Her becomingly arranged
veil was an heirloom and belonged to a great,
great grandmother, whose husband was a
Revolutionary soldier. She wore a handsome
diamond pendant, the groom's gift.
nihci

a

the Methodist church next Sunday morning.
There will be no evening service on account of
the union meeting at the Colonial Theater.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers will preach in the audi-
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The Howe’s Great London Show is coining
GAMES.
THE EASTERN LEAGUE
here, and the date Bet for its coining ia Saturlast
The Journal went to press too early
day, July 11th. Too much importance can not
afternoon be attached to the date thie show will be here,
week to report the Wednesday
the
Easterns
defeated
for no one will care to miw seeing whaC is adgames. Belfast again
a score of
mitted to be the very best aggregation now
on the Congress street grounds by
9 to 6, which landed the local team in second I before the people. With three rings, splendid
6
won'
menagerie an&a museum full of wonders, it is
place, the Easterns leading with games
and 8 lost, while Belfast had won 6 and lost 4. not to be surprised at that it has attained the
Belfast won by a hard batting rally in the 8th reputation of being second to none.
end of a 6
The show is far from being a new one as far
inning, going to bat on the wrong
to 4 Bcore, and making five runs. With the as its title is concerned, for it has been enterbases full, “Bush” Ladd came across with a ing successfully to the amusement loving peoclean-up hit and McElwee contributed a home ple for the past generation and is one of the
run when needed.
Up to that inning McLellan few shows that has endured and thrived with
and Wheeler had honors about even. It was a age. This may be attributed solely to the fact
that it has always kept just ahead of the times
good game and kept the crowd excited.
At Bangor that afternoon the Bangora de- and in advance of other similar aggregations*
Merit has always been the motto of the show,
feated Old Town to a score of 8 to 3.
At Bangor, June 26th, Harry Wormwood, the and this,has been sustained above all other
former New England Leaguer, now with Bel- considerations. Another factor in its success
fast, was effective against Bangor until has been the treatment that at all times has
the eighth inning, when Talbot cleaned up the been accorded its patrons. Exaggerated forms
bases with a home run. The final score was, of advertising have been eliminated from its
Bangor 4, Belfast 3. Murphy of Dartmouth advance heralding; idle boasts are foreign to its
pitched well for Bangor.
policy, and, in fact, there is nothing in any way
At Old Town,Friday,the home team defeated misleading that is tolerated by the managethe Easterns of South Brewer, 8 to 7 by a ment of this gigantic aggregation. The patrons
rally in the eighth, batting Dwyer out of the have always been the first consideration, both
box and scoring seven runs. Howard held the as to their safety and comfort and the quality
visitors well until the ninth. The Easterns of the performance given them.
in their last time at bat got three runs and
The show will arrive on its own trains of
came near tying up the score.
double-length cars and will spread acres of
At South Brewer last Saturday afternoon canvas to care for the people who will flock to
Belfast got y.way with the Easterns on their it. The main tent has a seating capacity of
home grounds by a score of 6 to 1. The Daily 10,000. All of the tents are absolutely sun and
News says of the game: “Harry Wormwood
waterproof, and the system of lighting at
was about the whole thing for Belfast as he
night is the most perfect in use by any show.
home
run
in
a
for
put the ball over the fence
|
the first inning, when the bases were full, and
SECRET SOCIETIES.
later in the game made a steal of the plate.
The four tallies in the first were about all BelAt the regular meeting of Tarratine Tribe
fast needed to win, with Temple pitching con- of Red Men last
Monday evening the following
sistent ball and fast support behind him. The
officers were elected for the ensuing term:
Easterns did not show any signs of becoming
Prophet Edward Robinson; sachem. Frank L.
dangerous and the interest centered in seeing Smith; senior sagamore, Charles H. Hahn;
whether they would escape the whitewash.
junior sagamore, Sewali B. Fletcher; trustee,
McLellan was easy for Belfast and he gave Edwin S. Perkins. The installation will take
way at the end of the 4th to Jerry Welch. place at the meeting of the Tribe next Monday
Jerry was third string pitcher for University evening.
of Maine this year. Belfast seemed to be
The members of Good Will Lodge, K. of
somewhat bothered to get at Jerry’s delivery
and he held them to one hit for the rest of the P., and Minerva Temple, Pythian Sisters, of
Winterport, held memorial services in their
game. His support wasn’t very good at times.
An able and
He got in a hole in about every inning but ball Sunday afternoon, June 21st.
A.
crawled out, somehow. There were but few impressive sermon was delivered by Rev.
Lockhart.
Mrs. W. E. Clements, Mrs.
J.
sensational features.”
Mrs. H. D. Ellingwood and
At Old Town, June 27th, in the fastest and Mandel Smith,
best game of the season, Bangor won from Fred D. Woodman sang several appropriate
number were presOld Town, 3 to 1. It was a pitcher’s battle be- selections. A very large
The hall was tastefully decorated for
tween McPhee of the home team who held ent.
the occasion.
Bangor to two hits and Fox, for Bangor, who
was found for three hits.
One of Bangor’s
The 23rd district of Maine Rebekahs held
hits was a triple by Lawry with a man ahead its meeting at Hampden, Friday evening, June
of him. The Bangor team gave Fox beautiful 19th. Members of Dorothea Dix lodge, No. 99,
support and some classy stops and a great out- were hostesses. A bountiful supper was
field catch by Talbot cut off promising runs. served from 6.30 to 7.30 o’clock. The meeting
McPhee's fine work was offset to some extent
opened at 8. Reports from Brewer, Orrington,
by slip-ups in the field and with better support Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden showed
he stood an excellent chance to win. Gould that each
lodge was doing excellent work and
and Bennett did fine work for Old Town.
that interest and enthusiasm were dominant

single ring ceremony was performed, the wedding party were joined by Mr. and Mrs. E. 3.
Pitcher, the groom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher,
Sleeper,
torium at Bayside next Sunday at 2 p. m. The
the bride’s grandparents.
subject for discussion at the teacher’s meeting
Every good wish for the future happiness
to follow the regular prayer meeting this,
and prosperity of the bride and groom was exof
the
will
be
“The
Why
Thursday, evening
pressed by those present Shortly after eight
Graded System,”
the reception guests began arriving and added
The North Church (Congregational) will their congratulations and good wishes. Ice
hold the usual Sunday morning service of wor- cream and calces were served by a corps of
ship at 10.45 o’clock every Sunday during the young ladies who included Misses Katherine
summer, with preaching by the pastor. It has ! and Charlotte Hilton of Chicago, 111., Alice Millbeen customaiy for this church to observe a va- house of South Bend, Ind., Annette Holt, Marcation during August, but it is considered best garet Craig, Ida Carleton, Helen Kittredge,
to allow the work to continue without interMarguerite Owen, Mildred Randall, Jessie
ruption. The usual preaching service will be Hart, Louise Clement and Myrtle Frost. Punch
held next Sunday, followed after an interval was dipped in the living room by Mrs. Elon B.
of ten minutes by Communion service. Rev. Gilchrist, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, Miss Evelyn
George S. Mills, of Bennington, Vermont, will P. Morison and Miss Clara B. Keating, while
Tuesday’s games—Old Town at Belfast, and
the other members of the Saturday Auction
act with the pastor at this service.
Bangor at South Brewer—were called off beclub assisted generally. Also assisting were
cause of the rain and wet grounds.
The same
An article on St. Gabriel’s Catholic parish,
little Misses Grace Hazeltine, Ruth Dinsmore
teams were to play at the same places yesterWinterport, in the June issue of the Maine
and Helen Wcscott. The cutting of the brides’ j
day and the Old Town and Belfast nines met
Catholic Magazine, by Rev. M. W. Reilly, narcake was an interesting feature of the even- on the
Congress street grounds. Belfast and
rates a little of the early history of WinterIt
I Bangor are tied at this time.
ing. The cake itself was most attractive.
port and then tells of the establishment of the was surrounded
The games lor Friday and Saturday are:
by flowers, and surmounted
Catholic church in that town and of its sucEasterns at Old Town.
Belfast at Bangor.
a wedding veil
a little Kewpie,
wearing
by
j (Two games July 4th. 1
cessive pastors. Special prominence is given
Miss
and wreath and carrying a bouquet.
to Rev. P. J. Garrity, who for 20 years, beginHelen
Sleeper got the ring, Mrs. C.
THE 8th MAINE REUNION.
ing June 11,1888, was the pastor of St.Gabriel’s.
C. Pineo of
Havana, Cuba, the dime,
Father
in
Belfast
church
Of the
Reilly says:
and

Mrs.
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E. C. Upton of Boston arrived Sunday
short business trip.

John Kimball returned to Hartford, Conn.,
Friday from a visit with relatives.

College for the

William H. Ford of Brockton, Mass.,
rived Friday to visit Belfast friends.
to

on a.

Frank B. Hazeltine is at home from Bowdoin
summer vacation.

Miss Marian Hazeltine returned Tuesday
from visits in Northampton and Boston.

ar-

Mi*. Martha S. Haskell of Portland is the
guest of her brother, C. H. Sargent.

The Henry Hoyt Hiltons arrived Saturday
spend the summer at The Battery. N

John Simpson of Gloucester, Mass., was the
guest of Orrin J, Dickey the past week.

Mrs. Arline S. Cooper and daughter Isabel
of Newport arrived Tuesday to visit relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Sherman G. Swift returned
a week’s visit in Bangor.

Mr, ana Mrs. Frank A. Riggs and Miss Myrtle
Simpson have returned from a week’s visit in
Newburg.

Thursday from

E. W. Wi’.ey of this city attended the reunion
of the 8th Me. Regt. in Portland last week.

Miss Margaret, daughter of Mrs. Effie M
Harrison, is seriously ill at their home on Lin*
colnville Ave.

Mrs. Albert C. Burgess returned Tuesday
from an extended visit with friends in Boston.

Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens returned Tuesday
night from a week’s visit with Mrs. R. P. Rey-

Warner Peck of Youngstown, Ohio, was a reguest of Rev. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames.

cent

nolds in Lewiston.

Mrs, Nellie Johnson and Miss Nellie Perkins
of Castine called on Belfast friends last Fri-

Miss Carrie Spofford of Bangor arrived
Tuesday to attend the Sleeper-Pitcher wedding and to visit friends.
Rev. Harry Lutz and family of Newton,

aay.

Miss Blanche M. Belches of Winterport

graduate

a

from

the

Farmington

was

Normal

Mass.,

school.

at

are

their

Megunticook for the

Ralph I. Morse returned Thursday from
Lewiston, where he attended Bates College

home at Lake

summer
season.

Miss Edith C. Wilson of Gardiner, who hae
visiting Belfast relatives, left Monday to
spend the summer in Eliot.
been

commencement.

Mrs. E. G. Clifford of Sandypoint entered the
Miss Isabelle Cooper of Newport is a guest
Tapley hospital last Friday for a complicated of her cousin, Miss Ruth Waterhouse, Brunswick St.—Old Town Enterprise.
surgical operation.
Miss

ing

Carolyn

the

Havener

summer

Mrs. Amos A. Colcord of Church street is
of Portland is spendgrandmother, Mrs. entertaining her mother, Mrs. Robert Coombe
of Islesboro, fo* a brief visit.

with her

Caroline C. Dolloff.

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie was in Lewiston last
week to visit relatives and attend the Bates

College

commencement.

Miss Hazel Barnard of Lewiston, a former
assistant in the Belfast High School, is the
guest of Miss Anne M. Kittredge.

Miss Verelette Albee of Rockland has been

Miss Flossie Heal returned Thursday from

Boston, where

taking
dett’s Business College.
she is

a course

engaged as telephone clerk during the summer
in the Western Union Telegraph office.

at Bur-

Ira M. Cobe, Misses Marian M. Heal and
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost sailed from Boston
last Saturday on the Ley land Line steamship | Dorothy Franck of Brookline, Mass., will arrive tomorrow, Friday, for the summer.
Devonian for LiverpooL
Mrs. Charles F. Collins of Rockport was the
Miss Nellie Hanson of Boston arrived Sunday and is the guest of Mrs. Harriet A. Adams guest the past week of her sister and brothers
Miss Alice and J. G and James C. Aborn.
at the Eaton home on Court street.
rhilo Biaisaeu ana family, who recently returned from a extended trip abroad, are now
at their summer home at Bayside.

ttrof. Rdminster of Kent’s Hill, who had been
the guest of Miss Helen Brier, Kent’s Hill, ’14,
*
has returned to his home in Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dr. and Mrs. Charles Dean Cool, son Robert
Mr. A. Dickey and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace W.
1 and
daughter Elizabeth, have arrived from
Sprague autoed to North Anson last Saturday
Madison, Wis., for a two months' visit with
to join Mrs. Dickey in a visit with their son.
Mrs. Cool’s parents. Mayor and Mrs. Robert F.
Walter A. Cowan, Esq., of Winterport is reDun ton.
of
friends
many
ceiving the congratulations
Misses Velma Mitchell, Clarabelle Marsh,
upon his recent nomination for county attorDora and Marian Brown of Belfast and Ethel
Wood of Camden recently enjoyed a short
visit in Bangor.

ney.
Mrs. James

day

from

guest for
brooks.

S. Harriman returned

last

Thurs-

Bangor, where she had been the
several days of Mrs. Edward R. Esta-

Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan and children are at
the Chenery cottage, Murphy’s Point, for the
summer, and Miss Alice P. Poor was a guest
there last week.

F. Wallace Chase and family of Newtonville,
Mass., arrived Saturday to spend the summer
at the Robbins Homestead, corner of High and
Miller streets.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury have returned from an extended visit in New York to remain a week or so at home before going to
Damariscotta for the summer.

William S. Mitchell returned to Medford,
Mass., Friday from a short business visit in
Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell will come later
in the season for an extended visit.

George P. Cook and Mrs. Miles S. Jellidaughter, Miss Verna, are spending
the week at Temple Heights, where they are
occupying Mrs. Cook’s cottage, “Komonup.”
W. K. Morison, daughter Ruth, and nephew
John Pendleton of Minneapolis, and Mrs. Anna
P. Adams arrived Sunday in the Morison touring car. They came to attend the HolmesMorison wedding.
Kenney A. Burgess is at home to spend the
Mrs.

son

and

with his

summer

C. Burgess

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert

He has

graduated

from

Phillips-

Exeter and will enter the Massachusetts

Technology

stitue of
Mr.

and

Florence

W. C, Shaw and daughters,

Mrs.

W.

In-

next fall.

and

Marjorie,

will

leave

this

morning in their touring car for Massachusetts, where the ladies will remain for a month,
Mr. Shaw returning after a short visit.

19, and it is expected to be the largest gather- Miss Richardson for a few days before coming
Rev, and Mrs. Adolph Rossbach and little
ing of Odd Fellows held in this section in a to Belfast.
son George of East Boston will arrive next
Mrs. A. F. Carleton is in Boston and will be
long time. While the program has been arranweek to spend a few days with Miss Maude E.
ged for Odd Fellows all are invited and will be gone several dayB while visiting her daughter
Barker before going to Pitcher’s Pond, where
made welcome. The parade will leave the Marjorie, who is employed as stenographer in
will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Maine Central depot on the arrival of the train the office of Kimball, McKinney & Co., 8 Con- they
P. Chase at Rocky Point.
from Waterville bringing the members of gress street.
Canton and will pass over the
of the village and then go to
Windermere Park, where the exercises will be
held. Music will be furnished during the day
by an Odd Fellows band and there will be a
Halifax

the

principal

streets

concert program following the street parade,
is expected that a drill will be given by

j It

|

Mr*. George D. Mahoney has been visiting in
Boston and vicinity the past week.

this continuous success.
members were present, including representatives from Corinth and Hermon as well as the
Rev. Robert P. Doremus, pastor of the UnitaThe degree was conferabove named lodges.
church in Farmington, arrived Wednesday
red most ably by Mizpah Lodge of Winterport rian
to visit Rev. Charles B. Ames. He will remain
candidates. A short program wa8
on four
over Sunday to occupy the Unitarian pulpit.
given and gifts were presented to the presiMrs. William H. Smalley and son Karl went
dent, vice president and district deputy president by Mrs. Charles Couillard, past noble to Medford, Mass., last Thursday to visit Mrs,
Miss Melvina V. Parker is
grand of Dorothea Dix lodge, in a most grace- ! Albert Eames.
ful and pleasing manner. The recipients re- ; substituting for Mrs. Smalley in the W'oodcock
sponded with words of thanks and appreciation ; store.
not only for the gifts, but for the cordial
Mrs. Elmer C. McKechnie of Dover was
welcome, hearty reception and bounteous given a sumrise party by a number of her
friends Wednesday evening of last w*iek, the
banquet provided for their entertainment.
affair being in honor of her birthday.—PiscataWith good weather next Saturday a large quis Observer.
Miss Abbie O. Stoddard, principal of the
delegation of Odd Fellows and their friends
will go to Unity to attend the first F.eld Day
Brewster, Mass., High school, arrived by boat
of the Odd Fellows in districts numbers 18 and Sunday and went directly to Castine to visit
factors in

Williamstown, j
The 42nd annual reunion of the 8th Maine
Mass., the lucky stone (?) The bride’s bou- Regimental association was held at their regiquet was caught by Miss Margaret White of mental home on Peaks Island, June 24th and
Quantities of confetti and 25th. Fifty-four members were present and
Miami, Florida.
ribbon streamers were in readiness for the about one hundred women and children. It was
bridal couple upon their re-appearance, and it I one of the most successful reunions for years.
was used liberally upon the pair who rushed
Many of the comrades, with their wives, spent
down stairs, suit cases in hand, and jumped the whole week on the Island. At the annual
into the automobile, which E. S. Pitcher drove | election of officers Wednesday the following J
I
off toward town. Many of the guests had left were elected: Gep. WT. Cappers, Lewiston,
when the supposed bride and groom reappearVice
PresiJ
G.
Morrill,
Harding.
President;
ed upon the porch and were found to be the ! dent; J. H. Warren, Dexter, Sec’y and TreasA Children’s Day concert was given at the
best man, Allen Sleeper, and Miss Cora S. Mori- urer; Gustavus Pease, Bath, Necrologist; J. H.
Baptist church last Sunday morning in place son. The clever ruse was entirely successful, j
Warren, custodian of building; Mrs. J. H. |
of the preaching service, when the following
and the supply of confetti was exhausted, so Warren, Matron. The 8th Maine was sworn |
out: ringing by the
program was well carried
that the “real” bride and groom were allowed ! into the United States service Sept. 7, 1861, for I
Sunday school; responsive reading of Psalm to make a peaceful departure later for Mayne three
years. In 1864, 16 officers and 330 men |
Rhoades
of
Hosea
W.
Rev.
Lee;
Stay, their cottage at The Battery, which was re-enlisted for three years, or during the war. i
14^ prayer by
and
Marion
Robbins
Welcome by
Wight
the wedding gift of the bride’s parents, and Enough recruitB joined the regiment to keep |
Rhoades; recitation, Lena Delaney; singing. which has been remodelled for their
occupancy the organization until mustered out in January
Violet
DexLulu Smalley’s class; recitations,
The I
The total muster-in was 1,586
and where it is hoped they will spend every 1866.
ter, Georgia Knight, Jennie Roberts and Al- summer.
losses were: Killed and wounded, 489; died in
died of diseases, 247
fred Gannon; singing, Sunday school chorus;
Company H
The briae is one of Belfast’s most charming prisons, 35;
of tbiB regiment hailed from Belfast and was
recitations, George Bartlett, Vida Fowles and and talented
She is a graduate of commanded
and
F.
Milliken
daughters.
John
lastly by
by
Pearl Gilchrest; singing, Maud and Edna Mcthe Belfast High school and of the New Eng- E. W. Wiley, now living in North Belfast. The
Philbrook
and
Adelaide
Edith
recitation,
a
of
Sherman’s
formed
Leod;
Expedi
part
land Conservatory of Music, Boston, where regiment
that DeHoward; singing, girls choir; Ten Little But- she was a member of the Alpha Chi Omega tion to Port Royal, S. C., and was in
until 1864, forming a part of the 10th
partment
tercups, by girls of the primary class; reading,
sorority. An accomplished musician, both with Corps In 1864 it was in Virginia in the 18th
was in the 24th Corps of the
“The Lost Word,” by Van Dyke, Miss Maud
the piano and the ’cello, she has generously Corps, Later it
Its total service was
army of the James.
Astle of Houlton; recitations, Elsie McLeod added
pleasure to many gatherings, and will nearly tour years and a half.
and Frances Grotton; singing, girls chorus;
be much missed from local musical and social
recitations, Winn»fred Welch, Dorothy Bruce circles. She held the responsible
THE CASTINE CONFERENCE^.
position of
of New York and Erva Allen; singing, girls
musical director of the Chelsea, Mass.,schools,
children
the
to
by Harry UpEducators To Deliver Papers
classes; remarks
which she resigned to be at home for the year Leading
ton of Colby College; recitations, Daphne
There From July 6th To 10th.
her marriage. Many showers and
preceeding
The program of the sixth annual -ession of
Smart, Mary Harrower, Ariine Curtis; recitaparties have been given for her, and the beau- the Castine school conference—to be held July
tion, “The Collection,” Waldo Craig; chorus by tiful array of gifts in one of the upper rooms
6th to 10th, will be of interest to superintendSunday school; benediction by Rev. H. W. spoke for the popularity of the bride and ents, p incipals,members of school committees,
and in fact all who are in any way connecte 1
Rhoades.
friends.
groom among their many
with school administration.
A pleasing Children’s Day concert was given
Prof, sleeper graduated irom nmuerst and
ine comerence upene wivu a jjeucioi bcbbuu
last Sunday took
school
and
Harvard
Columbia.
Methodist
work
at
at
8 p. in., Monday, July 6th, in Emerson hall.
the
Sunday
by
graduate
will be Dr.
under the direction of Mrs. Clarence E. Frost. He now heads the music department at Beloit The speaker on this occasion
Booker
T. Washington of Tuskeegee, Ala.
The decorations were wild flowers, furnished College, Beloit, Wis., a responsible position
The sessions of the following day will comby the little children,and were very attractive. for which he is well qualified. He is a mem- mence at 9 30 a. no., when W. Stanwood Field,
of the public evening schools, Boston,
out:
director
and
was
carried
!
it
so
The following program
ber of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
will talk upon Larger Service from the Public
that there were six Beta's present
Singing, “Showers of Blessings,”
happened
and Frank V. Thompson, assistant
by the School for the wedding. For several seasons Prof. School Plant,
superintendent of the Boston schools, will
Harry Bowen
Declamation, “June,”
In
Sleeper haB been at The Battery for the sum- speak upon Vocational Guidance.for thethe afDeclamation, “Children's Day,”
there will be meetings
superWesley Patterson mer, and has made many friends there. His ternoon
as well as for
of
the
towns,
intendents
larger
Evelyn Man It, gift to his groomsman was a pair of gold cuff
Recitations: “Dew Drops,"
the principals and superintendents of smaller
Florence Howie
her maid of honor a
towns. The speaker at the evening session
Marian Thurston links. The bride gave
“All things Beautiful,”
A M., LL. D.. chief
Marie Smith gold bracelet. She also gave a gold bracelet to will be Hon. W. C. Carter,
“Flower Joys,"
superintendent of education for New BrunsCharlie Wright
Declamation, “June,”
the flower girl and a set of cloisonne pins to wick, who will take for his subject. New
Melissa Dyer
Recitations: “A Little Bird,”
Brunswick School System.
ber pianist
“What the Child Has,”
On Wednesday morning the session will be
Kathleen Chamberlain
Among the many out of town guests present
to the topic, School Hygiene, and the
devoted
not already mentioned were Mrs Annie Irving
Reading, “The Day for the Children,”
speakerE include Dr. James A. Spaulding of
Sadie Bowen
of Bangor, Lieut. Edwin Butcher of Augusta. Portland, who will talk upon Some Duties of
Declamation, “Our Festal Day,”
of Vision.
Wilfred Howie Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton and children Superintendent in the Conservation
A. J. Torsleff, secretary of the Maine Antiby the children of Chicago, III., Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. Cool Tuberculosis
Song, “Rose Buds,”
who will speak upon
association,
Recitation, “Working in the Sunshine,”
and Miss Florence E. Dunton of Madison, Wis., A Few Practical Suggestions for Combating
Clara Hammons
Tuberculosis in the Schools, and Dr. H. cl.
Frank Downes Mr. W. R. Howard of Williamstown, Mass
Declamation, “Our Heroes,”
Hitchcock of Auburn, who will take for his
Miss Hazel Barnard of LewiBton, Mr. W. K.
Recitation, “God’s Summer,”
Practical Experience in the Medical
Dorothy Chamberlain Morison and Miss Ruth Moriaon of Minne- subject,
Inspection of Schools.
Recitations: “Two Ways of Giving,”
Flanders
of
Mrs.
and
The
Mr.
Ralph
speakers of the afternoon session will
Mildred Thomas apolis, Minn.,
Mitchell of Bowdoin college
Edna Dyer Boston, Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Pattee of Searsport, be Prof. W. B.
“Children's Day,"
R. P. Gray of the University of
and
Prof.
Mildred Miss Carrie
of Bangor and Mrs.
Exercise, **Do you Know Why,**
Spofford
who will address the secondary school
Maine,
Thomas, Ethelyn Guilford, Dorothy Cham- Arline Cooper of Newport.
superintendents. The superintendents of
berlain, Marian Thurston.
the general
the thoughtfulness of Mr. Charles schools will also meet to discuss
all.
Through
America,
by
Singing,
topic, Problems of Rural Education. In the
Bradbury an informal dance was enjoyed in evening Prof. James N. Hart of the University
SEARSMONT
Memorial Hall after the wedding, where many of Maine will address the secondary school
An alarm which called the people out last of the young people, including the out of town principals.
At the remaining sessions of the conferSunday morning proved to be a Are on B. F. guests, closed a pleasant evening.
the teachers in attendance will be
ence
Fuller’s place. The L was badly damaged,
favored with addresses by Prin. W. G.
Brook Trout In Aroostook.
but the fire was soon put out with no further
Mallett of the Farmington Normal school,
Prin W. E. Russell of the Gorham Normal
damage. The house was unoccupied at the
The warden on duty in the southern half of
school, Prin. # R. H. Verbeck of Parsonstime and the fire was supposed to have origihas reported to the State field seminary, Charles Dunn. Jr., superinAroostook
county
nated from the sparks froan the engine,which
for Boys,
commissioners ot inland fisheries and game tendent of the Maine School
was boring an artesian well on the place at tha
Gertrude McDonald, superinte ndent of
time....F. B, Cooper of Newport was in town that he cannot remember a year since he has Miss
the Mains Industrial School for Girls, and Dr.
Friday sod Saturday—The supper advertised been on duty that there have been so many Carl J, Hedin, superintendent of the Maine
for last Friday has been postponed m week
taken
as
this
School for the Feeble Minded.
brook trout
year.
on account of other entertainments in town.
In the summer of 1891 a church was Degun at
Belfast under the supervision of Father Garrity. A generous Catholic citizen, W illiam S.
Brannigan, preferring to have a monument to
his memory in the haunts of the living rather
than hidden away in the city of the dead, donated from his hard-earned fortune asuflfcient
Father Garrity gratefully
sum for the work.
accepted the old man's gift and built a beautiful house of worship to stand as the crowning
work of a long life, well spent in the lay apostolate at Belfast. This church was dedicated
under the patronage of St. Francis Assissi by
Bishop Healy Thank, giving Day, 1891.
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Base Ball.
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_NUMBER

Cantons Pallas and Halifax. There will also
be
present a delegation of the members of
Canton Molyneaux of Camden. The afternoon
will be given over to an address by Grand
other

Ellery Bowden of Winterport
prominent speakers,* and games

sports

v

Master

and
and

ill follow.

In its report of the St. John’s day observance
Rockland. The Opinion says: “The steamer
W. G. Butman, with Palestine on board, came
up to the wharf at her usual landing on the
south side just as Claremont came down and
drew up in line to receive it. Palestine commandery brought 65 swords, and was commanded by Eminent Commander Allen L. Curtis,
in

r>_I.

„rwi

P.anfain

General D. F. Stephenson. It was accompanied by the Belfast band of 25 pieces—Lee
Patterson leader. It was a most efficient musical organization and its playing received many
compliments by Rockland people." After the
dinner at Oakland there was a clay pigeon
shoot between a team from Palestine Com*
mandery of Belfast,and the Highland Gun Club
of Rockland, the latter winning by a score ol
102 to 86. Glenn Lawrence was high line, with
C. E. Read led for the
a total of 23 out of 25.
Belfast team with

a score

of 22. The summary

Highland Gun Club: E. J. Wardwell 21,Glenn
23, A. C. McLoon 18, Walter H
H. Duff 22, total 102.
Palestine Commandery: C. E. Reed 22, F
Sylvester 17, W. H. Hall 11, C. R. Coombs 18,
F. H. Howes 18, total 86.
Lawrence

Spear 18, C.

SMITHTON, (Freedom.)
Bertha Wentworth has gone to Belfast to
work. Her sister Alice, who has been in Rumford the past winter, is expected home this
week.... Perley Thurston has gone to Milford,
N. H., and rumor has it that when he returns
he will bring a helpmate with him.... Joe Bartlett has a new auto. It is a Ford. •.. Hale Sylvester is boarding with Addison Jackson....
Florence Wentworth and Mrs. Emma Bushel
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Busher in Montville
Wednesday... .Mrs. Georgia Tayler visited hei
son, John Tayler, Sunday....Hasel Towle, whc
has been helping Alice Bartlett the last few
months, has returned to her home.

Judge of Bangor Municipal Court
Augusta, Me., June 26. Governor William
T. Haines late this afternoon announced th<
nomination of Benjamin W. Blanchard of Ban*
gor as successor to the late Ralph W. Plaisted
as judge of the Bangor Municipal Court

Miss
ham of

Miss

Clare Linscott and Miss Ellen Cunning-

Troy

were

members of the

at

Frost, who has

had

a

three

forewith the Pearson Shirt Manufacturing
Company ir* Thomaston, formerly of Belfast,
has resumed her work in Thomaston after visiting her mother in this city and her sister in
Waterville.
from

her

position

as

woman

Central Institute, Pittsfield.
Miss Linscott had the first honorary part in
science and mathematics and her subject was
class

Emma

vacation
graduating moDthB’

the Maine

Science and Superstition.
Mrs. Laura J. Pease, matron at the Belfast
Home for Aged Women, who recently underwent a very critical operation at the Tapley
hospital, has returned to the Home. She will
spend some time with her sister, Mrs. Frank I.
Wilson, before resuming her duties as matron.

Miss Marian Kncwlton, a student at Miss
Pierce's school, Boston, is spending the summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Knowlton, Northport avenue. Miss
Knowlton is a graduate of Kent’s Hill seminary
and plans to teach shorthand after graduating
from the Pierce school.

Mrs. Rollin T. Hack is here from Massachuj
setts and is at the residence of the Misses
Hebert on State street, called by the illness of
Rev. Mi. Hack,who is receiving hospital treatment in the city. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hack are
also in Portland and are making their headquarters at the Lafayette Hotel.—Portland

Donald Q. Burleigh left Friday morning for
Belfast, where he has been engaged for the
as one ot the senior councilors at
Camp Quantabacoek for boys.—Kennebec
| Journal.
Express.
This is Dr. O. S. Vickery’s summer camp for
of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Beckwith, Mrs. E. S. boys. Mr. Burleigh is the son
and a grandson of SenaShuman, Mrs. Etta Savery, Mrs. Gay Holmes Clarence B. Burleigh
and John Kimball went to Castine last week to I tor E. C. Burleigh.
attend the graduation exercises of the class of
Friends in town of Miss Mane Kelley r rench
*14 of the Normal School of which Misses I of Winthrop, Mass., are in receipt of an invitato her wedding which takes place Monday.
tion
Ruth Kimball and Virgie Beckwith were mem- ]
June 29th, 1914, at home of her sister, Mrs.
bers.
Edward Clinton Fogg. Miss French is the
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Frank French of
R. E. Stone of Troy was in Lewiston last daughter
Winterport, who are visitors occasionally to
week to attend the graduating exercises of the Old Town at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
His granddaughter. Burnham.—Old Town Enterprise.
Lewiston High school.
summer

Miss Helen Stone, was a member of the graduRev. David L. Wilson of Central Congregaof
ating class,and although the youngest member ! tional Church and A. G. Leggett, manager
Rockland
went to
!
Wool worth
the
store,
one
the
number
who
of
had
ol a class of 35 was
John’s
in
the
St.
I Wednesday to join
Day
an honorary part in the exercises.
celebration. Mr. Wilson is past commander
K. T., Belfast, and hie
of
Commandery,
of
I
Gardiner
was
Trinity
Richards
E.
Laura
Mrs.
commandery are St. John’s Day guests of Rockhonored Wednesday at Bates, by having the land Commandery. Mr Leggett is a member
her.
D.
conferred
of
Litt.
upon
of Washington Commandery of Saratoga, N. Y.
honorary degree

|

Richards is a well known writer of juvebooks, and other works, and is also favorably known as a lecturer. She is the diughter
of the late Dr. Samuel Gridley and Julia
Mrs.

|

—Bath

Independent.

Rev. and Mrs. Edward Smith and son of
Stillwater on the Hudson are visiting Belfast
relatives. Some of Mr. Smith’s boyhood was
j
spent in Belfast with his father, the late Lewis
(Ward) Howe.
of ageJohnson Northrop of Palermo returned home ! Smith. He left Belfast when 13 years
Thursday, after a brief business visit in Aug- and this is his first visit since. He has occuusta. Mr. Northrop arrived Wednesday in the
| pied Baptist pulpits in Detroit and Cleveland,
city and upon reaching the stable ot L. J. and for the
past year has been in Stillwater.
to
be
was
found
a
bad
conhorse
his
Delano
dition. A veterinary was called and found that
Mrs. W. S. Greeley and daughter. Miss Florfrom
the
colic. The
the horse was suffering
of Yuba City, California, arrived
animal died Wednesday night. Mr. Northrop ence Greeley,
of
purchased another of Fred Goodheart of last Friday morning to spend the remainder
Augusta.—Kennebec Journal.
the summer with Mr. and Mrs. John A. Chadwick and daughter, Mrs. John C. Pillsbury on
At Colby Commencement last week the
avenue.
They were met at Rockhonorary degree of Doctor of More Humane Northport
land by Mrs. Pillsbury. Mrs. Greeley is a sister
Letters was conferred on William C. Crawford,
of Mr. Chadwick, whom he had not seen for 26
’82, Boston. Mr. Crawford was present at the
annual Colby commencement dinner, June years.
Miss Elizabeth K. Kittredge went to Camden
24tb, in the gymnasium, and was asked to
week with Carle H. Hopspeak briefly about the trustees, of which body Monday to spend the
he is a member. Mr. Crawford described the kins and bridf, the latter formerly Miss Stella
duties of the trustees which control the insti- M. Durgin of this city. Upon her return, Miss
Mrs.
tution and of the many weighty problems Elizabeth will be accompanied by Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. N. Louden Page and
and
attention.
He
their
to
Hopkins
were
brought
hhich
who will
stated that while perhaps methods and ideas young son Earl, of Beverly Mass.,
Mr. and
differed at times they were all hitched to the arrive on the Fourth for a visit with
Mrs. George E. Kittredge, at their cottage.
same star for the love of the institution.
nile

1

Washington Whisperings.
June 29, 1914.

Washington, D. C.,
President Wilson’s emphatic declaration
he
to the newspaper correspondents that
would expect Congress to remain in ses-

| BELFAST, SATURDAY,

sion until the anti-trust legislation proto the
posed by him in his message
National lawmakers has* been enacted
a wail from the lips of many

Shows
"

ITS TOUR OF THE WORLDINTACT, COMPLETE AND UNCHANGED FROM
tented exhibition.
every
other
dwarfing and overshadowing

brought

repair, according

JULY 11

London

Howes’ Great

Congressmen who had hoped to get away
in July for fence-repairing purposes;
some of these aforesaid "fences” being
in exceedingly bad

WOOD USED IN THE MANUFACTURING

the LargestM MostPerfectShow ^,iN Continent.
The Travel

to

inside information.
One thing the President’s utterances

irv^ Amusemejr^Sensation

TheMonarchs

subject of congratulaspeeding up of the Senate in its consideration of the appropriaWith the exception of the
tion bills.
Sundry Civil, the River and Harbor, and
has done is the
tion, that is, the

The

Day'*

mant times t«e

Biggest And Most

r

Bewildering
Production
EverSeen

oupreme

the General Deficiency bills, the Senate
passed all the other money budgets
have either become law3 or are
and

JnThis

has

they

still in conference.
The River and Harbor appropriation
bill was reported to the Senate on ThursJune 18th, and its early considera-

of
The Year Book ot the Department
which has just come
for
1913,
Agriculture
from the presses and is being distributed
of
to Congressmen and to correspondents

■have gone before.
the
In the articles in the Year Book

r2°0
GREAT
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FUNNY

ACTS

CLOWNS.

meat

fully as nign as ,Lnai
although meat prices are rising steadily,
the
ittle or no effort is made Jto U3e
It is the foreign
•cheaper substitute.
of the United States which
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ioHigh SchoolHorse?

population

^

The Marvelous Eddys the Monarchs Supreme,
THE ROTAL YEDDO JAPARESE TROUPE DIRECT FROM YOKOHOMA.

highest,

200

■obtained for less than five*cents.
The book is illustrated by 54 full-page
are re'plates, of which a large number
produced in colors, and by 21 tables, maps

250 Horses.

People.

Camels.
Troupe of Performing Elephants, Performing Lions.

THE DUBLIN GRAYS.

drawings.

400

European Novelties.

3 BANDS.

THE BLACK HUSSARS.

royal roman hippodrome,

trained animal exhibition.

---

Dr. W. T. Hornaday, one of the leadand an emiing naturalists of the world,
nent authority on bird and animal life,

Free Street Parade, JO A. M.
TO

CONDITIONS IN
100 COUNTIES.

STUDY

ROAD

2 Exhibitions, Afternoon at 2,

WHERE THE CUP DEFENDERS
ARE

BUILT.

Bristol once was a flourishing seaport,
and got rich in the slave trade and that
other
questionable trade which sent
ships to the coast of Madagascar loaded
with powder and rum, which were exchanged at pirates’ rendezvous for the
spoils taken by the buccaneers. In this
Madagascar trade it was the leading
American port, and its principal merchants took a lively interest in that type
of all gentlemen adventurers, Captain
Kidd. The marks of its ancient wealth
are
everywhere in beautiful colonial
which
mansions—mansions
suggest,
Southern plantations and
somehow,
In walking through
“cullud pussons.”
the tow'll you would know that there
was, literally, "a nigger in the woodso.
methods of road financing, and traffic pile” even if no’one told you
$100,000,000 a year. While the grass- conditions. From these lists 100 counties
The Herreshoff shops,at the lower end
wire
out
on
the
worms,
anchorage
will be selected, and in these counties of the town, look
hoppers, cut worms, army
where once the slavers and the ships
worms, leaf hoppers, and other insects the Division of Road Economics will
and
w'ith
laden
anchored,
pirates spoils
make intensive studies.
more millions
’ost the nation
This investigation is prompted by the where now nothing anchors. NevertheHe
counted
separately.
the
Phan can be
fact that there is at present very little less, the people of Bristol are of
his great ability, backed
The young are webfooted
urges with all
knowledge as to the most effective and salt, salt sea. folk
die on the ebb tide.
and the old
a county
by thousands of enthusiastic followers, economical methods by which
At present the The descendants of those who discussed
the enactment of legislation that will put can develop its roads.
the ‘‘Guinea trade”
and
methods of financing local road improve- Captain Kidd
a stop to the ruthless killing of robins,
ments vary from calling on farmers for now talk Herreshoff and yachts.
The Herreshoff Works are guarded as
blackbirds, doves, the bobwhite quail, a certain number of days’ labor in lieu
of a road tax, or the use of county carefully as ever was the Sultan’s harem,
and insect-eating shore birds.
safe to try and enter into
prisoners in road construction, to bond and it is as
“Let Uncle Sam do it,” may be con- issues or maintenance of roads from the one as it was the other.
When a new cup defender is building a
sidered the motto of most men in Con- dramshop license funds.
The department will study all of these stranger in Bristol is regarded with
of the appropriamembers
The
the whole community, and
gress.
systems with the view to determining suspicion by
tion committee of the House are not in- what system or combination of systems has only to watch the big ship houses
whence come the sound of hammers
cluded, for they are the “watchdogs of works best in actual practice.
at present no closing rivets up to be confronted by a
There
moreover,
is,
and
the treasury,”
oppose appropriawarns him off the
standard system of keeping accounts for stern watchman who
tions—except occasionally for their own road building and maintenance, and as a earth. If he hires a rowboat and takes
a
districts. But there is a general tend- result, while some counties know to a a look at the buildings from the bay
standing on the pierhead
do penny the purpose for which money was watchman
ency toward having the government
man
another
off imperiously,
others have no definite check or re- waves him
everything. Rapid has been the develop- spent
in a boat lies in wait for him to smash
porting system. Among varioua counties
ment along this line, but the most im- with the same condi'ions cost for excava- his camera and drive him away. Even
take pictures on the public highways
portant are the rural mail service, the tion or other labor is anything but uni- to
is regarded
and the parcel form, and many counties, because of the in the vicinity of the works
banks
savings
postal
an offense, and
ahsence of defipite knowledge, fail to by the Herreshoffs as
i.1_Into
mi
UUCl.
“Nat” Herreshoff himself sometimes
use local and cheap materials, and condevelopment. Soon will follow road struct roads which are unnecessarily seizes upon the unfortunate photographer
his camera with force of
building. In addition, the Department expensive for their purpose, or which and smashes
are
issues
bond
the
out
before
will
wear
functions
of Agriculture has developed
A careful watch is kept by the Kerreredeemed. The investigation will inwhich strict constructionists would have
“leak” concernclude a careful study of the use of shoffs for any possible
ing the new cup defender among their
rejected a quarter of a century ago. We convict labor in road construction.
In connection with the scientific study workmen. It is a popular belief among
are looking after mines; we have a public
in the shops that
highway engineers the men employed
health service invading the States, and the department’s
side with them are men
will advise freely with local officials as working side by
to
are
duties
sole
whose
bureaus
to keep an eye
many
to improvements, and thus give each who are especially hired
investigate the lives and means of the county visited the advantage of direct upon them and to report at headquarters
man
a
of
selling or giving
any suspicion
people, heretofore regarded as functions cooperation, engineering supervision, and out
information concerning the new
assistance.
for the States or the individuals.
These investigations, it is believed, boat.
To be seen talking to a newspaper
bearIn vivid contrast with the methods in will yield important economic data
believe, lose
ing especially on the benefits and burdens man would, they confidently
the
National
the
action
of
was
these are good
England
of road improvement and showing the them their jobs, and as
American Woman Suffrage Association extent to which financial outlay under jobs the appearance of a stranger among
them is a signal for flight. Any stranger
in the presentation of women’s demand giver, typical conditions is justifiable
be a
The heads of State highway depart- is avoided by them, for he may
for the ballot. The leading officers of
in disguise or else an
are manifesting great interest newspaper man
ments
the association took the thousands of
and are cooperating cordially in this emissary from “the other side.”—From
resolutions, adopted on Suffrage Day, to work. These data when obtained will “Building the Cup Defender” in the
the Capitol and in brief statements told be published and thus made accessible July Strand.
Vice President Marshall and Speaker to all county and State road officials.

people,” hesays.
Detailed studies of local road building
“must awake to a realizing sense of cer- systems in 100 counties are now being
of
vain facts that seriously affect the cost carried on by the U. S., department
in
cooperation with the
of living. The 5,000,000 men and boys Agriculture
Stat- highway departments and local
who are slaughtering our birds, are levy- road authorities.
American
pocketThe purpose of this study is to discover
ing tribute on every
book.” He says the codling moth and the points of excellence and defects in
local methods of building and
eurculio apple pests costs us about $8,- existing
roads which will aid the
maintaining
250,000 a year for spraying operations, State authorities to put local road manand $12,000,000 a year in shrinkage of agement on a systematized basis. The
authorities have been
value in the apple crop. The chinch bug cooperating State
asked to designate counties that present
wheat pests sometimes cost us $20,000,typical and exceptional features as to j
000 a year. The cotton “boll weevil costs
topography, character of road materials, j
a
year. methods of construction and mainte- j
the cotton planters $20,000,000
1
administrative
organization,
The tree-insect pests cost the nation nance,
birds.

“The American

annuajly

v*-

~

-—

’Champ Ciark what they contained. These
/petitions were afterward presented to
Congress by the Senators and Representatives from the States where they were
'adopted. There was no militancy, no
difficulty, no disturbance, but a quiet,
orderly, and impressive ceremony. And
'■it was very much more effective, because
-it makes American men appreciative of
their women.

Children
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FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Stops Neuralgia—Kills Pain.
Sloan’s Liniment gives instant relief from
Neuralgia or Sciatica. It goes straight to the
painful part—Soothes the Nerves and Stops
the Pain. It is also good for Rheumatism,
Sore Throat, Chest Pains and Sprains. You
don’t need to rub—it penetratee. Mr. J. R,
; Swinger, Louisville, Ky., writes: "I suffered
with quite a severe Neuralgic Headache for
four months without any relief. I used Sloan’s
Liniment for two or three nights and I haven’t
suffered with my head since.” Get a bottle
today. Keep in the bouse ail the time for
paina and all hurts. 26c., 60c. and $1.00, at
your Druggists,
Bueklen's Arnica Salve for all Sores.

Ter baby's croup. Willis’s daily cota and
'■bruises, msmma’s son throat. Grandma’s lamaFor a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
>naaa.—Dr. Thomas’ Belsetic Oil—tbs hoosshold Doan’e Reguleta, a modern laxative. Stc. at
®c.
sadSOe.
all stone.
'nmsdy.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA
Roosevelt Stands by Perkins.
New York, June 24. Upon his arrival
the Imperator, Theodore
on
Roosevelt vigorously defended George
W. Perkins, chairman of the Progressive
National executive committee, whose
resignation as chairman was demanded
recently by Amos Pinchot, who declared
that Mr. Perkins’ affiliation with certain
big business interests made him unfit to
hold his position.
“When they read Perkins out,” said
Col. Roosevelt, "they will have to read
me out, too.”
The colonel reiterated that he would
not be a candidate for the governorship
of New York this fall.

tonight
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But f<v the Simmons amendment dethat the United States yielded
none of its rights under the Hay-Pauncefote treaty, President Wilson would have
won by a narrow
margin the repeal of
exemption for American coastwise ships
at Panama—indeed, he might not have
at all. This amendment was one
won
price which the President had to pay,
and another price, and a heavier one, is
the disapproval of a large majority of
the American people, which will be visited on him and his party in the Congressional elections next November.
It is a pyrrhic victory and a beginning
of the end of the present National AdSenator Vardaman of
ministration.
Mississippi, one of th“ strongest of Democrats. voiced the thought in the minds
of millions when he said that President
Wilson’s demand for toll repeal was certain to prove fatal to himself and to his
party. The Hay-Pauncefote treaty was
It ought not to have been
a weak one.
made. But the men who made it and
agreed to it are blameless compared with
the men who have now surrendered in
the face of foreign threats and been outwitted a second time by shrewd British

claring

diplomacy.

feared the
instrument by which
America might restore her mercantile
That government set itself
marine.
with all its power to frustrate such a
purpose. It outgeneraled Mr. Hay, and
now it has tricked and overborne the
Wilson National Administration and the
Democratic majority in both houses of
The British

Panama Canal

government

as an

Root,

while

favoring repeal,

fori

1
delivery.
days
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respectfully,

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO, I
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feet, followed by

important of which are longleaf, shortleaf and loblolly. Oak, including all species, has nearly 2 billion feet,
and is the most important hardwood.
Maple comes next.
Dogwood comes about halfway down

up to ICO li

Biass and ('em posit ion tastings

pine

white

Hall’s Sta>

Holmes Stave ,VUI Parts

with 3 billion, and Douglas fir with a
It should be
little more than 2 billion.
term “yelthe
that
however,
understood,
includes several species, the
low

Grey
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believe that
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Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Nuls and Brake Weeels.

Sash Weights,

;-i

OK

ul(

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting, Boxes, Collars, Couplings,
Pulleys and Gears. Hege Rotary Mill Parts

-t

a
ing a total of all Kinds of more than
Of the native species,
million feet.
laurel, holly and yucca fall very near
the foot of the list in relative quantities
used.
Fifty-five principal industries use wood
Their relative importas raw material.
ance is hard to indicate, because quan-

alone is not in all cases

tity

a

■

criterion

of value of an industry to the communto the
ity in which it is situated, nor
country as a whole.
More than one-half of the total consumption consists of planing mill products, the largest items of which

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper

are

flooring, siding, ceiling and finishing.
The next industry, in point of quantity
of wood used, is the manufacture of
boxes and crates. Nearly four times as

I
I

much wood is demanded by makers of
boxes and crates as by the builders of
and

steam

electric

cars,

which

come

§

of it

Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guaranteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, whv
the "Duntley" a trial in your home at our t

high class in order to
requirements for frames, gears,

must

meet

be of

a

and bodies.
furniChairs, listed separately from
and supplies
ture, come after novelties

dairymer, poultry keepers and apiarmusiists, and just before handles, and
for

nPHIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLEN S'
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION.
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It rcai
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the nece
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, la:,
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.

that

goes
next, and five fold the amount
into furniture, which in turn leads vehicle
manufacture. Vehicles demand surprismuch
ingly large supplies of wood, and

Write

j
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1

;

today for full particulars

Wanted. L^eysZZ^
Agents
III.
6501 South State Street,
Chicago.

Co.,

About midway down

cal instruments.
the list come pumps and wood pipes.
Among the products important enough
to list separately are canes and umbrella
Sticks, brooms, firearms, artificial limbs,

ed.

50c.

a

box at

all stores.

years.

elections of next autumn will be cast in
condemnation of the President’s policy
of scuttle and surrender. In that campaign the American merchant marine
and its needs will be a conspicuous if not
a dominant issue.—The Marine Journal.

The biggest
New York, June 25.
mercantile failure in the history of the
United States was precipitated today
when receivers were appointed for the
H. B. Claflin Company of this city. The
company, it is estimated, owes more
than $30,000,000, which at the present
time it is unable to pay.
Its assets are said to be $44,000,000.
John Claflin, head of the concern and its
chief individual stockholder, is the owner of a chain of nearly thirty other dry
goods enterprises throughout the country, which ere involved in the failure.
Receivers for several of these wire
named today, and similar action, it was
announced, would be taken in the ease of
the rest. Their business will be continued under receivers’ management until their financial affairs have been ad-

>

Belfast Machine & Foundry l

j

than 30 thousand f-et, followed by many
others too insignificant to list but mak-

American ships at Panama.
Increased Salaries at Bowdoin.
Therefore, the way is open for the Republican party to make a political issue
Brunswick, Me., June 24. Substanof the tolls question against the Presiincreases in the salaries of Prutial
That
dent and the Democracy.
they
and all the members of the
will do this in the November contests dent Hyde
voted by
were
^“}e
there is not the shadow of question. And Bowdoin faculty
President Hyde
overseers.
Coionel Roosevelt and the Progressive trustees and
a year
an
additional
$1,000
was
given
organization will do the same.
each.
Whether the Republicans and Pro- and the professors $250
Williamson ’88, of Augusta,
Joseph
gressives get together or act separately, was elected
by the Bowdoin Alumni a
a great majority of the votes of all the
of the board of overseers for
member
in
the
American people
Congressional three

CLAFLIN FAILURE.

§

the list with more than 7 million board
feet, and of those species mentioned
Turkish boxwood comes last, with less

tolls of

THE

“

A discount of 25c. per ton is allowed

are

and tobacco pipes.
The apportionment of wood among the
various industries, grades from planing
Congress.
In the Senate, as in the House, some mill products, which take most, down to
Republicans voted with the Democratic aeroplanes and dry kilns, at the bottom
majority for repeal. With a few excep- of the list.
tions the Republican Senators who did
this represent Middle Western States
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
that are persistently hostile to American
salt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
and
Senator
Senator
recommendLodge
shipping.
scabies, Doan's Ointment is highly
____iJ

“

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

A

trees.
among the hardwoods, or hroadleaf
Yellow pine comes first with more than

8 billion

“

Pea,

|

I
I
I
I

"

Stove,
Chestnut,

three most

ILD ANIMALS
’from all Parts
The Two Continents

AND 50 LOFTYTUMBLERS

consumeats the greater oart of the fish
names
ed in this country. Dr. Pennington
of which it is
ten staple varieties, some
for
safe to say can always be purchased
even when
less than ten cents a pound,
and can usually be

;

I

I

$7.85 per ton

Egg,

pine”

IOOO

100 ACROBATS

wooc^t

__niimVior

.1

plays a prominent part.
out
Dr. Pennington, for example, points
that Americans neglect a valuable source
of
of food by failing to take advantage
their disthe immense supply of fish at
content of fisn is
posal. The protein

cost of living

ganda

produced is subject to further
In preparing the figures

this

used in

contains a
ter, although the book itself
that
smaller number of pages than those

bead of New York’s famous zoological
nation-wide propaparK, is conducting a
against the slaughter of useful

one

100 different
country under their own
find
names, while an unknown number
their way to shops and factories without being identified or separately listed,
except under general names. In quanor
tity the softwoods, the needle-leaf
coniferous trees, are most important, but

Department entitled to receive copies,
liffers in several respects from its predeof
cessors, the articles in general being
characinstructive
and
a more popular

and line

was

as

production.
Nearly or quite

the

prices

and

but

this way, however, it should be remembered that considerable material
reaches shops and factories in the form
or logs, bolts, and billets without having
this
passed through sawmills, and while
material is included in these statistics
this fact should be remembered in comparing statistics with those of lumber

son.

are

carried out State by
full year was made
the basis of statistics in each State the
total is a fair average of the use of lumber in further manufacture in the whole
country. Between 50 and 60 per cent of

period
State;

Hay first we shall make!
following prices on coal put in on a leve| I
I
delivered in the city limits:
the

X

ties, posts, poles, pulpwood, cooperage,
wood distillates, and the barks and extracts demanded by the tanning industry.
The work of collecting and compiling
the figures extended over a considerable

PRICES

and after

On

0
0

are

in

bill it is not expected that the opposition
will be either large or unreasonable, and
due seathe bill will pass the Senate in

jCOAL

-25 Pillion feet, board measure,
further manufactured, the other portion remaining for rough construction
lumber and for similar purposes. This is
exclusive of material which reaches its
final use in the form of fuel, railroad

nearly

manufacture.

will be
tion will be urged. While there
of the
some objection to certain features

I

Washington, D. C., June 29, 1914.
Statistics have been compiled by the forest service which show for the first time
precisely how the lumber produced in
the country is utilized. About 45 billion
feet of lumber of all kinds is the annual
production in the United States; of this

the lumber

day,

"special" j

INDUSTRIES.
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LaGrippe
THE

DEADLY

WEAKENER.

La Grippe in itself is seldom fatal.
But the weakness, lassitude and loss of

-:z-==.

Our Clubbing Offers
The following clubbing offers apply only to sub
tions paid in advance; ar d when payment is r
should be stated what premium, if any, is de<
is also necessary to say that none of these r
tions are mailed with The Journal or from tinWe have to pay for these piblications one
advance, and they are then sent from their res:
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offei
follows for one year's subscription paid in ad\

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

*

1
1

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

publications included

in

our

clubbi

may be sent to different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing Co. I

appetite induced by it leaves the system
ills.
easy prey to the ravages of other
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is an unthese dangerous aftereffects. It tones up the entire system,
builds up the appetite, and restores

J

failing remedy for

strength.
Mrs. Croxford’s letter tells the whole

SOMETHING NICE

tend your Mail Orders to
We have the shim** g»M"15

!

story:

Carmel, Maine:
"I was very poorly after an attack of
La Grippe. A friend recommended “L.
F.” Atwood’s Medicine and I got a bottle. It baa done me lota of good. I shall
justed.
always keep it on band.”
From 3,000 to 5,000 banks in all parts
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Croxford.
of the United States compose the bulk of
the Claflin creditors.
They hold notes
Ward off La Grippe with L. F.”
major part of the liaaggregating thenotes
are
to
have
said
bilities. These
Big 35 Cent Bottle at Dealers.
been issued by the various Claflin stores,
indorsed by H. B. Claflin & Co., and the
FREE Trial Sample by MaiL
proceeds used, when discounted, in finan“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me,
ring their needs.
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PLACE (OUR ADsT
WITH THE *l!l

in the Sub-

ing to the simpler and more fundaments
doctrines of Jesus and in all ita departments a new social interest is pervasive.

June 29, 1914' 0t
■rTON, D- Cof live stock, poultry

It takes money to operate a church,
just as it takes money to keep a factory
running. Two business concerns which
manufacture the same product find that
The reone can supply the demand.
sult is that one concern closes its doors
run full
to
and the other is permitted
time. Economy in production is effected
and the market ia fully supplied.
There is little doubt that the churches
could become more efficient— there would
be less trouble about financing them—if
duplication of effort were done a way
with. There is a substantial waste of
effort and money in too many churches.
None is as efficient as it should be, and
ail do not accomplish what a fewer number could accomplish.
Creed and dogma are going out of
fashion. The tendency is toward the
simple teachings of Christ. People are
learning that it makea little difference
whether they worship in a Methodist or a
Presbyterian church, provided that the
to the
place is in fact 8 house dedicated
Great Teacher.
The best specimen of newspaper is to
the world today something what the
Bible was to an earlier generation. Both
are replete with facts and suggestions.
Geo. M. Cole.
Husum, Wash., June 6, 1914.
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The grit is used to grind
their feed, and the oyster shell furnishes
the lime for the egg shellB. Be sure to
keep water before them at all times.
Birds that are laying drink much more
water than those that are not laying.
The water should be kept out of the dibefore them.

"under
a,i,)itioP. the care of poultry
•ecur‘1,,,
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for adults, emrecreation
good discipline for
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saving in the food
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rect rays of the sun.
The period of time it takes to hatch
eggs of the domestic hen is 21 days.

ac-

say poultry specialof Agriculture.

family,

There are two methods of incubation and
brooding, namely, natural and artificial.

among the

In natural incubation and brooding the
hen is allowed to sit on a nest of eggs
and brood or mother the young chicks
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in a pinch; or. Baseball
from the inside. 1912.
Timbs, John.
Abbeys, castles and ancient halls
of England and Wales. 3 vols...
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his character.

Doubtless the expert would be hard to
subject has not been studied.
But the time will come when lectures on
the science of domestic and social life

Journal says: ‘‘The holiest
such as, oats, land Oregon
quick-growing grains
beneath the skies is the home
temple
the
method
this
By
,i oi rye.
that love hath built and the sweetest alrotated every three or
js may
tar in all the wide world is the fireside
g the growing season,
around which gather father and mother
the
onto
hens
grain
growing
Big the
It also says that the
t,
A good and children.”
w inches high.
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is to be founded on
future
the
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grains is oats and wheat
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love of God and love of fellowman.
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Thus the press and the law makers are
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square feet,)
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Washhurn, Elizabeth.
The colour of the East. 1914.
Worcester, Dean Conant.
The Philippines, past and present.

just as popular as they now are
on purity or temperance. Jefferson said:
“Harmony in the marriage state is the
very first object to be aimed at.” If he
were still living he might devise a public
home for troublesome third parties who
will be
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an

honest

hardworking

farmer

loses his farm in old age through raising
One of the hardest
a thriftless family.

working farmers I ever knew died in the
insane asylum, simply because his wife
j influenced him to give a large share of
his life’s accumulations to her favorite
to give him standing in the world.

son

grains whenever possible. When the venerable father was past
wbere corn and oats do not labor he said: “I can not dig,to beg I am
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sad fall.
good ashamed;” hence his
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FROM

PAUL

TO

JESUS.

the social awakening of the
Christian church and its drift from
theology to sociology, Mr. Anderson
draws a striking contrast between the
two dominant figures in Christianity,
Jesus sprang from the common people,
himself a working man. Paul was from
the aristocracy, a Pharisee and a Roman
The one was aflame with a trecitizen.
mendous ideal, God’s will on earth, and
in his first public utterance proclaimed
himself the bearer of good news to the
poor, the captive and the spiritually
blina. The other was wrapped in a
mystic other-worldliness and after his
sudden conversion expounded his philosophy of the forgiveness of sins. The one
devoted three years among the multitudes to a splendid all around attack on
human misery. The other went off for
the same length of time into the Arabian
desert and there in solitude cogitated
upon a theory of salvation. The one,
brought into bitter and unflinching battle

his statistics he will find old age pensions
as essential to the world as the child pensions for which he is now working in the
State of New York. The education of
the masses so that the industries may be
skillfully handled and the hungry fed
and clothed is not all there is to life. with privilege, literally offered himself
*
Without congenial home surroundings as a sacrifice for his cause. The other
after being shielded and 'defended by
there is comparatively little human hapthe very powerB which had crucified hie
piness.
,
master, was executed after vainly trying
There is a tendency to try to cover up to be “all things to all men.”
The great achievement of Paul was,
individual characteristics so that all will
that he saved Christianity from subappear aa much alike as possible. It re- mergence into Judaism.
quires an expert and years of observa- | After turning away from the democration to discover^the real nature of tbe : cy of its founder to follow the imperialsouL There is no reason why a child’s | ism of Paul, the church is today return-
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Typewriter Bargain

Oliver

new

Typewriter,

direct from the

;

The

goldfish.

720 T 4

a

May

discount for cash.

be

seen

at

1914.

pirates.

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age Issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

Bitters.

THE

nausea,

$1 00 at all stores.

APPLE MAGGOT

AND

ITS

One of the most discouraging features
of orcharding in the State of Maine is
the injury done to the fruit by the apple
maggot or railroad worm. The control
of this pest up to the present time has
been like fighting a foe in the dark, for
few, if any, knew how to combat it.
The fact that the little striped winged
fly appeared to exist without eating, and
then laid its eggs under the skin of the
growing apple, baffled all attempts at
poisoning the pest. Through the efforts
and careful observations of James F.
Illingworth at Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y., during 1911 and 1912 new and encouraging light has been thrown upon
the methods best adapted to the control
of this serious menace to our apple industry. The important points which he
discovered are given very briefly in the
following statements, and while the control may not be perfect under all season
conditions, the suggestions are of imThis

importance.

mense

investigation

X 7
X 8

flowers.

A general spray may be applied to the
entire orchard the latter part of June

using;—
Cheapest molasses,

1 pound
Arsenate of lead, 3 ounces
\\7

A

Another method of control is to select
few trees which are usually badly infested, like varieties of sweet apples,
and use them as traps. The following
solution should be applied to the lower
limbs using about one pint to a medium
sized tree. This application may be made
to the lower limbs only and may be applied with a common hand atomizer:
Potassium arsenate, 1 pound
Sirup, (do not use honey) 4 pints
Water, 45 pints
This is a violent poison and should be
a

handled with care.
It is necessary to apply these sprays
every 10 days and after heavy rains during July and August, if the control is to
be perfect. —H. P. SwEETSER, Asst.
Horticulturist.

IA
CASTOR
For Infant* and Children.
The Kind You Han
Bears the
Signature of

Always Bought

Sp

Notice of Appointment
-OF-

Sm 62 4

HUMPHREYS’
Free Medical Hook—in celebration of sixty years we have
published a revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all

diseases, giving in minute detail
of
treatment
care
and
the
the sick with
Humphreys’
Remedies.
Price
ros
Fever., Congestions, lntl.mm.t1on..33
Worms. Worm Fever.35
3 Colie, Crying and Wakefulness of Infsnts.35
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.33
S3
T Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.

So.
1
3

3 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.35
Headache. Sick Headache, Vertigo.S3
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.....35
IS Croup, Hoaree Cough, Laryngitis.35
14 Salt Ulicum. Eruptions. .35
15 Rheumatism. Lumbago.S3
S3
IS Fever and Ague, Malaria..:.
17 Plies, Blind or Bleeding, External,Internal.S3
13 Catarrh. Ioflnenra,Cold In Head.....33
33
S3 Whooping Conch.
St Asthma,oppressed, DMUrltBrestblng.33
Disease.S3
*7 Kidney
33 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness .....1.33
33 Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.33
34 Soro Throat. Quinsy.S3
77 La Grippe—Crip. .25
Bold by druggists, or sent on receipt of pries.
HUMPHHEYS' BOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Coras*
William and Ann Streets, New York.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1857

I hereby give notice as required by law, that
I have been duly elected and have qualified for
the duties of Milk Inspector for the City of
Belfast for the municipal year 1914 15.

GILES G. ABBOTT, Inspector.
3w26
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send the Bangor Daily News for three months to
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DIRECT LINE

New England Order
of Protection
Fraternal

Eastern Bay Steamboat Co,
COMMENCING

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1914,

and

and Progressive
Insurance Order for Men and
Women. Organized November, 1887.

An Ideal

STMR, GOLDEN ROD will Run Every Week
Day as Follows:

Social

fee fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and

the

Brooksville, 6.30 a. m.; Castine, 6.45 a.
Warren's Landing, lslesboro, 7.10 a. m.;
tends a cordial invitation to those wishing pro- arrive in Belfast, 8.00. Returning, leave Beltection at minimum cost to become members ! fast, 8.30 a. m.
Leave Brooksville, 2.15 p. m.; Castime, 2.45
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be | p. m.; Warren’s Landing, 3.10 (in time for
and i boat to Boston.)
for
$1000
issued
$500,
Returning, leave Belfast,
Certificates
eligib'e.
$2000. Information gladly given at all times. | 5,00 p. m. for Warren’s Landing t lslesboro),
Brooksville.
and
SANBORN.
Fin,
Sec’y.
Castine
EBEN M.
Connections will be made with the Eastern
IDA A. MAHONEY,Cor. Sec’y.
6ml8
Steamboat Co. to and from Boston. Maine
Central Railroad to and from Boston. Steamer
Stockton to and from Camden. Connections
Sunday with Eastern S. S, Co. from.Boston for
Warren’s Landing (lslesboro), Castine ;and
comfort
nor
neither
good
There can be
Brooksville.
Most
health where constipation exists.
Agents—Fred Patterson, Belfast; James
people sutler from this cause at intervals,
Richards, Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Casvictims.
chronic
are
many
tine; C. P. Tapley, Brooksv He.
Strangely enough, the old-time remeParties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
dies for this very common complaint
Bay can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8 3U a. m
from Belfast and have 4 hours in Castine. Or
were nauseating doses and so powerful
for Belfast, giving
tiiat they often made the condition worse leave Castine at 2.45 p. m.leave
Belfast 5.00;p.
hour to shop. Returning,
1
in
their
out
wore
than before. Then they
These excursions have always been very
m.
effect bo that it was necessary to take a
the
seasons.
in
past
popular
larger and larger dose. The first attempts
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
at improvement sought to make the dose
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
8w25
more palatable but to disguise the taste
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor
COOMBS BROS.. Managers.
the size was increased and results were
ex-

[

I

Leave

m.;

CONSTIPATION OR COMFORT?

_

~~

,,,,

unsatisfactory.

In this age of progress it was impossible
that doses resembling horse medicine
should continue to he taken by human
beings. In the now laxative, Pinklets,
is presented a dainty, sugar-coated pill,
hardly larger than a grain of mustard,
that is free from unpleasant effects, docs
not upset the stomach nor gripe but
Bimply gives nature the needed assistance.
Pinklets also assist digestion and are

1.0. S. Vita
Announces that h^has
to diseases of the

to take after a full meal. Once use
Pinklets and you will never return to
salts, oil and harsh purgatives.

AND RLNfACTION.

druggist can supply you with
they will he sent by mail,
postpaid, hy the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., at 25 cents per
bottle. Send for helpful pamphlet.
Your own

Pinklets

practice

limited his

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat

good

or

O Bee hours—10 a. m. to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.
7 to 8 d. m.. and bv appointment.

23tf

Telephone connection

j0HNS0N7
Attorney at Law,

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal o£ all antiseptics la

GEO. E.

BELFAST, MAINE.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

Practice in all

Courts.

Probate

practice

2tf_

specaltv.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E, Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
At
It is “worth its weight in gold.”
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mall.

DENTIST,

m

CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

OF THE

TRUCKING.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucKing
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leav*
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten~
tic n.
Telephone connection
W. W."BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.

93 MAIN STREET,

DAY8, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.

BELFAST, MAINE

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

FOR SALE

At 52High Street.

The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot ia folly graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
For fitted stove wood, building sand and contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected
gravel, andja small quantito of bard wood with the sewer. No 'better location for residence or apartment houae now available in
lumber.
GILES G. ABBOTT,
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
Lincolnvillc Avenue.
Tot 137-2
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to

Orders Solicited

Ptf

be. ( ( li*«l Mmi. Ou. Ill
'A

•______

j

$1.00 for Three Months

Eye-Sight Specialist

26tf

<

The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers, first 3 months
for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon and sending to us, enclosing
$1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first 3 months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and Central Maine,
first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports. All towns in Eastern,
Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents. After the
first 3 months the paper is sold at 50 cents a month.

Dr. W, C. LIBBEY.

OFFICE

£

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW' YORK

E. H. B0YINGT0N,
44 South Main Street, Wleterport. Maine.

1

use

The Paxton Toilet ^3o„ Boston, Mass,

B0Y1NGT0N OPTICAL CO.,

1

»o

E. FRAFJK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.

They will tell

/owam

MILK INSPECTOR.

3
lO

never

PRESTON’S

indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock

T 5W 2

Smith, Ruel Pertey.
The rival campers among the oyster

factory,

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold at

^^RRK

emerge from the ground from June 15th
to August 1st. Second brood may conPotter.
Higginson, Mary
tinue to emerge until frosts.
Thomas Wentworth Higginson; the
2.
Eggs are seldom deposited in less
B-H 53-4
story of his life. 1914..
than three weeks.
j
White, James Clarke.
3. One fly may deposit as high as 400
Sketches from my life. 1914. B-W 582 I eggs.
While maturing (from 20 to 50
4.
HISTORY.
days) the fly eats from the surface of
Hall, Harry, R. H.
!
leaves and fruit.
The ancient history of the near
5. The fly eats by moistening an area
H
14
930
1913.
East,
of the leaf surface with iis own saliva
Li Hung Chang.
I and then sucks the surface dry.
951 L_6
Memoirs of Li Hung Chang. 1913.
6. If a poison film is spread over the
surface of all foliage and fruit, the fly
McCabe, Joseph.
will take in the poison with its food.
The Empresses of Constantinople,
7. The fly of the apple maggot is at1913 .949.5 M 13
tracted by sweets.
A.
K.
Patmore,
8. A sweetened poison spray applied
The seven Edwards of England.
to the foliage appears to be a certain
923 1 P 2
1911.
method of control.
FICTION.
Bees will probably not be attracted
9.
by this spray if there are plenty of
Anonymous.
1914.

Discussing

the richest

_'c

A

CONTROL.

genius,
going on

but few eggs i
such condition. !
'heir getting overfat, it is to income and each receive an old age
aU:' 'ht-m work for most of
pension sufficient to give them bread.

jnu

A

^BF

FOR SALE BY YOUR CROCER

Blood

of some ancient

the

mash may be used in

consigned

^k Wheat
Rk andf

797 M

Home.
editorial page. When Garfield was a boy
Gardiner, Gordon.
imagination
he said: “First of all, I must make myG 161
The reconnaissance. 1914.
when more wonderful facts are
self a man; if I do not succeed in that, I
Hamlin.
Garland,
in the world today if we would take the can succeed in nothing.” Marden says:
G 19-15
1914.
The forester’s daughter
It is less trouble to take “Man is the
trouble to look.
only great thing in the uni- Haggard, Henry Rider.
out
is
to
get
some quack nostrum than it
H 12-8
The wanderer’s necklace. 1914.
verse,
Only one complete man has yet
and work according to nature’s laws for been evolved.”
William Jones would Hamsun, Knut.
H 188
Shallow soil. 1914.
health. The same is true educationally have
Harrison, Henry Sydnor.
and religiously. But progress is-being
•■Men who their duties know.
Captivating Mary Carstairs. 1914. H 241*3
It may be well to help some But know their
made.
rights, and knowing, dare
maintain
Lippmann, Julie M.
and
health
pennifriend who is broken in
Prevent the long-aimed blow.
L 663-2
Making over Martha. 1913.
less, but it is better to count the number And crush the tyrant while they rend the
Locke, William J.
chain.**
circumsimilar
in
are
who
in the world
L 79-7
1913.
The fortunate youth.
There are some differences of opinion Norris, Kathleen.
stances and count the money which they
N 783-4
have earned through life and note whith- as to the most powerful influences in the
The treasure. 1914...
er it went in trying to compete with production of a higher giade of citizenSheldon, Charles M.
Jesus is here. Continuing the narfashionable neighbors in luxury.
ship. A speaker of national reputation
Sh 43-4
rative of ‘In Hid Steps.” 1914.
The death of a man like Weyerhauser. has said that, "Neither the politician,
Van Schaick. George.
man nor newspaper develop a
business
million
a hundred
him
behind
leaving
V 36
Sweetapfde Cove. 1914.
dollars or upwards, reminds us that the high order of citizenship. They all travel neiib, baroiyu.
title of the common people might be with the current; the church and school
Anybody but Anne. 1914. W 462-2
nlnnn onalr tn malrn man hoftor
much augmented by a 50 per cent inheritWells, Herbert George.
The facte are that nothing moves with
The world set iiee, A story of
ance tax on fortunes above a million dolW 461*3
mankind.
lars. The rich man’s wealth might be the current more than the church and the
JUVENILE BOOKS.
illustrated by two farmers farming on a school and nothing does more for the elhillside. The fertility of one man’s farm evation of society than good law-makers Brown, Edna A.
J-B81
Uncle David's boys. 1913.
is washed on to the one below, him. The and good newspapers, and we have both
Douglas, Amanda M.
is
to
it
be
lamentincome
in
his
abundance,
though
by
lower farmer gets
greater
The Red House children’s vacaforce of circumstances and not because ed there are the bad mixed with the
tion.
1914... J-D 74-S
Here are Mathew son,
he works harder or is more skillful. The good, as in everything else.
Christy.
Journal:
taxed
be
the
Oregon
according samples from
two farmers should
J-M 42
Pitcher Pollock. 1914..

stories that have

-,ducts to the best adis;

him

j

W la
to 12 Plymouth Rock hens.
«1- Ughorrs. In order to utilize

past

as

cause

''Wl^r Tell is milled by uR
k" our sr-ecial process JkM
k from CM io Red Winter ^^Bi
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they

which will

grain,

ut

tax

the degrada- ;
more complete state of revolution than
years ihey feel more keenly
tion of adverse circumstances, and with- the Mexican civil government.
out health and strength to help themThe movements on the Mexican field
selves more than the little children above of battle take the first place in our daily
referred to.
papers while our home revolutions are
We cram children’s heads with fairy
to some obscure corner of the

one-half mash

about
.-.-h

as

invested brings
general-purpose capital

of corn, wheat
4 to 5 inches deep

mate

loner.
»

square feet of floor
lie

r

gR^k
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BIOGRAPHY.

The individual fortune or the individual
is of little effect, but in union
influence
ctp.It very often happens that the or united effort is efficiency.
come.
The hunK:.a e feet for the smaller
Evils
man deriving the income from skill fails gry may be fed by united effort.
ei ■.
a- laying ration may be
a pension just as like
uiash of equal parts of in health and needs
intemperance may be suppressed
it
children for whom
is:,.-.
by united effort. A system of homemiddlings and beef truly as the helpless
Neil is working. In many cases making and home government could be
a
Judge
in
the
b.rds
before
If.
pi
need it more than the children, for developed by united effort. At present
q.
time; and a scratch they
to luxury for
are both left to chance and are in a
and having been accustomed
ut 4

t

^k

First American Tour of the Great English Favorites nou> with
Howes’ Great London Shows, Belfast, Saturday, July 11.

^^B
w^^^R
^^RRB
^BH|
^Rgi
William

and its results must bring encouragement to the orchardist who has the railroad worm in his fruit season after sea2 v...T 914 W-2
Facts discovered by James F.
son.
Wu Ting Fang.
Illingworth at Ithaca, N. Y:
America, through the spectacles
1. The flies of the railroad worm
1914... T 73 W 9
of an Oriental diplomat.

spirit of our so often prove a source of discord.
Christian civilization and putting it in a j Franklin was accustomed to say of the
It occasionally
—ntials in poultry houses more practical form.
picture of Christ upon the Cross: "That
dawns on them that the man whose skill is the picture of one who came into the
and
Irvness, sunlight,
an income of $2,000 per year
world to teach men to love one another.”
the birds comfort- brings him
r

s;;

760 L-2

Siberia alone. 1914.. T 57 L 6
Low, Sidney, J. M.
Egypt in transition. 1914. T 62 L 95
Osborne, Albert B.
T 42 Os
As it is in Englend. 1913.
Sears, Anna Wtntworth.
Two on a tour in South America.
T 8 Se
1913.
Shacaleton, Robert.
Unvisited places of old Europe.
T 4Sh
1*18....

propose to abolish it. are concerned everyone says: “This is
Charity disgraces the receiver and fills my problem,” and resents the proffered
the giver with a false pride which hurts services of an expert in the science.
A late issue of the Port-

as good
cake and biscuits and
and all the rest.
R pastry
of the good thing*;
to eat that good
■B flour makes.
Allextr.anutritiou*, too, be-

I

complexion, headaches,

Across

says Degging

does not even

becomes difficult to rear chickorder to avoid
[itt; go,. success. In
condition, it is advisable to divide
of
j„t an t sow part of it with some
;

HR^

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddy, pimply

Kennedy, Charles, Rann.
The idol-breaker; a play
present day in five acta.

or

blight.
great
be brought about by an intelligent solumust stop; it is a failure. Charity can tion of the problem by competent authornot even relieve child poverty and it
But so far as domestic relations
as

f-

^Hgf
^R
for

wB/tj^rJust
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inherited fortune.

an
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specify Wil-

^am Tell
when you
order flour.
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earning capacity

R
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MAY, 1914.

of the
There are
1914...812 K 38-2
many positions in society which promise
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL.
duced to three. Eighteen other States, better returns than is obtained by the
Bird.
learning that the Illinois pension system honest tiller of the soil, but the outcome Grinnell, George
Beyond the old frontier; advendiminishes crime among children 99 per is often nearly as disastrous as the fate
tures of Indian fighters, hunters
cent, have passed a similar law.during of those who enter the house of ill fame.
and fur-traders. T 78 G 8
three
the past
years.
Intelligent labor is what counts. If Hare, Augustus, J. C.
Cities of northern and central
Judge Neil alludes to child poverty as there is not harmony of action among
the blight of civilization. When he com- partners nothing is accomplished, and
Italy. 3 vols. 1876.T 45 H 2-2
Days near Rome. 1875.T 45 H 2-6
pletes his work among the children, he the sooner the partnership is dissolved
may notice that old age poverty is just the better.
But harmony could often Lee, Helena Crumett.

success-

and especially if the
Jjjsari raised.
Incubators
iisr; n, be irregular.
used also, but they
:. r5 niay be
the cost of

band above her in

iHi^^petter

^^you
k

RR

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Mathewson, Christy.

in domestic relations

the outcome of which

each a
loaf than
have evermade
before—yours if
you will only

AMUSEMENTS.

Booklovers Scrapbook. Made from
Booklover’s Magazine for 1903*04..
La Farge, John.
One hundred masterpieces of

ago.

is

RELIGION

Belfast Free Library

of

them were each year brought into court
Now that they are penas law breakers.
sioned the number of law-breakers is re-

and brooding, or rearunder hens, is the best
where a small number of

s

ttjiic-

ir„

the

dict.
So long as a woman is single
is is that they will
in the name of fine for her to be able to earn as much as
was committed
brood their chickens, crime
Before 1,700 chil- a
kindness and charity.
man, but she does not willingly engage
and other breeds of
dren were pensioned in Chicago, 300 of in
home-making unless shd finds a husiss are non-sitters.

f

^

as

condition of the Mexicans.
Mexicans need to be educated in the
science of civil government. The American people need to be educated in the
At present
science of home-making.

Judge Neil says he has seen noble mothers separated forever from their own
children because they were poor,and this

advantage of the gen-

r

is much the same

The Journal: the home is a citadel from which the
Despite the fact that there are many public is excluded. Men do not hesitate
failures in life, there still are those in to dissect the human body and learn to
the world who walk alive through fiery remedy defects, but the home is not
furnaces just as truly as they did in the studied or discussed so much as it was
The education of women
days when the Bible story was written. centuries
Editor

To the

premium over
>v other breeds belong to
„,si‘ class, and lay brown
better adapted to the
,r the farmer who keeps
,,.ber of fowls, as they
: also make good table
rings

people

cal

THE BIBLE OF TODAY.

com-

sections where

to

or

,r.

full;

his attainments.
The more highl]
people are educated the greater the di
versity in their natures. It is said thai
there are twice as many divorces granted in America as in all other civilized na
tions. And the number is rapidly in'
creasing. There are seven times Ai
many today as there were a third of s
century ago. To attempt to check the
[ evil by law would be to heal a sore while
I it is still
putrid within.
The domestic condition of the Amerias

can

when hatched.

horns belong to the eggfowls, lay a white egg

r;

f

the

of income to

source

a

nature should not be tabulated as

IN

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirorody, Manloar*
nq and Shampooing. Alia Facial Work.
Fall line ot all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shlro’a Store, Phanlx Row.

|

32»

MISS EVIE HOLMES.

DO YOU SUFFER

RepuDiican journal

The

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

The

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any longer.
Tlie old reliable medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
tone to' the kidneys and builds up
the whole system. Get it today.

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES

A.

PILSBURY,

| Bugjne8s Manager
one

Advertising Terms. For one square,week
one
inch length in column, 25 cents for
insertion.
and 25 cents for each subsequent
$2 00 a
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS. In advance
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months;
months.

tion

LEWISTON.

W.

JOHN A. PETERS,
NOMINATIONS
Winterport

Winterport

retary.

The opening devotional service was
conducted at 10 a. m., by Mrs. RoSa
Nickerson; and Miss Miller, who arrived
that service was in progress,
while

For Clerk of Courts,

Thorndike
Deeds,

address of
session. The
the part of the church was
given by the pastor, Rev. A. J. Lockhart,
and that on the part of the local union
by Mrs. A. J. Lockhart, to which fitting
response was made by Miss Miller. Mrs.
James Freeman, recently chosen as
president of the Winterport Union, also
made a happy address of welcome.
The
morning session was occupied
with various items of business, such as
the appointment of committees on credentials, courtesies, finance and resolutions.
At nnnn thev ariiourned to the vestrv.
where a bountiful dinner had been prepared by the Winterpcrt Union, the
having brought box lunches.
guests
The evening meal was likewise partaken
of there. At 2 p. m., the memorial service was conducted by Mrs. C. M. Chase
in an impressive manner, opening with
the hymn, Blest Be the Tie That Binds.

Waldo

opened

welcome

For Sheriff,
Montville
FRANK A. CUSHMAN,
For County Commissioner,
FRANK I. MORI LAND,
For County Treasurer,

Searsport

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,

Belfast

For

Representatives

to the

Legislature,

FRANK R. KEENE,

Belfast

TAMES J. CLEMENT.
H. McKINLEY,

Montville

CHARLES M. HOWES,
ALBERT M AMES,

Liberty

Jackson

JOHN

Stockton

Springs

The Boston Journal is “coming”

as

U. CONVENTION.

full
delegations from
Miss
Jackson, Belfast and Monroe.
Emily F. Miller of North Searsmont, the
county president, presided with Mrs.
Annie M. Frost of Belfast as county sec-

For County Attorney,

EDWARD EVANS,

T.

present

were

Senator,

For Register

C.

The Waldo County convention of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union,
met in the Methodist Episcopal church
Winterport, Friday, June 26. There

ELLSWORTH.

of

a

.newspaper.

the

on

'The Resolute scored her eighth cup
victory last Friday, but in Thursday’s Select readings were given appropriate
Lockhart and
race the Defiance made a good showing to the occasion by Mrs,
Mrs. Sarah Moody. A hymn. Kneeling
Vanitie.
the
from
second
took
place
and
was sung by Mr. and
the at the Threshold,
The latter has since twice defeated
Mrs. Lockhart. Addresses relative to
the late lamented president, Mrs. L. M.
Bath-built craft.
N. Stevens, were made by Mrs. A. G.
With all the modern improvements Quimbv, acting State president, and by
of Miss Miller. A musical selection was
and inventions, and the substitution
given bv Mrs. Annie Hill, Miss Jessie
constiuc,ron or steel for wood in marine
Baker and Miss Sophie Chase, with Mrs.
disasters
C. R. Lougee at the organ.
tion, we have had such startling
At the afternoon session resolutions
the Titanic and the
as the sinking of
well drilled were adopted approving the action of
With
Ireland.
of
Empress
Governor Haines in sustaining the Proand equipped fire departments, supposed- hibitory law, and of sympathy and enfire
steam
and
couragement toward Rev. Wilbur F.
ly adequate water supply
the Salem Berry of the Maine Civic League. A
engines, we had last week
at good audience in the evening greeted
fire, with property losses estimated
Mrs. Quimby, who as the successor of
320,000.000, and 15,000 people rendered Mrs. Stevens, spoke very tenderly and
beautiful of the great leader, and made
homeless.
and interesting ada most instructive
the
rendered excellent
choir
dress. The
Advices from Augusta are that
the Wintotal registration of automobiles this music. During the past year
three important
means one terport Union has lost
seasot will be 15,000, which
members, Miss Emily M. Hall, for years
machine for every 49 persons and an out- the local president, Mrs. Eva Wardwell
In the secretary, and Mrs. Clark, Five
lay of about $18,000,000 in first cost.
at this
Wisconsin there are about 50,000 auto- new members were acquired
session.
inhabitants.
46
for
one
or
every
mobiles,
bankers estimate that
The News of
about one quarter of the purchase price
and
the
cash
in
purchaser,
is paid
by
Miss Marguerite Coombs has entered the
that the other three-quarters is furnish- central office of the Waldo Telephone comed by some bank. If the same condi- pany.
tions hold good in this State, Maine autoMrs, Stephen S. L. Shute will be stenogmobile owners are in debt to the tune of rapher at the Republican Club room. Main
street, with hours from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
$13,500,000 for automobiles.
The Wisconsin

Belfast.

j

Washington, June 25. Under a “new
constitution of freedom” for business,
soon to
given by anti-trust legislation,
be passed by Congress, President Wilson
the
greatest
today promised the country
lousiness era in its history.
This would be most welcome news, if
there was even the remotest possibility
If the
that the promise could be kept.
business men of the country are comthe continuance of Con-

petent judges,

to carry out the legislagress in session
tion demanded by President Wilson will
-make conditions worse than they are at

present, if

that is

possible.

admitted that in the view of the
It
administration the victory increases the
importance of Villa in the Constitutionwas

•alist cause.
This is from an Associated I'ress despatch under date of Washington, D. C.,
June 25th. Of course it is no secret that

Administration

from the first.

The

has been for Villa

embargo

on

arms

to Americans and that under his administration life and property were safe.
On the other hand Villa was a criminal
in his teens, an outlaw, a bandit, a murYet this is the man
derer and a thief.
in whose behalf President Wilson has
caused a great sacrifice of life and propof
erty and made this country an object
ridicule abroad.

The Hornet, of Fork, North Carolina,
claims to be a prophet. It says it predicted some time ago that Democrats
■would be appointed to fill the fourththat pre(class postoffices "and already
the Horfilled
in
been
has
largely
diction
net’s State:”
Months ago there was much talk—
much real speculation—as to what tbe
De mocrats would do if tbe fourth-class
-offices were left under Civil Service.
.President Wilson threw all of the offices
were ordered.
«onen. Examinations
that the RepubX> emocrats complained
licans who were in office could stand hetthem
tS<# examinations and outdistance
•
an the contests.
At that time The Hornet advised the
brethren to be quiet and just wait. We
told them the Democrats would find a
in the offices.
way to get their friends
The prediction hss come true.
And yet President Wilson poses as a
Reformer. The work of civil service re-

health this spring than for
He had the consome years until this ill turn,
stant and tender care of his two daughters
who lived at home. In September, 1861, he
married Miss Bedelia M. Leary of Islesboro.
who went to Augusta with him for the cereto the front and his
mony, he going directly
His wife and
bride returning home alone.
their eldest son, James W.. are deceased.
Three daughters and a son, Martha M. Pendleand
ton, Mary C. Colcord, Agnes A. Darby
Francis X., all of Belfast, and two brothers and
three sisters, Nathan and George. Miss Christiana Pendleton, Mrs. Lydia Jane Davis and
to
Mrs. Sarah Hatch, all of Islesboro, survive
brother.
mourn the loss of a true father and
of St.
He was a loyal and devoted member
Francis church, from which the services took
Tuesday at 9 a. m., Rev. Father John E.
had been in better

place
Kealey of Waterville officiating.

guest, Miss Leah Hoxie of Winthrop
needle

have recently
ing successful hospital treatment at the Waldo County hospital: Mr. McCorrison of Unity,
Mrs. Stewart of Liberty Bnd Mrs. Charles
Decrow. Mrs. Grindle of Searsport is at the
for medical treatment and Mrs. Wal-

Charles W. Frederick of Belfast and William
H. Rolfe of Brooks for three years. At a
meeting of the directors Selwyn Thompson
was elected president, William H. Quimby secThe
retary and Maurice W. Lord treasurer.
board voted that the treasurer should have
printed a pamphlet to contain the by-laws, a
and the 1914 report of the
copy of the lease,
trustees of the mortgage.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Charles Foster and wife of Oregon are visiting his sister, Mrs. Zelisco Foster_James H.
Bartlett has been in Waterville visiting his
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett.. .Crosby
Fowler of Unity is the guest t>f Pembroke
Carter and wife.... Willis Crosby and family
of Vassalboro were at James
Clements’, Sunday.... Mrs. Ralph Carter and Master Pembroke Carter of Belfast were guests of relatives in town last week... .Ralph Reynolds
and wife of Waterville came by auto to spend

Susday

James C. Storey, the oldest man in Camden
died June 26th at his home in that town, after
He was born in
a brief illness, aged 91 years.

with
Thomaston, but at the age of ten years
he had
parents moved to Camden, where
He was at one time in the
since resided.
Carleton &
grocery business on the site where
Pascal’s grocery store now stands, and at that
bis

owned and operated the lime kilns on Bay
View street. On September 26, 1867, he opened a livery stable on Main street, conducting it
until December, 1897, when he retired. In 1852
he sailed to California in the ship Queen of the
He
East, making the trip around Cape Horn.

time

L.

ua^icj

anu

30c. and 35c. per lb.
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i

H
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§

This Salmon will be elegant Eastern fish of the
trade during the entire season.

..

Jackson and children of Morrill,

were at

W. B

same

quality

I

Mr?.

Abbv

B

Young, widow of Monroe

wae a
Buckmore, and during their life time
seven years in
frequent visitor. She lived for
life was spent
Bangor, but most of her married
Mrs.
in Ellsworth. She leaves one sister,
M. and
ChamDerlain, and three sons, Walter
Charles C. Young
George B. of New York, and
to Ellsof Trenton. Her remains were taken
worth for interment in Woodbine cemetery.

in
Charles A. Clark, who died iast week
son of
Rockland, was born in Lincolnville, the
He was a
James and Ruth (Heal) Clark.
member of the Masonic Lodge of Northport,
wife.
and is survived by two children and his
For some years he had been a great sufferer

die to several attacks of the grippe.
OAK HILL tSwanvllle).
Mrs. W. R. Peavey is convalescing-Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Seekins were in Hampden
Webb
June 21st, visiting relatives... Mrs. Ann
her
and Bon Charles were recent guests of
sister, Mrs. Leander Sargent, in Searsport....
several
Mr. and Mre. Newell of Boston spent
days with Mr. and Mrs. John Cheney recently.
....Mias Ruth Hanley from Thomaeton is
visiting her grandmother, Mre. W. R. Peavey.
....Mrs. John Seekins closed s term of school
in district No. 8. June 26th, with s picnic,

Republican Meetings. A meeting of the
Republican county and town committees was
held in the Shales store on Main street last
Tuesday morning and was addressed by Hon.
V. H. Parkhurst of Bangor on the issues of the
was
campaign. At 1.30 p. m. a public meeting was
held at the courthouse. Governor Haines
the first speaker and was given e rousing re- which wss much enjoyed by the pupils....Mr.
ception. He touched upon the business situa- end Mrs. F. P. Webb were in Freedosa June
tion and said that Mains does not as yet feel
of Mrs. S. J. Flye end family.
the herd times as much as others because she 28th. guests
but she
business,
a large summer
enjoys
will feel it more and more, and at present she
has enough Democratic hard times to realise
whet the conditions will be when the wave of
There are some people who still resort
depression that has struck across the country
to
comes in here with full force. He told of how
to drugged pills or alcoholic syrups
or general
Maine men are being pushed out of work in
overcome colds, nervousness
the
of
and
the pure,
the textile industry by foreigners,
debility, and who know that in
at a
Scott a
closing of mills while others were running
unadulterated nourishment
loss. He toox up the milage issue'(?) bis aprefrain
but
is eminently better,
Bmulsion
road
and
the
question,
pointment of sheriffs
it because thejr fear it may
dosfrom
In
taking
on all.
hearers
his
with
making good
bast govlead to excessive fat or obesity.
ing he declared that Maine is the and
can be
This is a mistaken idea, because Scott a
erned spot on the face of the globe,
Bmulsion first strengthens the bodybefore
proved so by any of her thinking citisens, a
statement that brought continued applause.
making flesh. Its blood-forming properCongressman Patera followed, speaking mainly
ties aia nature to throw off sickness by
Mr. Parkhurst made the
and
on national affairs.
gliding health from its very source,
closing address which was brief, suggestive
is formed only by its continued use.
flesh
entha*
to
an
dose
a
and
fitting
and inspiring
Avoid slooholic substitutes for SCOTT’S.
elastic meeting.

AMISTAKEN IDEA

will close

this week, Friday.

[SLESBORO.
Emery P. Hatch has been at home for a few
days and while here was made a Mason, taking the first three degrees_Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Peabody and son are at their cottage tor
a week and will sail soon for a summer in Europe. ...James Farnsworth and family arrived
Sunday for a visit with his father, Mr. L. C.
Farnsworth ...Rev. and Mrs. Robert Carey
attended the Baptist convention in Boston.
They arrived back on June 24th, which was
their silver wedding anniversary. A reception was given them in Union Hall, which was
very prettily decorated in green and yellow.
They were presented with twenty-five dollars
in silver on a silver plate. Refreshments of
cake and punch were served. By a strange
coincidence Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Dodge celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary the
same day.
They are also near neighbors of
the Careys....The Misses Towle of Bangor
have been visting Mias Marian Pendleton the
past week....Mark Pendleton, a graduate
frcm the U. of M., is at home for a short vacaaccepting a position in Ohio.
.Tuesday evening, June 23d, a concert was
given in the town hall by a Bangor orchestra
tion previous to
...

with the following program:
Selection from Carmen,
Bizet
Orchestra
Song, O Dry those Tears, Violin Obligato,
Del Riego
Miss Mildred Hall
Cello Solo,
Selected
Mr. Currier
Brahms
Hungarian Dance,
Orchestra
Violin solo,
a
Dvorak
Humoreske,
b
Sie bes freud,
Kreisler
Miss Mary Weston.
Barcarolle, From Tales of Hoffman, Offenbach
Orchestra.
Songs,

as we

have been

giving

I
9
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NATIVE MAINE MACKEREL!
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These fish

£

were

Live and

caught

below Rockland and

are

selling

at very reasonable

prices. Ab,

Boiled Lobsters and all other Sea Foods

2

that the Market Affords.
Because of the backward spring there will be few, if any, Native Green Peas for
4th, but our Rival Brand ot Peas make an excellent substitute. These Peas.
under our guarantee— “Money refunded if not satisfactory.

IP

I

WE WILL ALSO

1

THIS MARKET CLOSED

HAVE

wT

SATURDAY, JULY 4. ALL

Delivery of orders for Saturday, July 4th, will be made Friday evening.
We will deliver our Sunday.orders on Saturday night, as usual; but all orders
given by Friday night, as the market will be closed Saturday. Telephone 2.
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NATIVE STRAWBERRIES.
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F. BRAMHALL & DO.
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of Brooks.

The News

B. Payson, with ladies visited the Carnival in Bangor last Friday.
A.

nurse.

Mrs, Harold Webb and child of Vassalboro
have been visiting her mother, Mrs. Annie

Thompson.
Esther Files of Clinton, formerly of
Brooks, has been visiting her friend Miss
ChriBtine Jones.
A. B. Payson has bought the J. W. Hobbs
store and he and Walter H. Young will continue
Miss

had for a long time been an invalid, but whose
death was not expected at that time. She was
about 70 years of age.

team

and will try

to

make money farming.

Raymond Merritt, who recently graduated
from Hebron Academy, is now about home
milliner.
waiting upon his mother, the Brooks
and Mrs. Will Small of Monroe recently
visited his sister, Mrs. Hattie P. Clifford, in
this village.
Everett Brown very kindly carried the deleMr.

gates of the Brooks church to the Congregational conference in Frankfort last week in his
automobile.
the meeting next SunWeather

permitting
day evening will be held out of doors, probabin the
ly across the street from the church

Leathers grove.
Miss Edna

Polleys,

the

popular bookkeeper

with the A. E. Chase Co., received a week-end(
visit last week from her sisters. Misses Ethe
and Sarah of Bangor.
Jones F. Jewell, our well known house carbusiness and
penter, has started in the dairy
two
recently sold 39 pounds of butter made in
weeks from two

cows.

D. K. Drake, who died in Frankfort last
week had many acquaintances in Brooks,
been for many years during his early

having
life

a

resident of Jackson.

Mrs. Aphis Howe Thompson is still in an uncomfortable condition following a slight shock
which she suffered some weeks ago. She remains at the home of her daughter, Mrs, Fred
Emmons, in this village.
Last Saturday morning a horse owned by Mr.
Stubbs of Knox was frightened by the train
He was
and made a wild run up the street.
turned into W. S. Jones’ stable and was not seriously injured, but it

was a narrow

g

liberty,
Eail Maloney is

Golden Crown lodge to the number of some
twenty-five attended the organization of Sandy
Stream lodge of Unity Tuesday evening. June
23d, most of the party making the trip with
their automobiles. Their Rank Team conferred
the rank of Page upon the candidates, with the
following officers: Marcellus J. Dow, C. C ;

I

in

f

town

the Cram home_Prof, anil
from St. Paul’s school, Cor
last week and are at their c

j

island for the

|
|

.V

summer...

Grant left last week for a iv.
their home in Cambridge, M.
Woodman, a former reside
was

an

I

j!

auto caller in town

I

Miss Woodman has been a
large grain house in Boat"

C. Austin, V. C.; E. C. Holbrook, Prelate;
A. B. Payson, M. at A ; F. R. York, M, of W.;
Cheney Higgins, Captain of the Guard. The
Grand Chancellor, who was present, took occaWm.

years and is now enjoying
tion
Frank Trask, who ua

-j

...

Liberty for J. C. Sherman,
sion to compliment the team on the efficiency
paralysis while working in ft
and quality of their work. The Rank of in- day and died soon after. Mr
quire was worked by Waterville Lodge with employed by many people u

Jaquith’s Sunday.... During Thursday morning’s shower lightning struck one of the large
the Grand Chancellor in the chair. The Rank
Mr. Storey was shade trees at L. F. Arey’s, shattering it
returned to Camden in 1855.
badly.
of Knight was conferred by the Freedom lodge
is
He
The fluid entered W. N. Foy’s house by the
the possessor ~f the Boston Post cane.
the business of a general store.
with good effect. A supper was served at midsurvived by one son, H. D. Storey, owner and telephone wire and tore off some of the wall
Mrs. E. A. Carpenter has been confined to night.It was an all-night session,but something
manager of the Storey Shirt Manufacturing- paper....Mr. and Mrs, Frank Reynolds of
the house most of the time for the past three was doing all the time. Sandy Stream lodge, j
Company in Camden, and one daughter, Mrs. Waterville were guests of Miss Etta ThompNo. 114, starts off with some good material
weeks, but is now convalescent.
the
at
resided
son
he
whom
with
A.
Oxton
Sunday....G.
George Achorn,
bought a new
and will without doubt make a success of the
is to be devoted to a
afternoon
Next
Camden’s
Sunday
of
one
horse
He
was
of
F.
time of his death.
A. Cushman last week... .Eliza
venture.
men’s meeting at the Congregational Church,
most honored citizens; his word was good as Waterhouse is making repairs on her house...
Obituary. The death, June 6th, of Alfred
will
ladies
dear
away.
stay
the
and
his bond, hence his success in business. Always John Boynton shingled one side of his shed
Rich Huxford was the sad ending of a life
of a
of a genial nature, he was popular among all last week-Carney Shure went to Belfast
result
the
as
lost,
Dow
J.
recently
M.
which opened with promise of unusual happihis death is keenly felt. His Monday to meet his sister and
classes and
family of Bos- kick, the valuable family horse Harry, former- ness and successful endeavor. The son of inchildren have lost a kind and faithful parent ton, who are to visit him during the summer
of
Monroe.
Grant
ly owned by Forest
telligent and well-to-do parents, his early life
and Camden one of her loyal and kind-hearted months.... James J. Clement has
bought lumElbert Ames, who for some years has workwas surrounded by every essential to comfort
citizens.
ber of West P. Jones to make repairs on his
ed on the railroad section has bought a nice
and happiness. As the only grandson of the
stable-The summer term
of schools in town

I

WE WILL HAVE, FOR THE FIRST TIME THIS SEASON

family of Thomaston are at their old home for
a few days-Mrs. Amanda Ricker
got home
Carle Jenkins is building a nice' house on one
from Belfast Saturday.Miss Frankie1
of the new streets for Mrs. Hannah Small.
Mayhew passed the first of last week
Mrs. Estelle Roberts is still quite poorly and
with Mrs. Helen Mayhew, in Searsmont_
is attended by Miss Mary Bailey, a trained
Mr. and Mrs E. B. Bean passed Sunday in Knox
with Mr, and Mrs. E. N. Hall_Mrs. Eva
Gray of Hampden is visiting Mrs. Lucy Plummer.
Miss Gracia C. Luce is at home from Belfast-P. W. Jaquith and family of Waterville, Mrs. Orilla Merrithew, Mrs. Lauren

I

(DRESSED WEIGHT)

"T

With their aunt, Miss Etta Thompson.
.Mrs. Volney Thompson and son were in
Belfast. Sunday.... Hon. C. E. Littlefield and
Charles Walker of Rockland were at F. A. i
Luce’s Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jackson,
Mr, and Mrs. F. B. Luce and Mrs. Sherman G.
Swift of Belfast were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
-——

pleasant afternoon was spent with
her
died June 23d at the home of
work, and delicious refreshments were served Young,
in Fort Plain.
K.
J.
Burnett,
Mrs.
Hoxie.
Miss
daughter
by the hostess, sssisted by
the
New York. She was born in this city,
The following patients
Hospital Notes.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. George W.
daughter
followtheir
to
homes,
returned

A

and munitions of war was raised to en- hospital
lace Bickford of Belfast lor surgical treatable him to get what he wanted in that
ment. Miss Sanderson, the superintendent,
at
the
taken
loss
Sine, and Vera Cruz was
returned Saturday from a brief visit with Mbs
of the lives of many Americans and the
Gaylie Ryder in Islesboro.
expenditure of a large amount of the
At the annual meeting of the Belfast &
people’s money to prevent supplies Moosehead Lake R. R. Co. Bt 10 a. m., July 1st,
reaching President Huerta. All accounts directors were elected as follows: James H.
from those acquainted with conditions in j Howes, Augustine Colburn and Edmund Wilson
Mexico agree that Huerta was friendly of Belfast, for two years; Selwyn Thompson and

....

Mrs. W. C. Brewer and children of Newton

are visiting relatives in town....Mrs. Alice
his parents
childhood he went to Islesboro with
Haynes and nephew, Jay Farnsworth of
In
1861.
September,
and remained there until
Mass are spending the summer a*
Roslindale,
Maine
8th
the
her island home-Misses Elizabeth Bates.
1861, he joined Company H. of
Volunteers and served 3 years and 9 months, Eunice Keller and Ethel Parker, returned from
with the exception of a short furlough spent Castine
Wednesday. Miss Keller and Miss
It was only after his physicial Parker were members of the
at home.
graduating class
induce
could
friends
his
that
failed
strength
of the Normal school... .The June session of
a
member
was
He
him to apply for a pension.
the Montville Quarterly meeting of Free j
of Thos. H. Marshall Post, G. A. R. When the Baptists was held at the church here June
old-time
spirit
war with Mexico came up the
19-21. A small delegation were present. Rev. !
returned to him and he longed to go to the J. B.
Coy of Harrison, Maine sang a solo, that
For years he followed the was much
scene of activities.
enjoyed, at the usual session of j
became a
that
on
occupation
up
sea,and
giving
the Sunday school-Mrs. Julia Rose and
was
Pendleton
Mr.
and
ship carpenter.
rigger
Miss Lena Rose were in Rockland June 18th to
the re1
an upright, honest man, and enjoyed
attend
the
graduating exercises of the
He
him.
Rockland High school. Charles Rose Jr. was a
spect and esteem of all who knew
was always
was unusually fond of children and
member of the class.
He
happy in making them boats and toys.

Mrs.Charles A. Chase died June 23rd at the
Edward Coro, on
home of her daughter. Mrs.
Mrs.
77 years.
aged
Fairfield,
street.
Elm
health for over a
in
failing
been
had
Chase
The regular monthly meeting of the Wo- j
a week bebut did not take her bed until
man’s Hospital Aid will be held with Mrs. year,
She was born in Brooks,
her death.
fore
at
George E. Brackett next Monday afternoon
of Mr. and Mrs.
Esther P. Cilley, the daughter
2.30 o’clock.
she moved to
William Cilley. At an early age
She was
Dr. Stanv.ood Fisher of Portland, assisted by
Fairfield, where she had since resided.
Dr. Carle H. Stevens, performed an operation
A. Chase about
Charles
to
in
marriage
united
for mastoid abscess on Mrs. Wallace Bickford
was a member of the
fifty years ago. She
at the Waldo County Hospital last Monday.
Christian, a good
Baptist church, a strong
Ushers who have been named in the various neighbor and a kind friend. She is survived
Churches to assist in the service at the Colon- by one sister, Mrs. Fannie Williams of Califorone
ial theater next Sunday evening are requested nia; one son, George Chase of Boston;
to meet Mr. Pearl in the foyer of the theater daughter, Mrs. Edward Coro ot Fairfield, and
at 12 45 next Sunday noon to be assigned several grandchildren. The funeral was held
places and to study the seating plan of the from her late home Thursday afternoon. Rev.
were Wilbouse.
J. L. Clark officiating. The bearers
Frank Savage,
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker was the hostess for liam Holmes, Silas Plummer,
at her home on and Charles Choate. The interment was at the
a very enjoyable thimble party
Fairfield.
street laBt Tuesday afternoon, in honor Maplewood cemetery,

Administration officials made no effort High
'to conceal their pleasure aver the reportB
of her
of the taking of Zacatecas by Gen. Villa.

the

north ISLESBORO.

Nancy

CONGRESS,
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO

H. SAYWARD,

OBITUARY.

It included the

reprediplomatic service, ensuring
Center, Mass., are at their cottage for the sumdied at his home,
sentation abroad by trained and experiJames Watson Pendleton
mer.... Misses Nettie and Caro Heal arrived
a
ten
after
days
These have largely been No. 12 Allyn street^June 28th,
June 23rd to spend their vacation with their
enced men.
of diseases induced
succeeded by men who possess no quali- illness with a complication
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Heal. Their niece*
He
attack ol acute indigestion.
Miss Margaret Heal, accompanied them....
fications for the positions they hold and by a severe
road in Belfast, Oct. Miss
was born on the Brackett
Beulah Bates is at home for a short visit
who were appointed to pay the political
Richmond
the
late
of
child
eldest
26,1837, the
....Mrs. Harriet Brown and daughter Hazel
debts of the present Secretary of State.
In
early
very
Pendleton.
Watson
and

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,

JAMES

until the present.

I

WILL BE=^

|

~~

our

FOR STATE AUDITOR.

WALTER A COWAN,

Monday, July 6,1914,

tor the purpose of forming a working organization and
transact such other business as may come before this
meeting. Per order,
STATE AND COUNTY COMMITTEE.

begun underPreiident Grant in
popular demand and was continued under each succeeding administra-

WATERVILLE.

CHARLES M. C0NANT,

7.30 P. M.

response to

WILLIAM T. HAINES,

For

| SALMON]
|-JULY 4th-J

All PROGRESSIVES of the City of Belfast are
earnestly requested to meet at the Grand Jury room of
the Waldo County Court House at

form w 8

FOR GOVERNOR,

WALDO COLIN I Y

Progressives of Belfast.

FROM BACKACHE?

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JULY 2.1914
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resides in Boston....Charit->
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passing a
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brother, A. H. Norton, retu*
I last wreek.
Mrs. Norton
M
for a much needed rest
Providence, R. I., is passin
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weeks at her home here.... M
of Palermo is
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Miss
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Edna Cook retur;
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Pittsfield, where she had 1
M. C. I. for the past yeapanied home by her mother.
graduation exercises there
of Pittsfield was in town
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Alfred W. Rich he had the promise of ! hours. He was accompar
' his father. Postmaster <•
any aid necessary to the preparation for a
successful business career. He received what j brief stay.Mrs. Abbi<
Hattie Clough were visit.*i
education could be obtained in the local schools I last week... Mr and Mr
and the Maine Central Institute, and then took I went to Belfast Tuesday.
He member of Palestine Con
a course in the Portland Business College.
to join the pilgrim; ge tthan began business with a Portland wholesale
and Mrs i.
Susan Norto
firm but came home later to assist his father went to Brewer last week t^
in his general store in Brooks. They went into of Ward A. Benner, returnthe grain and feed business and built a mill to \
do the grinding, and did a prosperous business
until the break in the health of Alfred neces- j
sitated his retirement from the business,which j
they sold soon after. He was married in 1905 1
to Miss Marian York of Brooks, who died on j
June 6, 1913. They had no children. His nice I
home was thus broken up.and one year and one
day later he passed over the river at the age
of 32 years and 25 days. His disease was early
diagnosed as tuberculosis and every effort was
made by his parents to effect a cure. A nice
room was fitted up for the cold-air treatment,
a trained nurse was provided, and every want
Hon.

was

gratified

to the

|

(
j'

£

greatest possible extent.

'-

attention that it

was

possible to

devise

for his

personal comfort, but were obliged to surrender him to the Dread Destroyer. He leaves
his parents, Thaddeus I. Huxford and wife,
and one sister, Miss May L. Huxford, the well
known music teacher. The funeral was held
at his late home, a large number of the people
of the place attending. The officers of Marsh
River Lodge of Masons and of Golden Crown

Lodge, Knights

of Pythias

performed

their bur-

services and he was laid to rest beneath a
bank of beautiful flowers presented by sorrow
ing friends.
ial
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Benj. HusBey and wife, nee Celia M. Lane,
Brooks
| with tbeir son Harland, motored to
from Windsor last Sunday to visit the family
of Marcellus J. Dow. They took back with
a
Irish love Song,
Lang
and son
Johnson them for a visit Mrs. E. D. Bessey
b Gray Days,
Miss Hall
i John.
Nevin
Trio, Cello, Violin. Piano.
had an
Selections from Hansel and Gretel,
Happy Valley Chapter, O. of E. S.,
Humperdink exceptionally pleasant meeting Wednesday
Orchestra,
other good things
Sanderson evening, June 24tb. Among
Song, The Valley of Laughter,
and cream was
Mias Hall.
a banquet with strawberries
Vieux tempo served. The meetings are now called off until
Violin Solo, Reverie,
Miss Weston.
week in September.
Lehar the second
Pierrot and Pierrette,
Orchestra.
Our friend Isaiah Crowell, past sixty years
Wednesday night, June 24th, waa the High of
craze
age, has succumbed to the automobile
school graduation, with the same orchestra
and is now personally driving about town a
class
motto
is
The
for music.
Semper Fidelia;
dandy car. Well, he had the money to buy it,
class colors, purple and gold; class flower, the
and ha has the skill and ability to run it himiris. The stage was prettily decorated with
self, and he knows his own business. We
gredn and yellow Iris. After the exercises a rather
\
envy him.
reception was held in the main room of the
Mrs. Emma Rose, wife of
Deaths.
•Sudden
class
to
the
school
was
The
gift
school.
High
Lieut. Albert H. Rose of this village, died very
statue of Abraham Lincoln.
suddenly last Saturday of heart trouble. She
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM.
had been left for a few momenta by her sister,
Orchestra.
found her dead. She was
T. Carey who on returning
Invocation.
^
o
JL
Another sudden
about sixty years of age.
Salutatory and Essay, The Seven Wonders
of the World,
Lloyd Robert Pendleton death on last Saturday afternoon was that of
Miss Hall
Solo,
George H. Miller. He had been in poor health
Bssay, The Honey Bee,
betHasel Emmeline Pendleton for some months, but of late had seemed
Prophecy and Will, Josephine Mellden Smith ter and that afternoon walked to the postoffice
Orchestra.
and arranged for some work to be done on his
Essay, A Plea for Better Roads and Vale*
home he had a
Howard Gilkey Board man place. But soon after reaching
dictory,
dizzy spell and fell to the floor-of the room,
Address and Presentation of Diplomas,
70
Hob. Payson Smith
dying a few minutes later. He was about
IH» W«ton
Violin Solo,
of sge. A third parson to die in Brooks
Rev. R. T. Carey years
the sane afternoon was Mrs. Frank Rowe, who
March.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Comet Grange, Sw’anville, is holding interesting meetings and there were six applications for membership last Monday evening.
Grange, Center Montvillet
of candy and peanuts last Saturday evening. It was voted to take a recess
during the haying season until the first SaturUnion Harvest

had

a

treat

day evening

in August.
The Patrons at the special meeting of the
Somerset Pomona in Starks, June 23rd decided
that farmers were inclined to cut hay too late
in the season and to cure it too long. The discussion was upon the subject of The Bes
Methods of Harvesting the Hay Crop.

EDISON
f
Vise I
Diamond

Phonograph I

The complimentary ball at Sheepscot Lake
Grange hall, East Palermo, given by the
Grange to the public who have helped to pay
the debt by attending the entertainments and
dances

held for that purpose,

was

a

decided

success, being attended by about 60 couples,
who in spite of the unfavorable weather reported an excellent time. A goodly sum was
realized from the sale of ice cream, doughnuts

and coffee.

The Shoe Situation.
A gradual, but steady improvement has occurred in the leather trade and some tanners
intimate that a definite change for the better
has actually taken place. Individual transactions are still smnll, but more frequent purchases are reported and the quantity involved
New Engis slightly larger than heretofore.
land trade in f jot wear, both at wholeeale and
is looked
activity
retail, la good and increased
foratthe factories laler on.—Dun's Review,
June 27th.
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News of Belfast

'jhe
art11

0. Norton, with Mr. and Mrs.
Owen as guests, motored to Bangor
were accompani upon their return
Marguerite Owen, who had been

*r

Tomorrow, Friday, evening Rev. Horace B
Sellers and a number of. young people wi1
hold a cottage prayer
meeting at the Belfas'
Home for Aged Women.
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the

saw

motorcycles
in the
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pass
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through

Bangor

Vund trip in 3 hours and 48 mininclement weather Tuesday
a dozen of the Universaschool went on the excursion to
Arrangesteamer Golden Kod.

.......

about

made later for

a

trip

$1,600 with

for those

ii at home.

....

I

Wilson marketed peas from his
tile River the first of this week,
had them in the market June
never as late as the 4th of July,

j

popular

hose

Condon shore, and will occupy it with their
mother, Mrs. J. W. Jones, for the summer.
The

cottage is large and very attractive,

The tax rate in Rockland this year has been
reduced from 28} mill to 27 mills. The increase in valuation in that city is $90,089,
partially due to taxation of personal property
There are 111 automobiles in the city which
are assessed at $41,300.

Curtis, F. L. Dunton,
Mr A. C. Larrabee, Mr. L. B.
v I!. Lopker, MichaM McQuade,
ry Tub. Co.
eodore

rrithew, press correspondent,
the G. A. R., a report of the
ion’s visit to Lewiston to attend
mpments. They evidently had
0 the report was much enjoyed
card it but is rather too person-

The second
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meeting of the Hospital Club
was held Wednesday night, June 24th, at the
home of the president, Miss Margaret Keene,
Northport avenue. Plans were discussed for
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the nurses’ quarters at the hospital
voted to hold a picnic at the pavill

ion, City Park, last evening.
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Notes.

The

summer

schedule of

“Bangor Line” of the Eastern Steamship
Corporation went into effect June 28th, with
-r serial stories, “The Perils of
‘The Adventures of Kathlyn,” sailings daily, including Sunday in each direcAlso on
Colonial, are pioving very inter- tion, between Boston and Bangor.
Monday, June 29th, the full summer schedules
s and drawing large audiences,
the

of the

Perils of Pauline” will
Monday and Tuesday, and No. 6
tures of Kathlyn” series will be
in

i.i,

“The

effect,connecting
every day at Rockland.

with the Boston steamers

The Battery Improvement Co. The certificate of organization of The Battery Im-

picture show' in a
*.e South Shore, Northport, last
Last season he had it on the
tm.
jst above the entrance to the
hut the present location is moro
his

provement Company was recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds June 29th. The
purposes of the corporation are to own, lease,
install, construct and operate and maintain
water, light and sewer systems, to own, lease,
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Yours

Tuesday there will be a five cent lunch, to
which ail members of the Circle and Post are
invited. The lunch will be at 4 o clock, and
will consist of sandwiches, doughnuts, cookies,
cake, cocoa and coffee.

a

Ba.jd

The next

Concert.

band

concert

the fol-

Ness, wife and son of Searsmont, who
spent the winter in Canada, arrived in Belfast
Sunday with their string of trained horses,

ponies, bear. etc. They have had an unusually successful season. Master Ness is developa

Band.

Strause
Waltz, “Blue Danube,”
Popular “On the Trail of the Lonesome Pine,”

on

account of

Saturday being

Hall

been

changed

at the

o
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Our suits are priced to save money for
and build trade for us.

fl

(you

$7.50 to $20.00
want to own

one.

They are
rs you’ll

^

EXTRA GOOD VALUES,
realize when you see them.

1

We also have

the

attractive line of

an

Furnishings.

n

Fourth

July. The tea room will be closed Saturday,
but will be opened as usual Sunday.

of

annual North Church Guild picnic supper,which was to have been held at the Kittredge cottage on the Allyn shore last Monday
The

evening, was postponed to this, Thursday,
evening. Each member will bring a cup, plate,

RALPH D.
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[]

SOUTHWORTH,
Phone 67-2

Belfast, Me.
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1 The Opening

of its Auto Service
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How Do Yob Do?
JONES & SNOW.
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For further information
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BETWEEN BELFAST AND ROCKLAND

from the

shore road to the back road.
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See them and you will want to see how
you look in them. Try them on—then

;

\
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that the location has

U

and Saturday.

The Woman’s Club will have their regular
food sale tomorrow Fi^day, instead of Saturday

T*

| |

Thursday, Friday

and fork in addition to what the committee will solicit. Supper will be served about
six o’clock on the lawn.
J. Lee Patterson. Conductor.
Cut this out and bring with you.
Poor’s Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Claude White,
An Address by Booker T. Washington, who have been visitirg Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
The children of the Unitarian Sunday school
Dr. Booker T. Washington of Tuskegee, Ala- Payson, returned to Boston last week....
went to Murphy's point lust Thursday, where
bama, will speak in the Colonial Theater next Arthur White of New Brunswick is visiting
they were entertained at the Hazeltine cotat 7 30o’clock, when the fal- his sister, Mrs. Leslie
Payson_Charles H.
tage, The Oaks, by the committee from the Sunday evening
Rev.
will be carried out.
Twombly, Miss Partridge and Miss Amy WilWoman's Alliance, with Mrs. George I. Keating, lowing program
of the Methodist church son
B.
Sellers
Horace
spent the day recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hen Hazeltine, Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman
will lead the music: Singing. “Onward Christ- M. O. Wilson.... Miss Edith Wilson has
gone
and Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant as chaperones.
remarks
ian Soldiers;” The Lord’s Prayer;
by to Eliot, Maine, for the summer... .Alfred
Ice cream and cake was served and the children
Smith, State superintendent of schools; Dutch went to Bangor last week for a surgical
passed the afternoon nlaying on the shore, Payson
singing, “Stand up, Stand up for Jesus.” operation on his throat. He returned Monday
having a most delightful outing.
Mayor Dunton will then present Dr. Washing- and is getting along nicely.... Mr. and Mrs. J.
The Maine State Highway Commission at its ton, who will speak on the Tuskegee Normal
F. Sheldon, M^. and Mrs. Henry Wentworth,
meetirg in Augusta last week awarded many I and Industrial Institute and tell the story of Lottie Payson, Mrs. Mansfield and Horace
contracts for State road work, but that in the the
of
South
the
in
the
Negro boy Wentworth, went to Bangor in their cars last
struggle
town of Northport was held up as the only bid and
girl for an education. This address W'll week.... Lewis Tufts of Brownville has been
was by the firm of A. D. Bridges & Son for
be followed by a clarinet solo by William a
guest of F. T. Wentworth the past week_
$23,182.10 for a distance of 3.7 miles, which the Lower, the singing of America by the audi- Mrs. Richard Merriam and her mother have
too
much
and
the
Commission considered was
ence, and the benediction.
been visiting in North Haven.
State will endeavor to build the section itself.
It will be regretted by all travelers of the road
with vocal chorus.
“The Commander,”

March,

III

you’ll

truly,

this, Thursday, evening
lowing program will be given:
Alpert H. Pauli
March, “The Hurricane,”
Auber
Overture, Crown Diamonds,
Anton Duvorak
“Humoreske,”
March, “The Invador.”
This march was composed and arranged by
W. N. Lower, clarinet soloist with Belfast
when

will be

Elmer

buying

a

“Home of Good Values”

record for you.
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New Lawt Firm Carleton Doak of this
and Arthur W. Patterson of Castine have
buy, sell, improve and deal in real estate, and formed a partnership for the general practice
to buiid and maintain roads, sidewalks and of law, with offices in this city and at Castine.
Mr. Patterson is the son of Rev. G. W. Patterother utilities of all kinds, either by constructtust Band gave the first open air
season from the stand on the
ing or by contract with existing producers; son of Castine. He received his preliminary
4
"linon
last Friday evening.
There and to buy, sell, lease and deal in and own any education in the public schools of St. Johnsbury
?
bow are you
We are
for
and
at
and
Vt.,
college
or
conprepared
Randolph,
and
all
personal property necessary
large audience and an excellent
St.
and
Kimball-Union
Academies.
on
to
said
and
Johnsbury
purposes
anely rendered and liberally ap- venient for carrying
You can do better if you deal with
conduct the aforesaid business. The amount He first entered Norwich University at Northselection in which the band
at
that
institution,
encored and continued applause of capital stock is $5,000; common stock $4,000; field, and after a year
transferred to the University of Maine, Durpetition. If the owners of cars preferred stock $1,0C0; capital paid in none;
ing the intervals of his college life he studied
rom cranking them during the
par value of shares $10. E. S. Pitcher, L. J.
would confer a favor on the Pottle and John R. Dunton have one share of book-keeping and shorthand in Boston, Mass.
or
too small or too
in
No
The above named are di- After the completion of his work at the U. of
common stock each.
office
a
in
the
law
of
he
Dunnett
M.
year
spent
is
Mr.
Pottle
rectors. Mr. Pitcher,
president,
for us.
ransportation Company began treasurer and Mr. Dunton clerk.
In the fall of
& Slack at St. Johnsbury, Vt
their cars between this city
takthe
of
M.
Law
he
entered
U.
School,
1911,
and Commercial Streets.
Corner of
tel. 143-14
The Progressive Convention. The Waldo
last Monday morning.
They
ing the three years’ course, graduating with
somewhat by awaiting the ar- County Progressiva convention was called to the
degree of Bachelor of Laws. In college he
ars.
The cars leave this city order at the Courthouse in this city at 10 a. m. is a member of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra- !
Reuel
of
was
27th.
W,
June
Belfast,
Rogers
Hotel at 8 a. m. and 2 p. m.
ternity, and the legal fraternity. Phi Delta Phi. j
and
H.
W.
Knowles
of
Thornchairman
chosen
and at 10 a. m, and 4 p. m., arMiss Russell, a returned missionary from
He is a member of the various Masonic bodies, I
The collision on Main street Tuesday noon
«’ity about 12 m., and 6 p. m. dike and Sidney P. Sprague of Frankfort sec- including Palestine Commandery of this City,
Japan, spoke at the Methodist church last MonEmerson
and
team
truck
of Wm. E. Wight's
out of a possi-ury of Exeter, who drove a retaries. Thirty-four delegates
and a member of the order of Red Men and
day evening. She told of their customs and of
Poland’s top buggy caused some excitement. the
season, will be the chauffeur sible 60 were reported present. A straight
to the sister bodies of both orders.
missionary educational work among the
belongs
and
Main
street
Mr. Wight was coming down
:s season.
Progressive ticket was nominated, as follows:
natives.
over High
State Senator, H. L. Hopkins, Stockton Springs;
Refugee’s Story. Mr. Edwin Mr. Poland and his wife coming
Mexican
A
Committee. At the June meet- !
M. Webber, SearsDort; Cornforth of Thorndike was a caller at The when the pole of Wight’s truck team caught
Misses Emily F. Miller, county president,
I committee last Monday even- • clerk of courts, Sidney
Reuel W. Rogers, Belfast; Journal office last Saturday afternoon and re- in the wheels of the buggy, overturning it and Mrs. J. G. Aborn, Miss Eda Woodbury, deleed to discontinue the Head of : county attorney,
Barnes, Prospect; register of lated some interesting facts concerning the throwing its occupants to the ground. The gates, and Mrs. Minnie Coombs, Mrs. Annie M.
which has an average attend- sheriff, Eugene
j
deeds, Sidney T. Sprague, Frankfort; county experience of his son, Herbert R. Cornforth,in horses behaved well and the assistance near at Frost and Miss Lora Maxcy, ex-officio, attendseven, and transport the pupils 1
treasurer, A. P. Goodhue, Belfast; county leaving Gudalaja, Mexico, several months ago. hand prevented serious injury, but Mr. and ed the county meeting of the W. C. T. U, in
•11 school; also to raise the
salary
H, W. Knowles, Thorndike. He had been in Mexico some 32 years, going Mrs. Poland were somewhat shaken up.
Winterport last Friday.
Pha Clements from $9.50 to $11 per commissioner,
J The following county committee was chosen: there when about 19 years of age. His wife
he has the Head of the Tide
A Bridal Breakfast. Last Monday mornpu- j
was
There
The F. M. Patterson Estate.
decided not to take tuition pupils ! Ralph A. Peavey, Belfast, chairman; Sidney and daughter are in Lawrence, Kansas, the
ing at 10 o’clock a breakfast was given by
a special session of the Waldo County Probate
the
J.
M.
Mexico
at
former
of
the
B.
t school under these conditions,
Frankfort;
Page,
Jackson;
leaving
beginning
Miss Anne M. Kittredge at Dreamlea-on-thej Sprague,
wys received from residents of the
W. Knowlton, Thorndike; W, J. Greeley, Lib- trouble and the latter was attending school Court Monday and Tuesday, Judge James LibHarbor, for Miss Gladys Pitcher, whose marrir asking that the
a hearing in relafor
of
pay of the I
Unity
presiding,
and
J.
M.
F.
there. Mr. Cornforth was proprietor of a by
Webber, Searsport
hv
Phoebe Cross, be raised from j erty; Sidney
riage to Prof. James Taylor Sleeper of Beloit
of
Frank
to
the
estate
heirs
to
the
tion
legal
Der Wee^» 88 she bad been offered
Ramsey, Mrntville. At the close of the regu- wholesale drug store and was given 48 hours’
College,Beloit,Wie..took place Tuesday evening.
now
ut of the
city. The petition was lar business Walter C. Emerson of Portland notice in which to prepare for flight. He M. Patterson, late of Belfast. The estate
Covers were laid for eight, the table decoraa like reason it was voted to
of Augusta, candi- boarded up the doors and windows of his build- amounts to about $6,000 and Mrs. Harriet A.
E.
and
Maynard
Thompson
tions being red and green.and as far as possible
“f C. W Proctor,
Principal of dates for
Adams of Cambridge, Mass., who
the
First
as they were.
from
and
Third
(Patterson)
and
left
He
has
c
things
ings
Congress
$100 per year.
this was carried out in the menu. The place
to be the sole heir of her brother’s esclaims
the
on
the
noon
for
bad
arrived
little
authorities
who
at
train,
respect
districts,
Washingwere wedding favors.
The guests were
E. cards
the convention for about an hour ton, D. C. The Mexicans burned the Amer- tate, was represented cy Dunton & Morse,
addressed
Miss Pitcher, Miss Susan Downing of Augusta,
to Close
Hanson
of
Boston,
and
Miss
Nellie
C.
Upton
no
for
on
the
train
was
ican
and
There
threw the
and a half.
refugee’s
adjournment
flag
the maid of honor; Miss Helen Sleeper, bridesEben F. Holmes of Belfast and George B.
Noon
dinner as the speakers had to leave on the ashes in the face of Mr. Cornforth and others.
maid, of Wellleslej, Mass.; Miss Florence
Aurelius
of
the
late
sons
Holmes
of
Rockland,
He fared better than many of his friends, for
Moody of Gardiner, who was to play the wedgned, agree to close our offices afternoon train
the
estate
one-half
of
claim
of
Holmes
Belfast,
h:
some wealthy and influential men have lost all
noon, during the months of
ding march; Miss Florence Greeley of Yuba
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
was
the
-jij September.
father
their
illegitand are being cared for by the Red Cross So- | on the ground that
City, Cal.; Mrs. John C Pillsbury, Mrs. Ralph
W. C. LIBBY,
10 cent cigars are darker than other cigars.
who later married
ciety and in other ways. He hears frequently imate son of Rhoda Holmes,
L. Cooper and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens.
ERNESTS WEBBER,
That means quality.
Imported clear Havana
Adams
from them. One says: “As you know I have David Patterson, the father of Mrs.
C. W. JENNYS,
are dark but'mild and aromatic. Try one
cigars
and Frank M. Patterson, and were representG. P. LOMBARD,
New Advertisements. For cottage, camp
been a strong Wilson mar..
I have changed
Made from Cuban tobacco
and be convinced.
A M. LOTHRO P,
Ritchie and James S. Harriman. and picnic supplies go to A. A. Howes &
my mind. I could curry favor if I wanted to ! ed by Arthur
Co.,
A O STODDARD.
in
Maine.
grown
stultify myself, but I would rather lose every | Mrs. Margaret Ames, Abner G. and John Gil- Odd Fellows block. They have everything in
Mrs.
Levi
Walker,
more,
Harvey
Smalley,
dollar I have invested than give people up j
fancy and staple groceries, fresh fruits and
here a wrong impression of things in Mexico.’ j Fannie Holmes, C. M. Warren, A. F. Stevens vegetables, all kinds of bread right from the
were
the
witnesses
for
Another friend in writing the news received ! and Orman A. Hopkins
bakery, jellies, preserves, condiments, sauces,
etc... .The local dentists give notice that their
from Gudalaja that the British flag was to be i defence. Eben F. Littlefield, city clerk, and
placed over American property there, says: | Mrs. Adams testified for the plaintiffs. Both offices will be closed at noon on Saturdays dur“The British flag may be O. K., but we know ; sides filed briefs with J udge Libby, who will ing the months of July, August and September
"
_Erastus G. Cummings and children publish
you is most cordial.
the U. S. A, flag is no good and every time I | render his decision at the July term of the
We want you to call and be
Probate Court.
see the U. S. A. flag 1 get hot.”
a card of thanks.... Wood ashes mixed with
j
We want you to feel that here is a mecca
lime for sale by J. F. Sullivan, successor tc
lor
Knox Fertilizer Co., box 662, Rockland, Me
enthusiasts.
Thelma Cream and a complete line of talcums
I If You Want to
and toilet articles at the Old Corner Drug
How to
Your
If there is any record you would
\
Store....Goodhue & Co., 44 Main street, dc
like to hear before deciding to pur—to
rid
of
wrinkles
5
yourself
honest plumbing and heating work at very lou
chase it, come in and let us play it
j
I
—to eradicate skin blemishes
prices_The Progressives of Belfast are refor you.
cheeks—
of
health
to
i
—to bring the glow
your
quested to meet in the grand jury room at th<
If you find in the June list samecourthouse at 7.80 p. m., July 6th, to form s
thing that strikes your fancy, menworking organization....For your 4th of Julj
tion it and let us play it for you.
dinner you can get salmon at Bramhall’s marBoston’s Noted Beauty Specialist.
t
If you are in doubt what new
ket for8C and 86 cents a pound, dressed weight
Mrs, Godwin will give fro* personal advice and a few free facial massages
records to consider, let us help you
You will also find there native Maine mackerel
in your own home. Telephone us.
caught below Rockland, live and boiled lobsten
decide.
and all other sea foods that the market affords
of It.
is
If you’re going away this sumSee advt. concerning the delivery of orders.
Bear
in
mer and want to take your Edison,
mind—Mrs. Godwin will be at our store a whole week, commencing
See professional card of Dr. O. S. Vickery foi
let us box i t properly for you.
July 6th. Don’t fail to hear her.
his office hours dbring July and August...,
Why you should buy the original Holeproo:
and
hole is told in the advt. Sold only at Thi
>
To follow her advice means a better complexion for you
Dinsmore Store....See announcement of thi
new law firm of Doak A Patterson... Bargain!
in fruit, native spring lamb, salmon and nic< •
white halibut at cut prices at Perry’s casl
Sole Distributors for Harmony Toilet Requisites,
market....The Ediaon Disc Phonograph, soli
Belfast, Maine.
by Carle A Jones, is a great improvement ove
If
Hail
AIRE.
orders
2w28
attended
to.
BELFAST,
promptly
the old-fashioned talking machines. Call an. l
let them play a record for you.
all

parts of the grounds.
ictures will be shown, the seats
and there will be good music.

un

j

Mt. Desert and Blue Hill lines went in-

to

Thursday.
•pened

electrical storm visited this section

Insurance Press reports that $17,250
ing rapidly as an athlete and handles his p'nies
was distributed in Belfast the past year for
:
Sunday evening Mr. Ness
life insurance.
The largest individual pay- like an old stager.
a few
acquaintances at the Stoc"
ment in the State was $61,426.
There were a entertained
Farm in East Belfast, where they were sto-k
number of $10,000. one of $25,000, one of $23,ping.
825, and one of $33,663.
The

meeting of Thomas H. Marshall

rain,

joI weath

| Circle

The following letters
Belfast post ofd
,'ok ending June 30: Ladies—
.n.pher, Mrs. Mary Merrithew.

of

severe

]
(l

The diamond point in the Edison reproducer never has
The Edison
to be changed and will last a life-time.
records do not wear out and the machine plays a hundred times clearer and more natural than the needle

I

meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Nettie
Linwood and Harold Jones are completing Merrithew was appointed press correspondent
the cottage they began last summer on the j for another year. At their meeting £next
_

for in the

:« u

f

a

our

NEW EDISON DIAMOND
DISC PHONOGRAPH

early last Thursday morning and the thunder
and lighting was almost continuous, while the

c

ters.

t

change for

io torrents fora short time. No damFollowed by a hot day
age has been reported.
it gave a much needed impetus to vegetation,
which had been retarded by the unseasonably

dances will be

■

1

j:

rain fell

ark of many gardeners. He has
jreen stuff” well advanced.
j,le Heights next Saturday even.ilion, with music by McKeen’s
Maine Transportation Com:r car to the dances each Saticaving the Windsor Hotel at 8

;

Grange insurance of $300, Some
hay, most of the farming tools and household
furniture were destroyed,
A

noted musician was listening this week in
store to one of the new opera records on tne
a

and after the record was played through he said: “I have
one of the old-fashioned talking machines that you
have to put in a new needle each record that is played,”
and he asked us how much we would allow him in ex-

;

The farm buildings of W. L. Carter of Frankfort, just across the town line from North
Searsport, were totally destroyed by fire last
Saturday afternoon. They were valued at

the

l4

nior-'l'lr

j

Rev. William Vaughan is building a six-room
cottage in the rear of his home in East Belfast.
Mr. Vaughan designed it and with the assistance of his sons Otto and Malcolm the work
has been done in their leisure hours.

and return will be interested to
[(>, winner was William Dugan, Jr.,
nop rest competitor one hour and

who is

EDISON
Diamond Disc Phonograph

Lewiston.

in

n-»i—.i~ir»

A MAN

»

At the regular meeting, June 24th, of Emma
White Barker Tent, D. of V., the presidentMrs. Etta Piper Savery, gave an interesting
report of the State meeting of the D. of V

y
,,

[j

time.

Northern Light Grange hall in
<h* uld the day be stormy the
,.e held on the 3d, or the first fair

>ia

|

Edward Wagner while at his work in tht
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory Monday severely cut the first three fingers of his right
hand, and will be unable to use it f >r som<

Ni,^s

i

[

ing orders.

li.

1,1

■—-nrnnn ‘i**i***in*~ri irrrtr

nr-

heating

large

High

j

—

1

If You Want Honest

f

I

|

——.-

j Plumbing and Heating;

I

I

Work which will not be a constant
source of repair bills, and at very low
prices, have your work done by

j

GOODHUE & CO.,

I

V

f

I
t

|
T*

44 Main Street.

Telephone 114-4

$

■

TEA
UNDER THE
MANAGEMENT OF

’•

AND

1

tn
*

1

Dental Offices
at
Saturdays.
■

J

Mrs. ADA L. WILDES

J

OUR

INVITATION

welcome.
Edison

Know

Beautify

Complexion

j

j

Don’t Fail to Talk with Mrs. Nellie Godwin,

This

Your Opportunity—Take Advantage
Free Daily Beauty Lecture

be Welcome.

Carle & Jones,

City Drug Store, Read & Hills, Proprietors,

Edison Phono Distributors

*

j
jj

‘Jj
|

Come

^

a„d

Picnic

Mrs. C. E. MclNTYRE
Open from 10 a. m, to 6 p.
Sunday, 12 to 6 p. m.

m.

Orders taken for local parties at any hour.

parties a specialty.
AT THE WOMAN’S CLUB ROOM,

A uto

The Kettle Si(?n, Church Street, opposite the
Court House.

Native spring lamb and Penobscot river
salmon for your 4th of July dinner. Best cuts
salmon 26c. Give us vour order now, 500 lbs.
will arrive today.
Nice White Halibut, 2 lbs. for 25c.
PERRY'S CASH MARKET,
The only strictly cut price
store in Waldo County.

NOTICE

...

O.

S.VICKERY, M. D.
PRACTICE LIMITED TO

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
and Refraction.
During the months of July and August I
will be In my office, corner Church and
Bridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.
m., 12 m. to 3.00 p. m., and by appointment. Tel. 149-13.
From 4 p. m. until 9. a. m. at Camp

Quantabacook.

Searsmont.

Tel. 23-2.

FOR SALE
Wood Ashes Mixed With Lime.
For price and other particulars, addreaa

J. F. SULLIVAN,
Successor to Knox Fortllizor Co.,
Box 5S2, Rockland, Mo.
I8w27p
S

Supplies

24

PERRY’S

...

e

Cottage,
Camp

Appetizing Foods
tin and glass.
Fresh

Fruits

in

and

Vegetables
Fresh Breads, Biscuits,
Cakes and Cookies

Everything in Fancy
and Staple Groceries

A. A. Howes & Co.
Groceries,
Drugs and
Medicines.

PERRY’S
We offer 100 large, ripe melons from 18 to
25 lbs. at 38c each. 25 bunches nice large
banana) at 19c per dozen. 50 boxes juicy rich
flavored, thin skinned oranges at 19c per doz.
PARRY’S CASH MARKET,
The only strictly cut price
store in Waldo County.
For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
aalt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpea.
scabies, Doan’s Ointment is highly recommended. 60c. a box at all atorea.

eie R.
:<

“Psychological

Conditions.

of the Hon. W. S. Humphrey of WashYork County Comington, before the New
New York
mittee. Murray Hill J.yceum,
Thursday night, June 18, 1914 ]

[Speech
City,

The Democratic party went into power

the general promise that they would
in this
better conditions that had existed
We have
country under Republican rule.
exhad now a little more than six months law
tariff
perience under a Democratic
what is
and the “New Freedom,’ and
Here are some of the reupon

the result?
sults of a Democratic Administration
unexthat waB to bless the nation with

■SttUSSSS'id

m although durof the
ing 1913 we had but three months
months
Democratic tariff law, and ten
but even
of Democratic Administration,
difthat much Democracy is strikingly
ferent in the results.
,
was $4,The bank clearances in 1912
175,000, greater than in 1913.
The number of corporations recorded

1912,

in

was

$713,000,000

more

that those

“MY FEAT ARE STRONG,
VIGOROUS AND HEALTHY”
"My corns dropped out and All Pain and
Misery has disappeared from Callouses and
Bunions and 25 cents did it."
A package of Ezo for Feet, the quickest
acting and surest remedy for painful, swollen,
Bweaty feet, costs but 25 cents at druggists.
In every package there is a free box of Ezo
for Corns. Use it as directed for three days.
On the fourth day lift out the Corn—all of it.
Separate box of Ezo For Corns, 10 cents.

roll of more than $800,000,000.
This $5,000,000 each day has been
fuiron fpnm thp ordinary channels of
and

trade. This has brought depression
financial ruin to every business and to
this $5,every section of the country,
from the
000,000 in wages daily taken
means that
working people of this nation are
spendthe workmen of this country
for bread
ing $5,000,000 less each day
of

and clothes and the other necessaries
life than they did a year ago.
There are 300,000 idle men in New
oO.OOU
York; 200,000 idle men in Chicago;
men
idle men in Pittsburgh; 25,000 idle
the
are
We
facing
in San Francisco.
awful problem of unemployed everythis
where. There are more idle men in
nation today than ever before.
Every day that the Democratic party
has been in power we have bought more
from the foreigner and sold him less.
Every day we have lost in pur foreign
trade more than half a million dollars.
in debt
Every day ihe nation has gone
Every day the
half a million dollars.
number of unemployed has increased.
closed.
Every day mills and factories have adminEvery day since this Democraticthan
10,istration went into power more
000 men have been forced into idleness.
this naEvery day the wage earners of
tion are losing more than $5,000,000.
Wilson has
Every day that Woodrow
been in the White Douse the business of
this nation has decreased more than
the
is
twenty million dollars, lhis
the price
price of Democracy. This isthe
affairs
that the Deople pay to have
of this nation controlled by academic
doctors and efficiency experts, by gowned
theorists and scholarly dreamers, by
pedantic pundits and Chautauqua pellearned allusionists and

formers, by
grape-juice statesmen.

told that all this is merely
has aspsychological. The President
sured the country that what it needs
He has assured the
is more legislation.
with
country that there is nothing wrong
Democratic administration, or with Demthat
is
ocratic laws. The only difficulty
too
the business men of the nation are
that
stupid to appreciate the blessings
the
have been bestowed upon them,
them
only remedy proposed is to give
what they have already remore of
has served notice
The
But

we are

president

ceived,

to be

the country that Congress is
in session ail summer to enact
further legislation that will practically
left.
destroy what little business is
It may be psychological, but it is a
truth that no candid man can deny that
in session
every day that Congress stays
that business grows less. The greatest
blessing that this Congress could possibe to
bly bestow upon the country would
is
adjourn and never meet again. There
this slight consolation, however, that
while Congress is in session destroying
the business of the country they are also
now disdestroying what remains of theThe
busicredited Democratic party.
in
ness men of the nation have appealed
vain to the President to stop further
that
been
legislation, but his reply has are
being
they simply imagine that they
on

kept

ininppd.

CAPTURING THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD
Under the Underwood Tariff law that
of
brought to us the benign blessings
the “new freedom” we are to go forth
and capture the markets of the world.
We have had our wits sharpened by comIt
petition with the rest of mankind.
would appear to be the part of wisdom
to stop and see how the Democratic tariff
law has worked.
In my own State the new Democratic
tariff law immediately closed more than
60 per cent of our shingle mills, threw
8,000 men out of employment, and these
mills are closed today. It immediately'
that
opened the mills of British Columbia
for months had been closed, and they
have been running ever since and 95 per
cent of their output is sold in the United
States. The price of shingles has not
been reduced to the consumer. We now
pay the same price for foreign shingles
that we paid tor those produced in this

country.

More than $2,000,000 in wages isnow
taken from theAmerican workman
in this country and given to the ChinaHindu in
man, the Japanese and the

being

British Columbia.

During

the first

six

months of

the

present Democratic tariff law 33,000,000
pounds of tin plate valued at $1,334,000
was imported into this country, ten times

was brought into this counRetry during the last six months of the
publican tariff law.
This nation, during the six months under a Democratic tariff used less tin plate
than it had during the last six months
as

much

as

under a Republican tariff. This means
one million dollars in work and wages
taken from the men who work in industries of this country and given to foreign
labor.
...
Thousands of tons of foreign steel
manufactured by foreign cheap labor is
going to San Francisco and Seattle.
Thousands of tons of pigiron is coming
into these ports from China produced by
labor paid from 6c. to 8c. per day.
Thousands of tons of cotton ties are
into tha ports of Galveston, New

going

THE WILSON ADMINISTRATION AND
THE VETERANS.

southern cotton planter.
During the last month of the Republican tariff law the Pittsburg Steel Comties paid
pany that manufactures cotton
to its workmen $194,000 every two
Now it pays to these workmen $14,000
of this payevery two weeks. The rest
roll, $160,000 every two weeks has been
taken from them and given to the formen
eigner. More than three thousandout
of
that worked for this company are
employment wondering how they are go-

N

—'
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Copyright. 1914, by Panama-Pacific International Exposition Co.

lowing tribute to the
the Civil War:

SUPERB FRIEZE FOR WONDERFUL EXHIBIT PALACE, PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1915.
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WOMEN CAN
HARDLY BELIEVE
Hurley

by Lydia
Vegetable
Compound.
—

THE

TO LET

Ashore

-_1

r,_

»

r>

T iOlaSaM

pastor of the Baptist church, in the
presence of only the immediate family.
The bride was becomingly attired in a
traveling gown of blue silk. The couple
The bride is one of
were unattended.
Rockport’s most popular young ladies
and for about eight years has been employed in the Security Trust Co., Rockland. The groom is a salesman for the
well known drug house Park, Davis &
Co., of Detroit, Mich. Mr. and Mrs.

|

DON’T

MISS

IT

♦

000 women, we are able to ofler you the
following extraordinary limited bargain;

♦
♦

t♦

Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year

The

\

Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

All for

V
4

The

Owen-Pratt.
Wednesday evening,
June 24th, MiES Eva Isabelle Pratt,
H.. and DHla D.
of
Leonidas
daughter
Pratt of Clinton, was married to Robert
Everett Owen, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Charles E. Owen of Waterville, at tfe’
Free Baptist church, Clinton, the cereof
mony being performed by the father
the bridegroom. Both were members of
the class of ’14, Colby College, and a
large gathering of friends from the college was present to extend their greetings to the happy couple. The church
was prettily decorated with potted plants
The wedding march
and cut flowers.
was played on the church organ by Harold Morse, a classmate. The ushers were
Frank Carpenter, Thomas Crossman and
Ralph Weston, members of the Zeta Psi.
After the ceremony an informal reception was held at the home of the bride.

Sores.

Republican Journal needs

no

intro-

It is a clean, wholesome, up-tothe-minute newspaper—the kind that you
welcome in your home.
McCall’s Magazine is without a
as a

superior

guide in correct dress and household

matters and is

already

known to many of

Size 8x11 in. —84 to 136
pages monthly. Every number contains
Patover 50 advance designs of McCall
our

readers.

terns—celebrated for style, fit, simplicity
andeconomy— besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end
Dress,
£

helpful

information

on

Fancy-Work,

Eti-

for
quette, Beauty, Children, Health, etc.,

♦

4
4
4
4

4
4
♦

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4

4

4
style, for 4
ideas,lor pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s 4

all home-loving women.

For

CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

^

Name.

▼

R. F. D.

|

4

The Republican Journal,
Belfast. Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
which please send McCall's Magazine
and The Republican Journal, each one
full year to

Town

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Cuts, Bums
Mr. E. S. Loper, Manila, N. Y.. writes: “I
have never bad a Cut, Bum, Wound or Sore it
would not heal.’’ Get a box of Bueklen’a Arnica Salve today. Keep handy at all timea for
Burna, Sores, Cuta, Wounds. Prevents Lockjaw. 28c., at your Druggist.

lonly $2.10

duction.

New York and Boston. Mrs. Walmsley
will accompany her husband oh a part

congratulations.

Bargain”

By special arrangement with the publish-^
ers of McCall’s Magazine, the recognized
4
Fashion Authority ol more than 1,200,-

Walmsley left immediately on a ten days’
wedding trip including Atlantic City,

of his trip during the summer through
Northern and Eastern Maine. It is
probable that in the fall they will make
their home in Bangor. They were the
recipients of many beautiful and costly
wedding gifts. A host of friends extend l

The Kind Yon Have

In Use For Over
T

or
or

State.

Street

or

Box No.

£
T
9

^

▲

4

FREE.

♦

me

S

I understand this entitles
to select any McCall Pattern
from .the first copy of McCall's
1 receive and that I am to send posial card, giving size and number
of free pattern direct to McCall Co.

free^

Subscriptions may be

new or

renewal)

^

^
▲
▼

Be

Always Bought
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it a Probate Court held at Benasr. v
for the county of W aldo, on the see*
day of June, a. I). 1914.

f

certain instrument, purporting to
will and testament of Frank K. w
late of S»arsporr. m said County of \\
ceased, having been presented for pm;
Oidered, That notice be given to ali i
terested by causing a copy ol this
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Belfast
may appear at a » robate Court, to
Beliast, within and for said County,
ond Tuesday of July next, at
t
ciock before noon, and show cause, r
have, why the same should not be |
proved and allowed.
JAA.ES LI ft L* \
A tine copy. Attesr:
a hthi'k w. Leonard, l

A

sell drop me
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTEK II. OOMHh,
I’nnifr
ri>»« h»»P l-| .sti
ts. Belfast

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day ot
June, A. 1) 1914.
a. COOMhb of Belfast, administratrix
on the estate of Charles W, Coombs, late
of Belfast, in said Countv of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that the
Judge of Probate may determine who are entitled to said estate and their respective shares
tin rein according to law.
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The liepubhcan Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 14th day of July. A. 1)
1914, at ten of the clock beiore noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Kegister.

At a

At a Pr< bate Court held at hrifast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
June, A. I). 1914.
M, KIMBALL of Franklort.guardian
of Etta 8. Kimball of Jackson, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell and convey
certain real estate described in said petition at
public or private sale for the benefit of said
w rd.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
outer to be published three weeks successively
in The Bepublican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at ■ •ePast, within ami for
said County, on the 14th day of July, A. I)
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show.
eause.it any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not he granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Kegister.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to .«
by causing a copy ot this <•!-.
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Bellas
may appear at a Probate Court,lo be I
last, wiiliiu and for said County, on
Tuesday ot July next, at ten of
interested

Mil'

II r,

hi.,

vlll II’

'iiuiirii

u.

!

before noon, and snow cause if any
the same should not be proved.
and allowed.
JAMES LIBRA
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, i:
■

why

SS.~in Court ol Probate, in
fast, on ihe 9th day of June, 1914
Morse, executor of the last will of
j Webster, late of Belfast, in said Count;.
I ed, having presented Ids first ami tina
jot administration of said estate for ado

WALUO

I

!

| Ordered, That notice thereof be hi
j weeks successively, in The Kepublk-.ii
a newspaper published in Belfast, in v
that all persons interested may attend

I bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, on tli<ol July next, and show cause, if
have, why the said account should not !>•

j

VPAIjDO SS.—In

.mu

;

James mb in
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard.

court ot

count ot
lowance.

1

j
i

Probate,

V? fast, on ttie 9th dav of June,
I K. Snratt, administrator on the esia
said •
! F. Foye, late of Palermo, in
ceased, having presented Ins fl: ~t ;<

At a Probate court Held at Belfast, within ami
hr the Countv of Waldo, on the 9th cay of
!
June, a. I). 1914.
I.

Probate Court, held at Belfast,

Iasi will and testament ol John I
late of Prospect, in said County ot w
ceased, having been presented lor pi t-

DANIEL

l, 1

,,

lor the County ot Waluo, on tlie seeday ot June, A. 1>. 1914.
certain
iustrumem, purporting t

MaKY

Jl

30 Years.

COM_M_WY;JjlW_VOSK^CU»

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, et<
Antique furnitun
a specialty. Ifyoi
have anything t<

administration of said

v
!

|

#->i

Ordered. That notice thereof he
weeks successively, in Ti e Kepubia
a newspaper published in BeltaM.
i\. ibai an persons interested may
Probate Court, to be held at BeltaM

i

Alice Vein Sawver, executors ol the last
will of Curtis K Mitchell, late ot Unity, in
next, and show
I day of July
said county ot Waluo, debased, having pre- ;
they have, why the said account 'I
sented a petition praying that they n ay he apallowed.
pointed trustees ot said estate for the use and
JAMES UP*BY
beneiit ot Mary P. Mitchell and that letters of I
A true copy.
Attest:
trust issue to them according to law.
A |{’l III H V. 1 KIN
1,1

f
j

■

1

Ordered,That the said petitionersgive notice to
all pel sons urn-rested by causing a copy of this
order to be published tiuee weeks successively
in 1 he Ib pnblicau Journal, a
ewspnper published at Belt;,st, that tl e> may appear at a Probate Comt, to he held at Bellast. within and for
I).
said County, on the 14-»h day ot July.
1914, at ten ot the cloek bt-lore noon, and show
of
tin*
said
tin
\
it
have,
\vn>
prayer
cause,
an>
petitioners should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ainni li W. Leonard, Register.

i At

|

j

a

Probate Court liebi

at

LUCY

I

Beira'1

for the County ot Waldo outlie
day or June. a. 1). 1H4

j

taut instrument, purport mu t
will and testament ot Hattie M
Thomas, late ol Betia-t in said <
do, deceased,having been presente

Ai'ei

j

:

[

Ordeied. That notice he given t
interested by causing a ropy ot
puldished tluee weeks MieeesSiv*
public.ui Journal, published at Be
may appear at a Probate Coun.t
Belfast, within and for said c
second Tuesday ot July next, at
clock befol e noon, and show cai."
have, wliy the same should not
pioved and allowed.
JAMES 1.1 Bl
A true copy. Attest:
AHTII'. li W 1.Kt»>'AIM'

Probate Court, belli at Beitast, witniu and
the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
June, a. D. 15)14.
P MITCH!*: L, Curtis B. Milchell and
Alice Vein Sawyer, exei-utors ol the last
will of ( urtis K Mitchell, late *»t Unity, in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praung that the actual market value <d
ill*- property ol said estate, subject to ail in
heilianee tax m the state of Maine, the persons ; 1T7A1.0O H.S.--In Court ot IMoba.'.
interested in the succession thereto, ;u d the
fast, on the 9th day of June.
amount of the lax thereon, may be determined
crick 1. Palmer, admnii'’iatoi t.ii
Dennis Moody, late ot Monroe, in
by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner sgive notice to deceased, having presented ld> lii
all persons interested by causing a copy of this account of administration of said
lowance.
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishOrdered, I hat notice thereof be
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
weeks successively, in The Kepiibh(unit, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
a newspaper publish'd in Belfast,
County, on the 14t.li day of July, a. I). 1914.
interested may
the clock before noon, and show, ty. that all persons
at ten of
Probate Court, to be held at KeltaM.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
of July next, and show
day
he
should
not.
granted.
petitioner
they have, why the said account
JaaiKS LIBBY, Judge.
he allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
JAMES I.IBM
w.
Leonard.
Arthur
Begister.
A true copy, A (test:
ARTHCK W. l.KOKAIiti
witlun
and
held
at
Belfast,
Court
a
Probate
At
for the C« nuty of YVatdo, on the 9th day of
June, A. I) 1914.
117 A 1.1)0 SS—III Court of Probate.
V? fast, on the 9:*. day of June. l»i
T. GILBERT, guardian of HazH F.
of
Waldo, T. Field, administrator, with the vs
Gilbert of >i« nroe. in said County
having presentee a petition praying for a license on the estate of Fred U. W bite, lab
in said County deceased, having p
to sell and convey certain real estate described
fourth and final account of adm
in said petition for the benefit oi said ward at
for
offer
said cs»ate for allowance.
an
advantageous
private sale, having
the same.
Ordered, that notice thereof be
to
notice
Ordered. That the said petitioner give
weeks successively, m The Kepubii*
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
a newspaper published in Belfast, m
in
order to be published three weeks
that all persons interested may .diet
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
bate Court, to be held at Be I last, on
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate of July next, and show cause,
said
Court, to be held at oelfast. within and for
have, why the said account should m
JAMES LIBb\
County, on the 14th day of July. A. D. 15)14, ed.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
A true copy. Attest:
if any they have,why the prayer of said petition1.KOKABU.
A RTHUK w
er snouid not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A 1.1)0 88.—Ill Court of Probate,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
fast, on the 9th dav ot June,
K. Parsons, executrix ot the last
K. Parsons, late of Thorndike, in
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
deceased, having presented her
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesof administration of said
account
day of June, a. D. 1914.
lowaiice.
a
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of Samuel A. Kendell,
Ordered, that notice thereof lweeks successively in The Kepulxii
late ot Stockton Springs, in said County of \\ aldo, deceased,having been pres* nted for probate, newspaper published in Belfast, it
that all persons interested may at
and accompanied by a petition praying for adhate Court. to he Held at Bellas!
ministration of said estate with will annexed.
•Jay of July next, ai d show c.<
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inthey have, why tIre said account
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
allowed.
The
Rein
published three weeks successively
JAMES Mi
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
A true Cpy. Attest:
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
W. Lk«»n *i*
AltTHUK
He I last, within and for said County, <»n the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten ot the clock
it
before noon, and show cause,
any they have,
W A I.DO KS.— In Court ot Probat<
why the same should not be proved, approved V> fast, on the 9th day of June,
and allowed.
Larrabee, executor ot the last w
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Larrabee. late of Monroe, in s.n.i
A true copy. Attest:
ceased, having presented liisliist
Arthur vv. Leonard. Register.
count ol administration ot said eat;.’
ance.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Ordered, that notice thereof lafast, on the 9th day of June 1914. Arthur
weeks successively, in The ltepuiI, Haley, executor ot the last will ot •fames A.
m
a newspaper published in Belfast,
desaid
in
late
of
County,
Haley,
Prospect,
that all pel sons interested may si11*
ceased, having presented his first and final ae
bate Court, to he held at Belfast. «'ii
count of aumiuistrut!o;i of said estate for allow
of July
next, and show cause,
alice
have, w hy tire said account should
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
ed.
Journal
weeks successively in The Republican
JAMES 1.11 I
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said comity,
A Hue copy. Attest:
that all persons interested may attend at a ProI.KON AKI•
W.
A
in
IIUK
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tile 14tli day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
Of
Probate.
be
alCourt
not
A MX) ss.-ln
have, why the said account should
lowed.
fast, on the 9th day of June.
wiili tiladministratrix
JAMES LlitBY, Judge.
A. Jackson,
A true copy.
Attest:
ed, ou the estate of James I. Jaen
deceased
said
in
ARTHUR w. Leonard. Register.
Northport.
Count),
sented her first and final account oi
tion of said estate for allowance.
The subNOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that sho has been
Ordered, that uoilce thereof be 1
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
weeks successively, in The Bepuhli'
m
a
newspaper published in Belfast,
HELEN P. BKVaN STAPLES,late of Monroe,
that ail persons interested may ait-'
In the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
cm'
bonds as the law directs, Hi persons haviuu
day of July next, and show sli
demauds against the estate of said deceased
they have, why the said account
are desired to present the same for settlement
and al indebted therero are requested to make
JAMB
.»l a
tm

;

{
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!
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j
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j

successively
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ADMINISTRATRIX'S

immediate!)
payment
v
CATHERINE E. FRENCH.
Monroe, Me., June 9,1914-3w27|
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Our “Home=Readers’

j

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The

I

i

veterans of

FOR SALE

Walmsley-Buzzell. June 22nd, at
high noon, at the home of Mrs. Sarah
Ingraham Buzzell in Simonton, occurred
the marriage of her daughter. Miss
Josephine Simonton Buzzell, to Charles
j Edward Walmsley of Philadelphia. The
single ring service was impressively

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, 1’arp.
It is pleasant.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. nor
other NarIt contains neither Opium, Morphine
and
It
'Worms
cotic substance.
allays Feverdestroys
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Washington, June 29, 1914. The dismissal of union veterans of the CivilWar
from the Washington City postoffice has
brought a storm of criticism on the Wilson administration,
Senators and Representatives in Congress have taken up
the veterans’ fight and a thorough investigation is promised. The Honorable
Julius Kahn, Representative from California, in a recent speech, paid the fol-

“It is well to remember the dead, but
let us not forget our duty to the living.
And especially to those living soldiers
world will enjoy at San Francisco In 1915 the most marveland sailors who, in the years of their
ever
a
universal
exposipresented at
ous collection of sculpture
youth, were ready to sacrifice their lives,
if
need be, upon the altar of a united
bas-relief
reption. The photograph above shows an exquisite
country. Their number is diminishing
resenting the development of the industry, to be placed over the
rapidly. Most of them have lived far beentrance of the colossal Palace of Varied Industries. The figures are of
yond man’s allotted period of three scort
huge size. The work is by Ralph Stackpole. the brilliant American
years and ten. Comparatively few of
sculptor, and represents one of bis finest creations.
them have been able to draw substantial
prizes in the lottery of life. This is especially true of the rank and file. Many
_i_-—*
of them were mere boys when they enlisted. But they hacKthe hearts of men
GRADUATION AT CASTINE.
within iheir breasts. They were ready
to perform and often did perform the
the
of
exercises
The
graduating
| valorous deeds of bearded men. Their
Castine Normal school were held June 23d age was not deemed an obstacle to the
As the class faithful and honest performance of du'y
at the Normal Building.
to their country.
Their services were
was the largest ever graduated from this
welcomed gladly by a great and grateful
it made the number of relatives
school,
Government.
Some of
these, after
i
and friends present far larger than ever they had grown to man’s estate, after
How Mrs.
Was Re- before, every
the
of
large
had
laid
aside
the
department
they
implements of
stored to Health
building being filled to its capacity, war, after they had been honorably disand most interesting teaching exercises charged from the military service, deE. Pinkham’s
were listened to.
The Domestic Science cided to serve their country still in its
department between the hours of 10 and civil service. Just as they had performed
was
12
crowded, they having the op- their duty faithfully and honestly on the
of seeing the D. Class, prepare tented field, so they performed their
portunity
“I was troubled with
Eldon, Mo.
fruit salad, sponge pudding and cream duty faithfully and honestly in the execdisplacement, inflammation and female cakes. The class worked with ease and utive departments of this Government.
weakness. For two showed a great amount of interest in
true, they nave grown weary ana
years I could not their work. Their cooxing came out old in that service. Is that a fault? Has
stand on my feet first-class, and those present had the old age grown to be a crime? Some men
Tmnnrta inprpnspd for the 8&m6 tWO
months in the port of New York alone
long at a time and I chance of sampling the dainties. Other clothed with a little brief authority
could not walk two departments visited were full of interest. would make it so. But their actions will
$26,000,000. In other words, during
The children’s rooms all proved interest- be resented as it should be by the citiMarch and April of this year under this
blocks without ening; the little folks all arrayed in their zens of this Government. The proverbDemocratic tariff law that was to give
and
during cutting
best with their bright faces and ready ial ingratitude of Republics must not apus the markets of the world the balance
drawing pains down answers were most attractive. During ply to these men. The compensation
in favor of the foreigner at the port of
the day a large chorus made up of stu- they received while in the very heyday
my right side which
New York alone was $46,000,000,or to put
increased every dents, conducted by Dr. Philbrook, of their lives, while in the fullest vigor
it in another way, under the Democratic
of their faculties, was not a princely
month. I have been furnished fine singing.
tariff law now upon the statute books we
At Emerson Hall in the evening the fortune.
at that time purple
Many of them had families to
are losing our foreign markets at the
out
carried
exercises
were
following
rear.
Many of them have not been able
in the face and would
rate of $276,000,000 per year through this
most
music;
successfully. March; prayer;
to save much from their meager compenCur tremendous loss of trade
one port.
walk the floor. I could not lie down or
Salutatory, Montessori and her Work, sation for the almost inevitable rainy
is shown more strikingly still when you
sit still sometimes for a day and a night
E.
Burlington;
Essay,
Richardson,
Sylvia
of
material
day. Some of them have become superremember that our imports
at a time. I was nervous, and had very
The Value of the Study of English, Eu- annuated. To my mind it is a disgrace
used in manufacturing has decreased in
little appetite, no ambition, melancholy, nice A. Keller, Islesboro; music; Essay, to our country that they have been thus
the first six months under the UnderThe Country vs the City, Russell C. thrust out, at an advanced age, on the
and often felt as though 1 had not a
wood law more than $48,000,000. Each
friend in the world. After I had tried Dodge, Boothbay; Class History, Agnes very threshold of the grave, to fight the
month since the figures show a still
0. Hibbert, Castine; music: Essay, The battles of iife in competition with their
most every female remedy without sucgreater loss of foreign trade.
Marble Lies Waiting, Lillian 1. Ryder, fellow men. At best, their years will
to
me
advised
mother-in-law
During April, 1914, the last month for
cess, my
Winterport; music; Valedictory, Madon
Even if they were totally incabe few.
which figures are available, as compared
E.
Pinkham’s
take
Vegetable nas in Art. Blanche C. Sibley, Freedom;
Lydia
which they are not, it would
pacitated,
with April, 1913, we bought from the
in
so
and
I
did
gained
Compound.
Singing the Class Ode; Conferring of be a fitting recognition of their past
foreigner $36,000,000 more and sold him
no
trouI
have
now
strength every day.
Diplomas; Benediction.
services to continue them in the public
$37,000,000 less, or a balance in favor of
ble in any way and highly praise your
CLASS ODE.
service until they peacefully close their
the foreigner in a single month under
medicine. It advertises itself."—Mrs.
Classmates, a ling’ring last farewell.
eyes in death,
the Democratic law that was to give us
Our boats must soon be in the tide.
‘‘The few dollars that will be saved as
S. T. Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
the markets of the world of $73,000,000.
no
one
When
we
shall
meet
can
tell;
the result, of the discharge of these aged
During the first six months of the Unthe remedy which did The seas are rough, the world is wide.
Remember,
decreased
men will be squandered probably in some
derwood law our foreign trade
this was Lydia E. Pinjcham’s Vegetable
But how can you
less deserving cause.
With loyal love, we coine today
more than $100,000,000 as compared with
To raise our colors to the mast;
Compound. For sale everywhere
the first six Jmonths under the Payne
assuage the sorrow, the grief, the pain,
that must come to these old veterans
Help us, dear friends, to launch away,
law. Our imports since the Underwood
It has helped thousands of women Our
time to go has cume at last.
when they are told that this great Amerlaw has gone upon the statute books in
who have been troubled with displaceican Commonwealth which they helped
Hand clasping hand, no dread of seas
six months have decreased 37 per cent. 1 ments, infl animation,
ulceration, tumors, Shall
to save must throw them adrift in their
wring irom us weak, foolish tears;
Our exports during the same six months
backache,
periodic
pains,
irregularities,
us
Heaven
grant
fav’ring breeze.
May
under the Underwood law have decreased
declining days in order to make room for
down
that
safe
our
boats
Guide
feeling,
bearing
indigestion,
I
through
coming
years.
are
we
cap31 per cent. This shows how
younger men.”
and nervous prostration, after all other Farewell, dear classmates, teachers dear!
luring the markets of the world under
means have failed.
This shows the
Why don’t you try Farewell, farewell, for many a day;
: the “new freedom.”
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
it? Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., We’ll greet our life witn smiling cheer.
result of sharpening our wits in compeNor idly long at anchor sway.
tition with the cheap labor of foreign
Mass,
Miss
Freda Goodwin of Burnham was a
Lynn,
Catherine Blaisdell.
nations.
| caller in town Wednesday,
At the dormitory there were 200 guests
During the first six months of the new
H. S. Lanpher made a short visit this
over Tuesday,
tariff law as compared with the old tarmaking with the other week
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
iff law our revenue has decreased $25,guests around town about. 400 people.
and will long be remem- Manson.
The
090,000 during the same period.
FRANK DAVIS FARM, two miles out The day was tine
bered by the class of 1914 as well as the
excess of expenditures over receipts has
Dr. and Mrs. William Cargill are reon Swan Lake Avenue. East Belfast. Has
been $37,090,000.
During the same pe- about 18 acres, 8 in wood lot, the rest in mow- guests and citizens of the town.
ceiving congratulations of their many
House of 8 rooms and well of good
Among those registered at the Castine friends on account of the birth of a
riod last year under the Republican tariff ing fields
the excess of receipts over expenditures water. Also the Davis and Guptill cottage at House who attended the exercises were daughter.
at
the
Temple Heights Inquire
H. A. and R H. Ryder of Winterport; C.
was $7,500,000, or a balan: e in favor of
J. F. STEPHENSON MARKET.
Mrs. Anna Stephenson and daughter
A. Paul, Morrill; Mrs.J. F. Paine, Searsthe Republican tariff law in six months
2w26
High Street, Belfast.
soon leave for North port
of $44,500,000.
rnont; Mrs. M. Corbett, StocktonSprings; Jeannette will
where they will occupy a cottage for the
Every day this Democratic Congress
| P. W. Corson, Thorndike; Mr. and Mrs. summer.
! A.
Durham. Monroe; Mr. and Mrs. B.
is expending more money than the nation
J. Murphy, Mrs. S. Butler, C. B. WigI predict that it will be
is receiving.
Miss Sallie Dow of Wellesley joined
but a few months more until we will
gin a*.d Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Lower, her mother, Mrs. Cora Dow. and sister
cottage at the battery.
Belfast.
have to again issue bonds to raise money
Miss Kate who was a member of the
Has three sleeping rooms, a living room
Mrs. J. S. Warren and daughter Eme- graduating class at M. C. I., and this
to pay the running expenses of governand a kitchen, also a large piazza.
line of Islesboro, Mrs. W. F. Turner and week left for their home in Searsport.—
ment, a thing that has not been done
Apply to
Mrs. S. L. Beaton of Augusta, Miss El- Pittsfield Advertiser.
since the last Democratic Administration
LOUVILLE J. POTTLE, Belfast, Me.
A
Democratic
under Grover Cleveland.
Administration and en pty treasury!
words
those
the
of
What memories
past
recall.

WEDDING BELLS.

for Infants and Children.

A California Congressman’s Tribute to the
Veterans of the Civil War.

Orleans and Savannah to be used by the

recorded in 1913.
the
On the last day of January, 1913,
had orUnited States Steel Corporation
ing to earn their daily bread.
JanOn
ders for 7,850,000 tons of steel.
Only a few days ago. the National
orders for 4,250,000 Tube Company of McKeesport, Pa.,
uary 1, 1914, it had
it
month
this
closed throwing out of employment 2,tons. On the first day of
could
had orders for 3,998,000. What
500 men. Their work and their wages
have been taken from them and given to
tell a more distressing story?
Steel is one of the great business foreigners.
more
barometers of the nation. Today,
During the first three months of 1914
in the
under a Democratic tariff law our sale of
than one-third of the steel mills
cotton goods to the foreigner decreased
entire country are closed.
this
in
$1,200,000. Our purchases during the
Today, the steel production
normal.
or a
same period increased $2,100,000
country is 40 per cent below
invested
balance in favor of the foreigner of $3,Today, there are $150,000,000
in idle steel mills.
300,000.
^
idle men in
During the first three months of 1914,
Today, there are a million
industries,
and
worsted
associated
woolen
goods
our imports of
the iron and steel
of more than were
$7,664,370, under a Democratic
representing a daily payroll
of
months
three
first
the
law.
During
$2,000,000.
in this
1913 they were $2,254,010 under a RepubToday, there are 275,000 miners
country out of work that in Republican lican tariff, or a balance of $5,410,360 in
times were earning $750,000,000 annually. favor of the foreigner in three months.
freigh
In three months after the Underwood
Today, there are 238,000 idle
in the history law went upon the statute books Bradears, the largest number
the
Republican
of this nation. When
ford, the great woolen and worsted centhere
ter of England, increased its sale of
party went out of power
500,000 these
goods to the United States 280 per
Today, there are more then
tnat
cent.
railroad men out of employment
ooa million
were receiving more than
\ Comparing this year with last year,
Willats a day in wages when Woodrow
during the month of March the amount
we sold abroad at the port of New York
son went into the White House.
nathis
of
alone decreased $11,000,000.
Today, the wage-earners
tion are losing more than $5,000,wo
During the month of April at the same
port it decreased $12,000,000, or a loss in
every twenty-four hours.
In six months, the Democratic admin- our foreign markets of $23,000,000 in
istration has wiped out an annual pay- two months at this one po:t.
...

Sperry or sorry and Beatrice H.
Horton of Bar Harbor were guests oi
Hr. and Mrs. J. C. M. Gardner during
the commencement exercisea.
Hr. and Mrs. John Sanborn of Dover,
Mrs. Rose Whitehouse, Bucksport; Mrs.
Rilla Shute, Sandypoint and Mr. Ower
Soper of Orland were guests of Mrs.
Allard Staples over graduation.
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Literary News and Notes.

-^ENTCOMMENT.
The
n

Democratic

for rum—a license or local

stood

sl''*

That the majority of Maine
still stand for rum is demon(he nomination of Oakley C.

..is

-11

''

The July Popular Mechanics Magazine
contains, all told, 335 articles and 356
H.
H.
Windsor disillustrations.
cusses, “The Misplaced Factory” and
‘Sleeping on his A rms, the latter treating of business and industrial conditions
in the United States. There are many
of views, some
page views and groups
of them showing: Guns used to guard
the Panama Canal; the Cape Cod Canal,
now nearing completion; the Alaskan
routes; scenes
government-built railroad
attending the taking of Vera Cruz by
the United States forces (six pages);

CANDIDATE WON.
THE KLjM
Falls Times.]
,The Kumford
party of Maine has

r.!

for Governor.

.(•' Portland

candidates, Curtis

\,ur

the

was

appealed fo r votes on the
license or local op ion law.
of his speech in Rumford was
ution of the Prohibitory law
In veiled
of license.

African
strange funeral custom
tribe, etc. The Shop Notes and Amaare
full of
teur Mechanics departments
material.
practical, carefully prepared
were added to the magazine
Six
a

u.plauded rumsellers.
iing issue was rum—and he
miration by the aid of the
country vote for him was

pages

with the July number, and they were
used to enlarge the Amateur Mechanics
“writdepartment. All the

ution of Curtis means a lot
ublican party. It means that
Haines will be re-elected, bes-ue between the nominees is
It is license or prohibi:lwn.
If any other
mi or no rum.
nominated the issue
lo had been
t

be
t

prominent,

so

as

ten

LAUNDRESS

the

of Governor Haines.
l-VTUS AND ITS

-I

she works next to the stove,
within easy reach of her irons, she
keeps cool and comfortable. That’s because she uses a

Though

SEQUEL.

York Sun, iDd’t ]
few days of a year since

,he New
■.:

a

•.

\\ -son, addressing Congress
ct of currency legislation,

cough to strike the shackles
The duty of statesmangative merely. It is conWe must show that we
it business needs and that

Oil Cook-stove^

supply it.

to

.•month which has all but
conviction of this underknowledge lias been prois ii shown? Is it evinced
unemployed labor, in the
of side-tracked equipment
s, in the record breaking
ports and the equally recor! exports aceomoanying
is of merchandise, in the
i.i" s of forward orders at
in the contraction of
s.
c- and in the statistics of
■

11ly ami uimimsneu enare the understanding and
11 %• displayed in the recent
Senatorial investment in
Wall street curb market
1 anew with the assistance
rents on official stationery 1

j

rla

;

['i-nittees?
il.at the prospectus of last

j

fault in its suggestion of a
wledge of “what business
to

.v

supply it?’’

istration’s latest challenge
opinion traversed a letter
ms Hardware Company of
Mo., one of tile great com■i rns of the country.
In that
trade the view was expressogress would “shut up shop
the chances of business
ould be vastly enhanced. The !
■reliant who is at the head of ;
■i y confesses that he was the
communication and is cred-

i

■

|

;

i

j

■

;

■■spatch

to

ration:

everywhere

the New York

-nm

psychodamning

“state of mind,” but a
il to American industry, that
i.ports $24,938,413, and cut
ris 8112,466,783.
With close
lion balance of trade in favor
n
the corresponding period
..ling year, the excess of exliports is cut $137,405,196 by
nderwood law.
foreign trade of the counno

ii.standing increasing buying
American consumption, is re-

128 370.

fattening

of

foreign

man-

expense of American
the drain of gold from this
other has begun, exports of

!
I

the

ling imports by $12,391,080.

t;tion forced upon American
reckless tariff cutting is
the national treasury, which
:V
=i' r
,ss of $26,102,553 in customs
s a.one, and a total
shortage in
t
■ >'29,110,217,
against which the
'ravaga, cc of a Congress pledged to
n’W'.a i.
a. increased
expenditures $9,i*w,2s; Tims a surplus of $15,584,014
nas heei.
rued into deficit of $25,485,492.
he remembered that when
„> t
rresi ier,’ Wilson
signed this bill, that
‘,?f rvastated American industry, on
October 4. 1913. hp said*
1 feei a
very peculiar pleasure in what
■nave just done.
I have had
mpljshment of something like
art ever since I was a boy.
at as it is, is the
accomplish-

[!

|

■

...

uly half

the
about to

w

I

journey.

take the second

currency bill.
a

ait

to crown

honor?

ar ,r

And

Why
ourselves with
I covet this
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RECENT DEATHS/

S HORLICK’S

Thomas D. Eaton died June 19th at
home in Winterport, aged 74 years.
had been in poor health for a long
time and his death was not. unexpected.
Mr. Eaton Was a man of genial personality ^and .much respected by all. He
was a veteran of the Civil War and a
member of the
Methodist Episcopal
church, Howard lodge. F. & A. M., and
Cushing chapter, O. E. S. Mr. Eaton
leaves to mourn their loss, a wife, a son,
Charles R. Eaton of Winterport, and a
daughter, -Mrs. Percy N. Hall of Brewer
The funeral was held in the Methodist

~

perience.

The President had promised to observe
the executive order protecting consuls,
except where the good of the service required a departure from it. But in the
most conspicuous departure which he
has made the good of the service was
entirely forgotten. What can be expected if the Administration is to have a
free hand in selecting the new corps of
commercial attaches? The new service
instead of being made a helpful instrument for the promotion of foreign trade
will be turned into a retreat for the
broken down or a relief station for the
hungry and thirsty.
By classifying and protecting the attaches Mr. Redfield had a chance to contribute something substantial toward
the development of an efficient foreign
Instead he has only
commercial service.
furnished a new list of attractive jobs
for the spoilsmen.
DISINHERITED.

[From the Portland, Oregon, Journal J
In spite of Mexican misfortunes, there
are Americans who are warlike when
the battle is afar, that still clamor for
the American army

to be sent to the

capital. There are newspaper generals
who sit in swivel chairs with martial air
and write screaming demands for the
letting of Mexican blood, regardless of
the cost in American lives.
It is a cruel cry. The Mexicans are a
landless people in a land of fabulous
riches. They are trespassers in their
own country.
Mexico is the most conspicuous example
of absentee landlordism in the world, as
was declared from his pulpit by Dr. John
Boyd of Portland, Sunday. All the arable
land in Mexico is owned by 7,000 families.
Once, thousands of small tracts were in
the hands of small farmers, but under
the land policy of Porfirio Diaz it passed
into the hands of a great landlording
class, largely alien. W. R. Hearst, the
newspaper man, owns a million acres,
and General Otis, a newspaper publisher
of Los Angeles, is owner of another
million.
The oil lands, which ore believed to be
even more extensive than those in Russia
or the United States, were given over to
foreigners almost entirely by Dias. Lord
Co wormy owns 68 per cent of the Tampico
district, and his company pays annaal

birth have no conception of the actual
sizes of animals and people. One boy,
for instance, who recovered his sight,
expressed the greatest terror at the immensity of his parents. “Heroines of
the Film” will be appreciated by all admirers of moving-picture actresses. A
generous amount of fiction by well-known
writers may also be found in thi; month’s
issue of The Strand.
mnof

ntorpsfincr nrtip|p«
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the July Wide World is entitled “Uncle
Sam’s ‘‘Floating Court,’” by Walter
Noble Burns, who describes and illustrates the manner in which the United
States Government administers justice
among the Eshimos, whalers, and the
scattered white population of the far
northern Alaskan coast, Behring Sea,
and the Arctic
Many strange cases are
brought to tht judges and The tasks
they are called upon to perform are
varied, amusing and sometimes tragic.
“Pussy-Foot of Oklahoma” deals with
William E Johnson, late head of the
Bureau of the United States Indian Service,and his successful efforts to“smash”
the outlaws of Oklahoma who were selling vile spirits to the Indians and generally defying the law. In “Advertising
fora Wife," Lucius L. Wittich, of Joplin, Mo., describes how Colonel Worth, a
millionaire mine-owner of Joplin, tried
this experiment and thereby narrowly
escaped a horrible death. Other articles
deal with"Picture-Huntingin Hungary,”
“My Experiences in Western Papua,”
“A Coyote Round-Up,” “East Africa as
I Saw it,” “Our Battle with the HeadHunters,’’and many other subjects of
world wide interest.
In the July American Magazine “Eddie” Collins of the Philadelphia Athletics, whom “Johnny” McGraw of the
New York Giants has called the greatest
baseball player in the world, writes an
article entitled“Pitchers I Have Faced,”
in which he tells many stories of his experiences with the most wonderful baseball pitchers in the major leagues. In
the same issue Stephen Leacock, who is
called the “Canadian Mark Twain,” begins a new comic series entitled “Arcadian Adventures with the Idle Rich.”
Under the title “The Part Money Plays
in Marriage” a man who has bad twentyfive years’ experience as a husband reports some of his adventures in the marriage relation. Richard Spillane, a newspaper man. writing under the title,
“Through Hurricane and Flood,” contributes a wonderful story founded on
actual experiences in the Galveston disaster. Ray Stannard Baker, writing another letter from the field in his series
entitled “Seeing America,” describes a

Avoid Imitations—Take No Substitute
Rich Milk, malted grain, in powder form.
Forinfants, invalids and growing children.

More healthful than tea or coffee.
Agrees with the weakest digestion.
Keep it on your sideboard at home.
A quick lunch prepared in a minute.

Purenutrition.upbuildingthewholebody.
Invigorates nursing mothers and the ag«d.
till they reached the English Channel and
arrived in port with half an hour’s difference, after racing for over three
months on end.
And brave, fine things

Episcopal church, June 23d, Rev. A. J.
Lockhart officiating. The Masonic burial service was read and that lodge at-

they looked as they sped onwards with
tended.
their white wings unfurled to the breeze.
The Thermopylae had a marvellous caCapt. Mark Ingraham, a former well pacity for speed. In one day she sailed
known commander in the Boston and 380 statute miles, or an average of sixBangor steamboat service, died June teen miles an hour, and she made the
24th at his home in Rockland, having passage home from China in ninety-one
nearly reached his 88th birthday. He lays. These were names to conjure with
was the last of six brothers, who were
The Thermopylae was a
in the sixties.
widely known along the New England composite clipper of 947 tons register.
coast as commanders of steamboats or Her dimensions were 210x36x21 feet.
coasting vessels. Capt. Ingraham began Mer. talked of these sailing vessels as if
his 57 years of seafaring as cook on a they were real personalities. One of the
small tishing vessel, being then but 11 most famous of them was the Macquarie
an iron barque built in 1875 by Green’s
years of age. During the 40’s he sailed
before the mast in the ship Charlemagne ; }f London. Her registered tonnage was
and the brig Sayline, making voyages to 1977, her length 269.8 feet, her beam 40.1
j
many foreign ports. Returning to the I feet and her depth 23.7 feet. In her day
coasting business he commanded the ] she was a famous beauty, and, after be-'
schooners Equal, Otter, Neponset, Min- ing sold to Norwegian o-vners, is ending
nie Cobb, chase and Joseph Farwell. I her days as a hulk somewhere in Ausucai
lie
was
ucaui
vyuhc
units
mice
tralia.
commander of the schooner Chase. Re^fie fact remains that in spite of their |
was
asin
1879
he
to
Rockland
charm their day is done and that owners
turning
the
steamer
of
as
are
Cambridge,
signed
pilot
rapidly discarding them for steamwhich had just been placed on the line ships.
With them goes much of the robetween Bangor and Boston. The craft mance connected with the sea.
Shorter
was commanded by his brother,
Capt. voyages,quicker discharge, greater speed
Otis Ingraham. After one season in this are the order of the day. Vessels are
capacity he was given the command of worked today from no altruistic point of
the steamer Mt. Desert,running between view, and the chances are that before
Rockland and Bar Harbor. This was the many years are passed the large sailing
beginning of 21 years’ service as a ship will have passed entirely away.
steamboat captain. Capt. Ingraham is British owners in particular are lea ling
survived by one daughter, Mrs. James the van in this direction.
In twentyMcKenzie of Attleboro, Mass., and two five years the British sailing tonnage
sons, Albert F. Ingraham of Whitefield has decreased from 3,500,000 to 255,000. |
and Frank W. Ingraham of Enfield.
It is a long cry from the “wooden bulwarks” of England to the finely equipour
Mrs. Esther R. Burrill, widow of Wiilis ped steel steamship of today, but
and economic pre-eminence !
commercial
S. Burrill, died June 24th at the home of
“be- I
her daughter, Mrs. E. M. Jepson, in was won for us by men who sailed
and their achievements
Watervilie, aged 77 years, 11 months and fore the mast”
the pride |
20 days. Mrs. Burrill was born in Brooks- will remain for years to come
of the British peoples.
ville, the daughter of John B. and \Jane
Dyer Redman, and much of her early
After her
life was spent in Belfast.
marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Burrill lived in
FOR FLETCHER’S
Oakland where, during the last 16 years
of his life, Mr. Burrill was an invalid
and was tenderly cared for by his faithful
After the death of her husband, i THE CONGREGATIONAL CONFERENCE
wife.
Mrs. Burrill went to Watervilie, where I
she had lived with her daughter 15 years.
/The Waldo County Association of ConHers was one of those rare, sunny na- gregational churches held a very enthusi; tures, whom to know was to love, and
astic and profitable meeting with the
during her stay in Watervilie she made
church in Frankfort June 24th. An immany friends who will miss her cheery
Mrs. Bur- portant feature of the meeting was the
ways and pleasant greetings.
rill had been an invalid for four years
appointment of what is to be known as a
and a great sufferer, but during all this
committee composed of Rev.
time was the same sweet, patient, un- council
H. McElhiney of Searsport,
Charles
life
and
soul,
enjoying
gathcomplaining
Rev.
ering many young people about her who Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of Belfast,
loved her companionship. Mrs. Burrill Harry Trust of Stockton and Sandywas a member of the Methodist church
point, Deacon Harry M. Prentiss of Beland the Ladies’ Aid connected with the fast, and James Duncan of Searsport.
church, the members of which contribut- In connection with this Willis G. Hatch
ed to her pleasure many times during her and Elon B, Gilchrist of Belfast will act
in charge the
long illness. She also belonged to the in the matter of taking
interested legacy and equalizing fund of Waldo
W. C. T. U. and was

Children Cry

deeply

Her family relations since i
in the work.
she had lived in Watervilie were of the!
happiest. No owi^ son could have
been more mindful of her welfare nor
administered more tenderly to her wants |
than had Mr. Jepson since she came into j
his home, and her daughter was ever de- !
voted to her mother. The sunset of her
life was indeed pleasant, and she crossed
the river with the feeling that she was
going home and was happy in the 1
thought. Besides Mr. and Mrs. Jepson,
she leaves to mourn their loss, two sons,
Willis S. Burrill of Plymouth, Mas?.,
and Frank E. Burrill of Lisbon Center;
P. Redman of
ong brother, Charles
Thomaston, who is the last of a family
of six, and four grandchildren, Walter,
Grace and Ruth, children of Willis, and
and Florence, daughter of Frank Burril1. ,
The two latter are at the Jepson home at
the present time. The funeral was held
at the home Friday afternoon at two
o’clock. Rev. Henry C. Turner officiat- \
ing and the burial was in the family lot1
in Oakland.

county.
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LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location fora new start
in life.

Water Powers,

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good Farming Land
l
!

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Communications
are

invited and

regarding

locations

will receive attentions

addressed to any agent of
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

when

the

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

STEAMSHIP
EASTERN
CORPORATION.
SEVEN

TRIPS

.4

WEEK.

BANGOR LINE.
BELFAST AND BOSTON S3 50

(ROUND

TRIP $6.50.)

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND

CAMDEN.

Belfast at 5.00 p. m week days and
Sundays for Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Boston.
Leave Belfast at 7.30 a m. daily, for
Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURNING
Leave

Leave India Wharf, Boston, at 5.00 p. m.,

daily, and leave Belfast at 7.30 a. m. daily
Bangor and intermediate landings.
FRED W.

for

POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
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39 CENTS
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Next month, about the 20th, the members of the Council committee, together
<vith State Superintendent Rev. Charles
Harbutt of Portland, will visit every
church in the field, meeting with the
dividends of $8,500,000.
pastors and holding service and consultaA similar status prevails in the mining
tions. The object of this is to strengthen
properties. The rich deposits of the Mexi daily newspaper advertising campaign
each church by fellowship and co-operacan mountains have been seized and held
conducted on behalf of the churches in
tion, one with another. In this way a
through Diaz concessions by foreigners. Baltimore. Albert Hickman, contributgreater growth and efficiency is hoped
The Guggenheims own vast properties
an article entitled “The Sea Sled,”
fcr.
served by five great smelters which yield ing
reports experiences in developing a new
The following officers were elected:
an annual income of many millions.
conis
Fiction
motor
boat.
fast
of
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of Belfast, modThe mining properties of Mexico as at type
tributed by Marjorie Benton Cooke,
erator for this year in place of Rev. D.
present developed, are valued at $647,- whose serial story “Bamby” is
making a
L. Wilson, who has moved away; James
000,000. The terrible story of how a
Number 6606, a conimpression;
great
Duncan of Searspon, vice moderator;
people have been robbed of their birth- vict in a western peniten’iary, who tells
W. G. Hatch of North Belfast, registrar
right is told in the fact that the Ameri- another “Boston Blackie” story; and Reand treasurer.
can mine holdings are $500,000,000, the
a
becca Hooper Eastman, who writes
The financial report showed that the
British $87,000,000, and the Mexican $29,story entitled “That Awful Bill,” which
field has been very successful, meeting
000,000.
a
of
an
adventure
of
a
is
treating
report
all its obligations.
Meanwhile the average Mexican is clad wife’s
financial affairs.
Devotional service were conducted by
in cotton trousers, a cotton shirt, a gaudy
Rev. Mr, Cairn of Brooks. A glowing
blanket, and he works for a few cents a
The Atlantic for July opens with “A
sermon was given in the morning by
day and keeps his wife and children in Message to the Middle Class,” which is
Rev. Charles H. McElhiney of Searsport,
an
adobe hut. Unschooled, unlettered at once a warning and an appeal. Seywho spoke on “Forms of Worship.”
and disinherited he is without estate in mour Deming, whose paper on “Our InHis talk was most interesting and given
He is a tenant stinctive Idiocies’ in the May number
the land of his nativity.
THE DISAPPEARING SAIL.
in his convincing and earnest manner.
on the inheritance that descended to him
has already won for him the interested
He was followed by Rev. C. W. ColThe Significance of a Change Which
of Atlantic readers, here
by birth.
attention
lier of Bangor, on “Some Aspects of the
He is the pathetic object whom Ameri- criticizes the middle ciass attitude to1
Has at Last Made.
Lloyd’s
State Work.” Rev. Charles Harbutt of
can gentlemen on horseback demand that ward social
phenomena and industrial
Portland, the-State superintendent, then
[London Times.]
that the great Republic shall pursue with crises, and suggests a means by which
Various feelings are stirred by the par- continued the subject, giving many
fire and sword.
harmony between the classes may be
of what is being
which appeared in a recent issue practical illustrations
Mr.
agraph
Deming’s
sympathetic
promoted.
of
the Sailing Ship.’’ It done in Maine, by the Congregational
the
on
the
of
“Passing
and
Costive
!
presentation
impassiored
You’re Bilious and
churches.
case for the workingman is followed by was there stated that in the future the
Rev. Harry Trust then gave a talk on
Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour Stomach, “A
signed by E. S., in whom special sign (s) to indicate steamers will “The Spiritual Decline of the Country
Reply”
Furred Tongue and Indigestion, Mean Liver the middle class finds an able and spirit- be discontinued in Lloyd’s announceChurch.”
and Bowels clogged. Clean up tonight. Get a ed defender. Among the liberary essay- ments. The names of steamers will be
Rev. Haraden S. Pearl followed with
25c. bottle of Dr. King’s New Life Pills today its, John Jay Chapman makes a notable shown without any distinguishing marks, a talk on “Some Problems of the
vessels
names
of
will
be
the
but
criticism
of
Greek
sailing
to
the
and empty the stomach and bowels of ferment- contribution
indicated by the sign (s. v.) The inti- Church.”
A full bowe) literature and its interpreters in “The
i ig, gassy foods and waste.
Communion was administered by Rev. j
and Charles H. A. mation indicates the great change which
Greek
Genius”;
G. G. Martin, professor of theology of
movement gives a satisfied, thankful feeling—
who appears for the first time has come over the mercantile marine of
Wager,
and by
makes you feel fine. Effective, yet mild. Don't in the Atlantic, justifies with intimate the world within a comparatively few the Bangor Theological Seminary
1
statistical tables of Rev. C. McElhiney of Searsport.
appreciation the hesitations of Erasmus years. Taking the
gripe. 25c., at your Druggist.
were
considered
The meetings
by all
and his temperamental kin, in “A Plea Lloyd’s Register for 1888 89, or a quarter
vet
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.
most
to
be
the
profitable
and of a century ago, we find that the world’s present
The Jelly-fish
for Erasmians.”
held and much enthusiasm is the result,
Suffrage,”
by C. William Beebe, tonnage was represented by 22,402 sailEqual
PERSONALS.
CAMDEN
another new contributor, and "What of ing vessels of 9,496,603 net tons, as
Coeducation ?” by Zona Gale, discuss against 10,260 steamers of 7,414,954 net
Miss Mildred Woodcock has returned with
sanity and good humor two impor- tons, whereas today there are but 6,694
home for the summer.
tant phases of feminism. The question sailing vessels of 3,890,936 tons, as comr\
J
t__1
I_
of education, irrespective of sex, is pared with 23,897 steamers of 26,517,029
Hlllto
further treated by James Mascarene net tons.
Belfast Readers Are Learning the Way.
in Isle au Haut for the summer.
The passing of the sailing ship is like
Hubbard in his review of the Carnegie
It’s the little kidney ills—
Miss Dorothy Simonton arrived last Foundation’s recent investigation of the passing of an old friend. Many who
The lame, weak or aching back—
week to spend the summer in Camden.
education in Vermont; and Robert M. are now middle-aged were given as boys
round the docks, which
The unnoticed urinary disorders—
Mrs. Mina D. Reed and daughter Gay’s “In Those Days” merrily depicts to wandering
vessels returned from
were full of
That may lead to dropsy and Bright’s 3isGladys are at Seal Harbor for a few the sell-conscious miseries of the newly distant shor sailing
s.
There
were
many ships ease.
fledged pedagogue. Gamaliel Bradford,
weeks.
whose Confederate Portraits have been from Australia and South America, redoWhen the kidneys are weak,
The
R. L. Bean and family arrived home among the most widely read of Atlantic lent with romance and adventure.
Help them with Doan’s Kidney Pills,
Monday from an auto trip through the essays, begins in this number his series supersession of the sailing ship is largely
A remedy especially for*weak kidneys.
White Mountains.
of Union Portraits with “Joseph Hook- in response to an economic demand. Let
Doan’s have been used in kidney troubles for
that even today there
Mr and Mrs. F. J. Wiley and Dr. and er,” of Massachusetts. Robert Haven it be remembered
are certain sailing ships which in the 50 years.
Mrs. W. F. Bisbee left Wednesday for Schauffler, in “Some Enthusiasms I have
Endorsed by 30,000 people—endorsed by citiKnown,” and U. V. Wiison, another new matter of speed can almost hold their
an auto trip in Northern Maine.
name, in “At Seventy-Three and Be- own with the ordinary tramp steamer. zens of this locality.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis and family arrived yond,” give us the reactions of life upon Looked at from an artiBtic point of view,
“During the past three years 1 had attacks
on his steam jracht, the Lyndonia, Friday the native
in 'youth and age. the steamships cannot compare with the of
optimist
pain in my back," says W. C. Sheldon of
to occupy their cottage at Beauchamp.
The Rev. Bernard Iddings Bell advances sailing ship. Take some of the sailing Brooks, Me. “Some of them were quite severe
of
the sixties, the Aberdeen
vessels
Tol“The
of
in
Danger
a
new
paradox
Hon. and Mrs. Reuel Robinson and Mr.
and it hurt me to stoop or straighten. Any
erance in Religion,” and “The Rain of clipper liners Thermopylae and Thyacaused charp
| and Mrs. F- H. Wilbur left Monday for Law,”by William
D.Parkinson,criticizes tera, and the Chinese clippers such as sudden move or turn I made
Lewiston to attend the Bates College
Sir Lancelot, Black Adder, Cutty Sark twinges across my back. 1 also had trouble
Commencement. They made the trip in constructively our legislative excesses.
Who can forget from the kidney secretions. I saw Doan's KidGino C. Speranza gives us another story and Fiery Cross.
Mr. Robinson’s.auto.
of immigrant life, in “Wander”; “Flag- the famous race home which took ney Pills advertised and began using them.
W. A. fuller of this place met with a Root;” by Lucy Huston Sturdevant, is place between two of these, the Ariel Tney proved to be a grand remedy and did me
serious accident at Islesboro last Satur- a touching picture of mother-love; and and Taeping? Starting from Foochoo more
good than anything else I had ever used
day where he was employed. He fell ,‘The Wickedness of Father Veiera,” by together they lost Bight of on e another for my kidneys."
I
a
from
on
the
backward
ladder, striking
A LATER STATEMENT.
tack of his neck. He was brought to
At a later date Mr. Sheldon Baid: “I have had
bis home in Camden on a cot in a motor
no occasion to use Doan's Kidney Pills or any
boat and local physicians after an examination found a serious injury to the
other kidney remedy for a long time. You may
-for IS yearscontinue to publish my former endorsement."
spine, his body being paralysed. He was
taken at once to Boston where an operaPrice 60c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
was
tion
He is in an exceedfor a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills
critical
condition
are
enbut
hopes
ingly
Foster—the same that Mr. Sheldon had.
tertained that he will recover.—Camden
Wm. O. Poor & Son,
Milburn u., Praps., Buffalo* N. Y.
Herald.
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office. The consular service is protected
bv an executive order.
Except in rare
cases when the President gets aside the
must
candidates
for
consulates
order,
pass examinations for entry into the
lower grades. Then they are promoted
on their records.
Although it has taken shocking liberties with the diplomatic service, the
present Administration has shrunk so
Tne
far from looting the consulates.
only very flagrant case of spoilsmanship
in this service was the cause of a sharp
discussion in the House of Representatives the other day. In order to pay off
some personal obligation the President
appointed as consul to Jerusalem an
elderly New Jersey clergyman of Southern connections, the Rev. Otis A GlazeAs Representative Gillett of
brook.
Massachusetts told the House, there is
an extra-territorial jurisdiction in Jerusalem and the consul is required to act
in a judicial rapacity. Nobody could,
therefore, be less qualified for such a
delicate post than an elderly American
theologian without legal or consular ex-
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New Perfection Stoves are made in 1,2, 3, and
4-burner sizes. No. 5 stove is sold complete
with broiler, toaster, and fireless oven. Regular
oven, broiler and toaster can be obtained separately for smaller sizes. Sad-iron heater and
cook-book free with every stove.

is the Administration policies
rued I am one of the warmest
t the President, but I know
times more about business
m-ss conditions than the Presi- i

retinal yet how

|

The New Perfection No. 5 Stove, with
the Fireless Cooking Oven, is the latest
addition to the famous New Perfection
line of cook-stoves. Pull the damper of
this fireless oven and it becomes a perfect
fireless cooker. It uses only one burner
—saves half the fuel cost.
You can
start the supper right after lunch, and let
it cook itself, while you spend the afternoon outdoors.
New Perfection Stoves bake, broil, roast,
toast—everything any other stove will do,
and they cost less for fuel. No handling
of coal and ashes—all the cooking heat
you want, just when you want it.

At dealers

with the follow-

city,

of this

contemporary,

our

you

articles^are
can understand it."

contains a number of
interesting articles, one of the best beaccount of how
ing a well-illustrated
the American Cup defenders are built.
George R. Sims, the well-known dramatist, writes on "Clever Detective Feats,
cases which
giving many interesting
have happened within the last twenty
“The Latest Developor thirty years.
ment in the Teaching of the Blind” is
another interesting article dealing with
a subject which is attracting a great
deal of well-deserved attention at the
present time. In this article the curious
fact is slated that people blind from their

THE “NEW PERFECTION”

Mclntire,

means

so

The

Keegan did not make rum

inination of Curtis

■M

pulling down the walls of Jerusalem; his
building military roadB in the Philippines; He
of an

uiport

■

Wilbur Daniel Steele, ia a shivery tale of
sea-serpent and a lovable and heroic little
priest. The poems are “My Lady,” a
delicately lilting Wordsworthian episode,
by Olive Tilford Dargan, and “A Post
Silent,” hy Alice Brown, who so lately
The
won the prize for the $10,000 play.
closing article, “The Problem of the Asis a discussion characsociated PresB.
The
terized by fairness and insight.
Club
contains humor
Contributors’
fantasy, and a lesson in academic polite-

W

en

:i'v3

r s

pec-j

ialty of Suesine
Silk and keep,
or
order, all
shades. We
send the goods
by mail everywhere prepaid
on
receipt of

price.
We

are

receiving

GOODS
but

we

still

con-

j

tinue our

Discount
Sale
at low

prices

for cash

MarcellusJ.Dow
BROOKS, MAINE.

DO YOU NEED BUILDING UP?
There are conditions of ill health in
which no one particular organ appears to
beat fault, ycttlie patient is niiseiableand
unab'o to pursue the activities of daily
life with vigor and enjoyment. Sometimes the cause is attributed to the imagination but the patient knows that the
debility is real.
The remedy evidently is a medicine
that will benefit the whole system rather
than a part. The blood reaches everywhere and

an

improvement in

its

quality

is quickly followed by an improvement
l*r. \\ illiams’
in the whole organism.
Pink Pills make a visible improvement in
The microthe condition of the blood.
Bcope will verify this improvement but
the patient can see it in the mirror as
shown by increased color in cheeks and
lips and added brightness of the eyes.
There will also be anew elasticity in the

Btep. These things record an improved
tone in the body and if this tonic treatment is persisted in for a reasonable
length of time, depending upon the degree of debility, the condition of ill health

will be removed.
Those who are interested may obtain
the pamphlet “Building Up the Blood”
free on request from the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Alt
druggists sell Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills.

_____
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PRESCRIPTION

The Standard Skin

Remedy
Instant Relief for all Skin Troubles
Druggists.

Wanted for Cash
A

place

with

trally located.

some

Republican
24 tf

land, Cen-

Address
Journal.
C. F. W*

o

—
_

SEARSPORT^

II
ROYAL
POWDER

)

in town Sunday,
R. H. Palmer of Bangor waa
the guest of Frank Hight.

Boston Saturday
Mrs. F. L. French went to
attend the wedding of her niece.
is
a trained nurse,
Miss Henrietta M. Garey.

to

has a case.
at Brownville, where she
the winter
Mrs. Sarah P. Staples, who spent
home.
Winthrop, Mass., has arrived
from
Miss Esther M. Beach arrived Saturday
the winter.
Medford. MaBS., where she passed
Brewer are at
Arthur B. Smith and family of
for the season.
their cottage at Pleasant Point
1st from
Mrs. Alice M. Smith arrived July
in town.
Brooklyn, N. Y., to spend the summer

BAKING
Absofuie/y Pure

in

to

H

--

The

be had

The watch found on Main street
the postoffice by the owner proving prop-

at

erty.
W. Cobbett of Springfield, Mass., is the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Smith on Church
of
guest
Leon

street.

the

George of Prospect brought
the season last,
first native strawberries of
week.
in
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Black spent Sunday
J. H. Montguests of Mr. and Mrs.

^«nW’„
Daisy Chain,
^

STOCKTON

summer

her

and Bailed for Norfolk.
N. Blanchard and family ol Brookare at the
N
Y., arrived July 1st and

Mrs. A.

arrived
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding,
with 3,700 tons
July 1st from Newport News
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Col. F. H. Strickland and wife and George T.
at
1 hatcher and wife of Bangor were guests
Searsport House Saturday.
Miss Katherine M. Kneeland arrived Tueswhere she
day from MelroBe Highlands, Mass.,
is a teacher in the public schools.
the

at

| >tockton.

Capt. Edmund* Hichborn arrived home last
Saturday from Baltimore, Md., where his vessel,
ichooner;Elisha Atkina, ia tischarging, for a
imited stay with his sister, Miss Nellie Hich*
West Main street. This is Capt, Hich

school there during the past year.

>orn.

Lillian A. Simmons accompanying
arrived from
sister, Miss Mabel F. Simmons,
summer rest
Boston, Juue 23rd for her annual
street home.
from city teaching in their School
Miss

The

July 1st. Fine
ness to take piano pupils
have preinstruction and much experience
to give satispared this agreeable young lady
after

ed,

faction to all patrons.

Hopkins, Church street,
Progressive convention in

annual Parish meeting of the Univer-

salist Society last Thursday evening was well
attended and enthusiastic. The former board
Df nubtees—Messrs. J. A. Flanders, H. L.
Hopkins and Charles Kneeland—was re-elect-

C. Hanson announces her readi-

L.

CENTER.
Almon Hustus’ house

SWANVILLE

but the barn

was

was

burned last week,

saved....The

&

Monroe

Brooks telephone line is in commission to Fred
Littlefield’s store_Miss Ruby Sprague of
WaHo and her school went to Swan Lake last

Saturday

on a

picnic... Ray

Robertson

was

in

v

ith the

exception

of Mr.

Kneeland, who

resign,
Staples
obliged
elected to fill the vacancy S. B. Merrithew is still the Treasurer, and L. A. Gardner
Various members of the
Lhe Parish Clerk.
Ladies’ Aid Society will solicit for the subto

:elt

was

and

Everett

.vas

Bel-

named at the
Senator from
fast, as a candidate for State
our husWaldo county. A new venture for

coming year. May abundant
Rev. A A Blair
uceess crown their efforts.
was among those present at the yearly business
meeting of the Society He seemed pleased

tling business man.
Mass., is
Mrs. if. J. Marden of Dorchester,
Charles C.
tht guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
the summer.
Park, West Main street, for
numerous
These two ladies are welcomed by

scriptions

with the

for the

outcome.

Hillman, widow of the late
Rufus Hillman, di«d June 24th, aged 88 years,
3 months and 17 days. The funeral services
were held Saturday at her late home, Rev.

Clarion Construction

James Ainslie officiating. The burial was in
Fairview Cemetery.... A little daughter recently arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Delbert Reynolds.... Many Troy people are
Waterville two days last week on business....
to attend the fourth of July celebraLauriston Nichols, wife and children of Belfast planning
tion at Windermere.... Miss Erdene Pierce is
visited Sunday at the home of E. H. Littlefield
for her summer
and wife_Mrs. H. P. White spent last week at home from New Hampshire
vacation from school work. She has taught
in Winterport village, the guest of her aunt,
there some two or three years... Byron Dyer
Mrs. E, C. Levansaler. While there her cousin,
of California and Captain Dyer of Boston are
Irving Levansaler, who worked in Everett,
in Troy.... Mr. and Mrs. Austin Lara
Mass., was killed by falling into a 50 foot coal I visiting
of Auburn visired at O. R. Bagley's one day
pocket and his remains were brought home frr
last week_The Troy baseball team played
burial. Sad indeed was the-going out of such
in Jackson Saturday and won by a score of 8
a worthy life, and the main support of an into 7.
It was the first time the Jackson nine
invalid mother... .The Industrial Club wil
has been defeated this season. There will be
meet with Mrs. Ed. Thompson July 8th
a ball game between the Troy and Windermere
Mrs. Garrie Cunningham had their family carboys Saturday afternoon, July 4th, at WinderWm.
last
Monday
riage horse laid away
mere Park.
Eames and wife and Joseph Brock and wife of j
Mrs.
Sears port, Mrs. Fannie Twombly and
KNOX
Hutchins and children of Monroe were guests
B. L. Aborn and Henry Higgins have each
j
of Ed Thompson and wife Sunday-Mrs Le- bought a new grocery wagon of Volney
ora Sanborn and son of Albion were guests of
Carles F. Bessey
Thompson of Montville
her brother, Charles Riley, the past week.
has sold the Albert Kenney farm to parties
from Massachusetts.... Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Payson are at home for a vacation from their
WHITE’S CORNER (Winterport).
Island.... Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey returned from work in Howard, Rhode
week-end guests
Massachusetts June 2Srd. Mrs. Nealey spent Mrs. John Swett ;-.nd son were
Webb called on
three weeks with relatives in Roxbury and in Searsport... Mrs Helen
the past week...
Dorchester.... Mrs. Anna Rand of La Grange Mrs. Harriet Shibles one day
arrived at C. B. Jewett s Monday and will Mrs. Maude Marden was in Belfast, shopping,
with her aunt, Mrs. Anna June 27th_Park'’*- and Lois Marden of Dorseveral

planned with greatest care t
insure stability under the hardest
use, and for convenience in operation and in repairing.
Our latest ranges embody the most advanced
ideas in range building
combined with the thoroughness of manufacture
for which Clarions are
famous. Ask the Clarion
dealer to show you these

is

|
THE HOME

WOOD & BISHOP <JU., Bangor, Me.
Sold

..

spend

enne

oiaisaeu

were

uimuuk

me

Blaisdeli wrote the class ode... John
and granddaughter of Burnham visited his daughter, Mrs. Marcus Litttlefield, last
week... Among those from this vicinity who
attended the annual meeting of the Maine
Miss

Sayward

working for A. M. Shibies-Mrs. Hester
Wentworth visited her aunt, Mary Goodwin,
rad ford
in Searsmont last week.... Perley
has bought a Ford car of T. I. Huxford.... Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Richardson were Sunday callers
at'Mrs. H. W. Wescott’s... Marshall Went-

at Etna, Sunday,
worth and family spent Sunday at E. E. WentClements and family and Miss Bar- worth’s.
bara Conant, E. H. Bartlett and wife, L. A.White, Mrs. Julia White and C. H. Libby and State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
I
Lucas County,
wife_C, M. Conant, C. C. elements, A. L.
Frank J Cheney makes oath that he is senBlaisdeli, E. N. Bartlett, R. L. Clements, G. H'
of the firm of F. J Cheney & Co,,
York, S. Ritchie and Jesse Ritchie attended ior partner
the City of Toledo. County
the fruit-growers meeting in Monroe June doing business in
and that said firm will pay
25th_Catherine Blaisdeli will go to Lime- and State aforesaid,
of the school the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS fur
the
teacher

State
were

Spiritualist Society

R. L.

stone as

upon

opening

PROSPECT FERRY
Evander Harriman visited his sisters, Mrs.
J. A. Pierce and Mrs. M. B. Grant, in Sandypoint last Sunday.... Mrs. G. B. Harding is
visiting her parents, Ed Clifford and wife, in
Stockton Springs_Capt. W. H. Harriman
arrived home June 26th and will spend some
time with his family while his schooner, the
Jacob M. Haskell makes a trip South ...Wilber Ridley and daughter Clara of Stockton

Springs

visited

P

M. Ginn and wife

one

DOAK & PATTERSON
Carleion Doak of Belfast and Arthur
Patterson of Castine wish to announ.
a:
they have formed a partnership f-•
erai practice of law, under the firm narrr ,f
DOAK & PATTERSON, with offices
fast and Castine.
The Belfast office will be open on eve-y
ness day —the Castine office will be
Fridays land Saturdays and at other ti
3m.7
special appointment.
<

day

Earl Clifford of Winthrop, Me.,
is visiting at G. A. Avery's-G. B. Hardirg
at Ed Clifford's in
was a week-end visitor
Stockton_Charles Devereaux and wife of
New Jersey visited friends here last Sunday.

LOST

For a mild, easy action of the bowels, try
Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c. at

Notice Is hereby given that Book N
of Searsport Savings Bank of Sea
Maine, has been lost. Finder *

all

return same to

stores.

HORN

Barter. In Isle au Haut, June 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Guy E Barter, a son—Maurice Eugene.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, June 2, to Mr. and
Mrs Percy H. Eaton, a son.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, June 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward M. Eaton, a son.
In Stockton Springs. June 29,
LITTLEFIELD
10'Mr am: Mrs. Edmund J. Littlefield,adaugh-

Rockland-Belfast
AUTO SERVICE

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel
2 00 p. m.
June 14, to Mr. and ]
Arrive Rockland, 9 30 ;t. in.; 3 :■■'
daughter.
Leave Rockland, R T. & C VVa
10.00 a. m.; 4 00 p. m.
Arrive Belfast, 11 30 a. m.; 5.30
M Alt It IK!'

j

|

SEATS

|

j
1

i
2 50

MAY BE RESERVED IN

Maine transportation ctiv
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, 'I-

)

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

;

STATE OF MAIN
Office of Board of State
Augusta, June
Notice is hereby given that the

j

will be in session at the Court
Belfast, on Friday, the 10th day of
A. D. 1914, in the
o’clock a. m
Waldo, to secure information to er
make a just equalization of the
erty in said county, and to investiga
of concealment of property from
undervaluation and of failure U>
erty liable to taxation.
B. G. M< l
E. M. JOH
J. J DEAR.
Board of State

j

?

j

F. H. STERLING, Secretary.

Tobacco Salesmen
WANTED.
Expenses

$100 monthly.

EARN
unnecessary.
from

Advertise and
merchants for Smoking fan-.;

Tobacco, Cigarettes, Cigars, etc
stamp for full particulars.
HEMET TOBA<
New Yoi

I0w27

CARD OF THANKS
It is with hearts full of gratitu
ciation that we extend our thanks
of friends and neighbors who ren
Bistance and sympathy in our r«*cment, and contributed the beautif
flowers.

ERASTUS G. <
CHILDREN

AND

,>_1.1___

Albert'aColcord,

lugusta,
w

eaH^

,,

vhli't1heMater

H

accompani-

PLACE

m

BELFAST

PRICE CURHM

Corrected Weekly for The i
PRODUCE

PAID

MARKET.

Apples,per t>bl,1.50a2.D) Hay,

7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
2 50a2 75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
50
Lamb Skin
3
Beans. Y. E.,
28a32! Mutton,
Butter,
32 II
Beef, sides,
8alO|Oats,
9 Potatoes.
Beet, forequarters,
H<*»
00
Round
bu,
Barley,
24 Straw,
Cheese,
18
Turkey,
Chicken,
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
20 Veal,
Duck.
24
Wool, unw
Eggo
18 Wood, ham
Fowl,'
18.Wood, soft.
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.

|

RETAIL

M

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt. 141b., 18a22|Oat Meal.
89 Onions,
Corn.
Cracked Corn,
84|Oil, keros*”
84.Pollock,
Corn Meal.
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1 85 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
18 Shorts,
Cranberries,
20a22 Sugar,
Clover Seed.
75 Salt, 1.1
76a6
5
Flour,
3 50 Sweet Pots'
H. G. Seed,
15 Wheat Meal.
Lard.

....

the girl

protects

|

complexion

J

i

sors

n

***£«'.

complete

|

ROUND TRif

FARE, $1 50

P°Perth

n-H

notity

t r, D irothy Albertina.
REYNOLDS. In Troy,
Mrs. Delbert Reynolds, a

j

THE

or

JAMES G. NICHOLS. Trea<
3w25

18(Seal)

1

j
!

last week...

j
j

n

iZT

by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

j

TIME

j

_____

of Catarrh that cannot be
.H. P. Sweetser, assistant Stale horti- each and every case
Our park is quite a beautifying spot in our year
cured b' the use of HALL’S CATARRH
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
is apparently
mer,
L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street,
viJage landscape, especially since the town | culturist, was the guest
FRANK J. CHENEY.
his recent surgical officers have replaced the worn plans side- Clements after tne fruit-growers meeting- CURE.
Brown Young, in Beuasi, June 20, by Rev.
Andrew McGown and a yarty of friends
steadily convalescing from
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
William Vaughan, Lloyd Brown anu Miss Mabel
on a
sit up for an
walks along the Main street border with ce- An auto party consisting of Mr, and Mrs. B. presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.
from Worcester, Mass., arrived Sunday
treatment. He is now able to
; E. Young, both of Belfast.
islands down the
Congratulations are ex- ; ment blocks,which it is hoped may demonstrate C. Ames, son Fred and daughter Alice, and
fishing trip among the outer
hour occasionally.
CROSS MYRICK. In Belfast, June 24, by Rev.
A. W. GLEASON,
Mrs.
Wellman’s
R.
Sunday.
were
at
A
!
D. Brackett, Mr. Perley S Cross of Freedom
the advisableness of gradually substituting others,
tended by many neighbors.
bay.
Notary Public
and Miss Avis E. Myrick of Montville.
Amts remained with her sister and mother for
returnthese durable walks upon our streets generally,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
Prof. Bertram C. Richardson and family of
Mrs. Albert M. Ames. Church street,
III Bucksport, June lti,
Homer-LOWELL
surof
acts directly upon the blood and mucous
and are
an enjoyable
and paving the gutter upon the Church st eet a few days....C. M. Conant took the party
Dorchester, Mass., arrived Thursday
ed Thursday afternoon from
Roy Randal1 Homer and Miss Gladys H. LowSend for testimonials,
the
of
faces
system.
for the
Lancaster in
side with cobble-stones. We wish the many gentlemen who spoke at the fruit-growers
ell, both of Bucksport.
at their cottage on the Belfast road
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Manley
Innis Ingraham, In Belfast, JJune 28, by
her , friends
meeting in Monroe through this part of the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
away who have generously aided this
season.
their pleasant Bangor home, they bringing
Arthur A. Blair. Allen M. Innis of RoslinRev.
75c
car Thursday morning,
all
Druggists,
in
his
Sold
town
touring
by
see
this
and
liswork
automobile.
M. Ingraham of
might
improvement
good
oale, Mass., ami Mrs. Alfretta
Sch. Northland, Capt. Saunders, arrived to Stockton in their
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
in this viciniorchards
fine
the
them
band
showing
Belfast.
ten to an open-air concert by Stockton’s
arrivMrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street,
June 26th from Newport News with 3,500
MERRYFIELD PAUL. In Rockport, June 24,
In the party were A. K. Gardner, State
at Mack's
visits with relaupon the ornamental bandstand. The Current ty.
tons of coal to the Penobscot i.oal Co.,
ed home Sunday morning from
Charles Elliot Merryfield of Springvale and
assistant State
NEWS.
SHIP
Events Club is composed of public, spirited en- horticulturist, H. P. Sweetser,
Brook
and
Boston
Westdale,
Miss Carrie M. Paul of Rockport.
Point.
tives in Malden,
of the1
weeks and
Libby-Armstrong. In Hyde Park, Mass.,
ergetic ladies, who know no such woid as fail horticulturist, W. H. Conant, president
m iac Julia R. Sullivan of
Waltham, Mass. line, Mass. She was absent three
June 17th, Eugene Hall Libby of Vinalhaven
State Pomological Society, E. E. Conant, salesAMERICAN PORTS.
when any good work has been begun.
her home-coming.|
numerous friends welcome
is spending several weeks with her brother
and Miss Olive Edith Armstrong of Lowell,
Oxford Bear Association, and
man for the
arrived oat- j
Sld. sch Tarratine,
Mass.
The home of Capt. Charles W. Cole, School
New York, June 23.
Clifton Snell of Malden, Maes.,
and sister. Judge and Miss Sullivan, on Water
orchard demonstrator for OxYeaton,
C
George
Pendleton.
8lefper Pitcher. In Belfast, June 30, by
Stonington; 25, ar, sch Blanche
of his mother, Mrs. street, was the scene of a very pleasant homestreet.
urday to remain the guest
stm
Millifor
sld,
ford
Jacksonville;
Rev. William W. Sleeper ot Wellesley, Mass.,
county.
New London
week,
a
for
Main
street,
when
the
daughE Litchwedding Wednesday afternoon
Sarah Snell, West
Prof. James Taylor Sleeper of Beloit, Wis.,
Miss Sallie E. Dow, who is attending Smith's
nocket, Stockton; 26, ar. schs William
Mr. Snell has
ter. Miss Ida May Cole, was united in mar- T HORNDIKE
her vacaWelcome to familiar scenes!
tield, Boston; Brina P Pendleton, Bridgeport; an 1 Miss Gladys Pitcher of Belfast.
Coliege, arrived last week to spend
K
In Rockland, June 25,
Tolman-Staples,
American
Team,
Hantsport;
Grammar
schs
the Malden
28, ar,
The fourth cf July being so near at hand
riage to Mr. Fred E. Leland of Bridgewater,
been the principal of
St
tion with her mother, Mrs. Cora Dow, on
Orison Tolman of Rockport and Mildred StaBowers, Bridgewater; Hattie H Barbour,
I Mass., Rev. Mr. Trust of Sandy point performseveral
Carson delivered a patriotic sermon at the
Mr.
for
years.
Stockschool
Main street.
John; Elsie A Bayles, Bangor; St Croix,
ples of Deer Isle.
our | ing the ceremony.
The house was tastefully Center church last Sunday. A large American ton; Lydia H Roper, Stonington; Thomas H
In North Haven,
Witherspoon-Brown.
The onrushing automobiles are filling
Miss Ethel Carr, who is employed in the
Irene E Meservey,
June
and
Cove;
near
the
at24, I.eigh Floyd Witherspoon and Nettie
Long
bride
was
The
Lawrence,
with
flowers.
The
was
pulpit
decorated
prettily draped
flag
eith dust these pleasant days.
to
houses
arrived
Rockland.
Saturday
Haven.
North
watch
of
de
factory,
Waltham
Belle Brown, both
Payens.
Franklin; sld, sch Hugh
Cole as each child was presented with a small flag. Mr.
showers and the free use of water tended by her sister, Miss Gertrude P.
Walmsley-BUZZELL. In Rockport, Jnne 22,
Boston, June 23. Ar, sch Hazel Dell, Stockspend a vacation with her parents, Hervey occasional
will
I
“And
the
N
Mr.
avail
words,
b ridesmaid, and the groom by
are of little
Eugene Carson spoke from
Charles E. Walmsley of Philadelphia and Miss
ton Springs; sld, sch Flora Condon. St John.
from numerous hose pipes
Carr and wife.
number of ma- Arey of New York city as best man. The make of thee a great Nation.” “America” B; 26. schs Florence & Lillian, Bangor; Ella Josephine S. Buzzell of Rockport.
increasing
the
daily
against
Clifton, Vinalhaven; 29. ar, stm Seaconnet,
Miss Annie G. Gilkey, kindergarten teacher
into these whirl- following out-of-town guests were present at was sung by the choir and Mr. Carson sang a
chines, which powder the dirt
DIKl»
SewBlPs Point; ache Ella F Crowell, Rockport;
in Bangor, is spending her vacation with her
Mrs. Leland of Bridgewater, solo in his usual fine manner. All who can sing
the
marriage:
Charlie & Willie, do; Nile, do; Catawamteak,
and wife, on ing dust particles.
at 1.80 p
the groom; Mrs. Vesta Arey,
at
the
church
of
mother
National Soidies' Home,
to
meet
parents, Capt. W. R. Gilkey
the
BCh
Brown.
At
Bangor.
Mass.,
Eagle.
are
aid,
do;
requested
W
Mrs. Harry E. Verrill, with two young
Steamboat avenue.
Philadelphia, June 26. Cld, BCb HenryArTogus, June 25, Capt, Charles B. Brown, Co. D,
the summer with mother of the best man, of Everett, Mass; m. next Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Cilley,
Port
is
who
spending
schs
Josephine,
First Maine Cavalry.
children,
Bangor; ar,
Mn
Clarence F. Adams, with daughter Madawho have been visiting their son in West- Cramp,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar B. Dukeman of PasaDyer. In South Brooksville, June 21, John
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Moulton,
thur; James W Elwell, Wilmington, Del.
in Cam- her parents,
line of Bridgewater, Mass., and Mrs. John brook, returned home last Friday-An auto
June 26. Ar, stm Carolyn, Sears- Dyer, aged 69 years, 8 months, 29 days.
Baltimore,
dena, Calif., who are visiting relatives
her
husband,
to
24th
join
street, left June
Cross
of
Mrs.
Clarence
Gross*.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
In Winterport, June]|27, Alice M.,
F.
Judge
den, Bpent Sunday in town, guests
party consisting of Mr.
and visit his Kelley of Calais, Maine.
who is employed in Milford,
Amboy, N J, June 22. Ar, sch James wife of Reuben Gross, aged 58 years.
Leland took automobile for Bangor, immediate- Johnson and two children and Mrs. Clara Bouland Miss Sullivan on Water street.
for
time.
Barrington
Hawes. In Grand Canyon, Montana, June
Slater, New York (and cleared
mother there for an indefinite
after the close of the ceremony. Stockton ter of Waterville called on Mrs. Joseph Hig- Passage and Clarks Harbor.)
of Union, aged 73
—, Charles Hawes, formerly
Mr. ly
and
son,
Charles B. Norris of Grand Island, Neb.,
U
H.
Hopkins
Mr, and Mrs.
Port Reading, June 23. Cld, schs C B Clark, years.
offers congratulations and best wishes to the gins Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Olive Cornforth
Harbor.
Seal
Mrs, A. T. Quimby of Laconia, N. H. and Mrs. George H. Hopkins, Church street, with Mr.
N E Ayer,
Hillman. In Troy, June 24, Mrs. Pameha
couple married within her boundaries and son of Unity were also present. The three Searsport;
Church street as young
John M. Norris of Milford, Mass., will arrive
Brunswick, June 24. Sld from Owens Ferry Hillman, aged 88 years, 3 months and 17 days.
and
Mrs
Cornforth
Mrs.
life
and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat.
a
and
Mrs.
them
sch
voylong
sisters,
Higgins,
prosperous
wishing
In Rockland, June 23, Capt.
Ingraham
sch Melbourne P Smith, New York; 25, sld,
today, Thursday, to spend several weeks at guests motored to Waterville, Pittsfield and
Mark L. Ingraham, aged 90 years.
Boulter, had not met together before for sev- Lizzie B Willey (from Satilla), Boston; 26, sld.
age.
the Norris homestead on Norris street.
attending the theatre in
tt_......-D
n
York.
New
Thursday,
Mass., Capt. R. E.
last
In
Adelaide
Barbour,
Jones.
sch
Weymouth,
Bangor
Interment in
Sld, sch Eliza- Jones, tormerly of Rockport.
reaching home in the
Perth Amboy, N J, June 25.
the last named city and
Mrs. Maria Field, Hester and Margaret
OH
..1.1
anti
lamufi
No. 1, will need no auto for his mail business,
Jefferson.
but happy.
tired
hours,”
Franklin
sma’
from
sch
Park,
•■wee,
Moore, arrived Sunday
as his young mare that is pasturing at H. M
Levansaler. In Everett, Mass., June 23,
Slater, Barrington Passage, N C; 27, sld,
Mass. Mrs. Field is visiting her brother,
Irving Levansaler, formerly of Winterport,
Mr. and Mr.
Higgins’ now has a nice colt by her side, which Telumah, Winterport.
sch
30.
Magnua
June
Ar,
News,
aged 36 years
Newport
APPLETON.
Chesley Mathews, on Main s treet. The Misses
steps high, wide and lofty and no doubt will|be Manson, Bangor; James W Paul, Jr, do.
left iast Thureday for New
Mendall.
In Vinalhaven, June 18, George
Mrs. Emetine Gushee and granddaughter,
and
Moore will go to Monroe the latter part of the
hills
Portland
the
and
Searsover
to
Frank
Penobscot,
to
take
through
return
stms
able
Mendal1.
Norfolk, June 27. Ar,
They will
York City
week to visit their grandfather, John Moore.
before nriak- Miss Irene of Farmington, are at their former
L
V
Stoddard,
Bangor
on
his
"hoss”
In
sld
Miller
time
the
Brooks, June 27, George II.
return);
present
Maine, to visit relatives
the valleys by
port (and
to
home at Gushee’s Corner for the summer....
Miller, aged 70 years.
in (and sailed on return).
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mulloy, have leased their
ine a farewell call in Stockton, preparatory
grows weary of the route....The school
in July,
Boslate
John
sch
home
27.
S
June
Cld,
In
is
western
reNorton
Vinalhaven, June 21, Mrs.
Wiggins, C,
Miss Maude Freeman of Winthrop, Mass.,
farm in Solon, Me., where they have been
leaving for their
East Thorndike, under the instruction of Miss sert, New York,
Angie Norton, aged 50 years.
siding for more than a year, and are en route
Church street, left boarding at J. G. Wentworth’s.Almond
i?
A
Mayvilfc,
WmD
Hilton,
A
nice
In Orrington, Ma.v 30, Mrs. Minnie
Parker
Danforth of Troy, closed last Friday.
Bridgeport, June 26. Ar, sch
to Syracuse N. Y., where Mr. Mulloy will rean indefinite length
wees to spend
f
iast'week
Gushee has returned from Brownville, where
Oleah Parker, of Bucksport, aged 32 years, 5
early last
Miss Dan- Bangor.
a up0n which
sume his duties as superintendent machinist in
y
program was given by the pupils.
Sld, sch Thelma, months, 7 days.
Jacksonville, June 17.
he attended school... .Forty members of Apthe employ of Fairbanks, Morse & Co. Mrs.
forth had the good will of her pupils, who Boston.
Pendleton.
In Belfast, June 28. James
Mulloy, who was formerly Mildred I. Leach of
I. O. O. F. Lodge motored to Warren made
and
pleton
in
their
L V Stoddard,
stm
advancement
studies,
24.
June
Sld,
Watson Pendleton, aged 76 years, 8 months
good
after
visiting
Bangor,
Penobscot, will join her husband
of
the
order
district
the
meeting
attended
Sewall’s Point, Va; sch Wawenock, Rockland; and 2 days.
the term was a profitable one. Ice cream and
located sum- and
her mother, Mrs. H. F. Leach of Penobscot,
in her charmingly
In Waldo, June 30, Roy Earl
Poland.
recently held with Warren Lodge... .Paul cake were served by the teacher. Several 27, ar, schs Itasca, Portland; Florence and
and sisters, Mrs. Cora M. Marks and Mrs. Jenhome.
mer
over
the
of
tenement
Lillian, Boston; sld, schs Willena Gertrude, Poland, son of Emerson and Mira Gurney
the
Searsport.
nie F. Perkins
^_
Lincoln has moved from
home
and
all
went
Provwere
visitors
present
Poland, aged 14 years, 4 months and 21 days.
(Br) Bear River, N S; Gilbert Stancliffe,
postoffice to the •‘Ulmer bouse” owned by Fred happy_Mrs. Albert Ames and children of incetown; Julia A Berkley, Boston.
Rose. Ia Brooks, June 27, Emma, wife of
stm Penobscot,
24.
Davidson_James N. Emery has gone to Bar Brooks
June
Sld,
Lieut. A H. Rose, aged 60 years
Mr.
her
Searsport,
with
last week
parents,
passed
In Brooks, June 27, Mrs. Frank
Rowe
Norfolk; 25, sld, stm William Chisholm,-;
Harbor after being the guest for one week of and Mrs.
Fred^Patterpon.... Mr. and Mrs. J. G. 26, ar, sch Northland, Norfolk.
Rowe, aged 70 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gushee. Hia automobile Hamlin of Brooks
Shibues. In Thomaston, June 24, George
passed Saturday night with
Stockton, June 24. Ar, stm City of PhilaBuckswas left at the Kimmona garage for repairs.
Webster Shibles, aged 59 years.
their children, Mr, and Mrs. Pearl Hamlin.... delphia, Boston; 26. ar, sch Jenny Lind,
aid,
28,
In Denver, Col., John Crowell
A
-;
L
STUBBS.
ach
Plummer,
Mr. Emery is superintendent of schools at
M. V. B. Tilton of Bangor was the guest last port; aid,
tor out of door recreation with its
Stubbs, formerly of Winterport, aged 41 years.
atm Millinocket, New Yorx.
Dover and Foxcroft....Mrs. Helen Gushee is
H
Mrs. .David Hasty and Mrs. V. N.
week
of
Blanche
King,
In Camden, June 24, Mrs.
ach
Tewksbury.
Eastport, June 27. Sld,
ment of duet and sunburn is at hand.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Grace Bliss, in Win- Higgins....Mrs. Fred L. Higgins and children (from Calais) Delaware Breakwater.
Emma Tewksbury, aged 56 years.
N
sold
hia
has
Tibbetts. In Rockland, June 21, Ruth Lilthrop, Mass....Albert Sherman
Boothbay Harbor, Me, June 29. Ar, sch
of Augusta are guests of her sister, Mrs, Burlian Tibbetts, daughter of Herman E. and FanE Ayer, New York for Seal Harbor.
Maxwell automobile and bought a new ChevroJames
Giiliatt
Mrs.
and
leigh Ward... Mr.
nie M. (Wall) Tibbetts, aged 16 years, 1 month,
FOEEIGN POETS.
let... Miaaea Fannie and Edith Gnehee are at
line of
12 days.
and L. L. Higgins passed June 23rd in Belfast.
where you can find the most
June 21. Ar, ship Dirigo,
Australia.
their home for the eommer from Revets, Mass.,
Ipawich,
Wentworth. In Appleton, June 16, Tucker
....Mrs. F. L. Philbrick had a serious ill turn Mailett, Seattle via Falmouth.
is at
of Hope.
where Edith is a teacher in one of the schools.
talcums and toilet articles in the city
Manchester Wentworth
ach
J
was called and she is
22.
Morse
June
Ar,
Dr.
last
Cuba,
Sunday.
GiDara,
and
the
North
Knox
West,
WlTHAM. In Charleston, Ma^a., June 20,
The meeting of
THE OLD CORNER DRUG STORE.
A.
Witham, formerly of Rockland,
Waldo Veteran Association, recently heldhere, comfortable at this time,... A. S. Higgina has Haynes, Philadelphia, 18.
Ar, sch Celia F, Woodbury
Halifax. N S, June
64 years. Interment in Rockland.
proved to be a very intereating aeasion of the aold hia lot of newly pressed hay to Blaisdell Jacksonville; 19, eld, ach Herald, Bridgewater. aged
Whitcomb. In Dixmont, June 18, Mildred
association....Paul Lincoln has finished paint- of Clinton. Boaa and Henry Higgina have sold
Liverpool, N S, June 18. Cld, ach M K Raw- P., daughter of E. M. and Mary Whitcomb,
the aehoolhouse in grade district. Colonial
iag
New
York.
F.
I*
Philbrick
Freedom.
ley,
theirs to Sampeon',of
16 years, 15 days.
her skin with Thelma Cream wiU
yellow with white trimmings were the colon
Who
Mulgrave, N S, June 19. Passed, sch Wil- aged
Young. In Fort Plain, N. Y., June 22, Abbie,
used....The bouse and stable of Mrs. Helen is shipping a ear load to Boston.Richard liam H Sumner, New York for Summerside.
associates.
her
of
the
of Monroe Young, formerly^ofCEllaenvy
widow
of
June
28th
with
Mr.
in
a
new
coat
paint, ap- Higgina and wifa passed
Gushee are shining
find her
Hantsport, N S, June 26. Cld, sch Brigadier, worth, aged 88 y«an.|
plied by Charlea Lermond of Union, awiated and Mrs. Lewis P. Philbrick.
Haven.
Vineyard
by Paal Lincoln.
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TROY. |
Mrs. Pamelia

...

returnMrs. Everett Staples. Church street,
24th from a brief visit wiih Mr. and
their Pittsfield heme
Mrs. Henry F. Libby in
invalid for some
an
Mrs. Libby has been

H.

«

anapsliots

...

ed June

Mr.

Ex-President Theodore Roosevelt returned from Europe, where he attended the wedding of his son Kermlt, nnd issued a broad
in this craft
The hydroplane America was launched at Hammondsport, N. Y.
Bjde against President Wilson’s administration.
Lieutenant John C. Porte of the British navy and George E. A. Hallett, an American, will attempt to fly across the Atlantic
W-alr.
tlf
VI fho
me
Yale defeated Harvard by a few Inches in their annual varsity eight
ocean from Newfoundland by way of the Azores islands.
was universally a sur
oared boat race at New London, Conn. This was the first victory for the Yale varsity eight over Harvard in years, and the result
of their wrecking oj>erntlons
prise, as Harvard's crew was a strong favorite. The Mexican rebels captured Zacatecas. The derailed engine is a sample
u

news

days
the sumWhite, who is gradually growing weaker- chester, Mass., are in town to spend
jorn’e fiist appearance in his native town,
Mrs.
Mrs. Julia White and Mrs. Della Nealey were mer with Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Leonard
lince his fearful experiences with gale, wind
in Winterport village last Friday attending Julia Collins of Rockport was the guest of Mr.
will
indomitable
md wave, through which, by
A. and Mrs. Bert Aborn the past week-Mr. and
the annual convention of the W. C. T. U
and thorough seamanship, he fcught and conL. Blaisdell and family, Edmund Clements Mrs. A. S. Bailey and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
quered the elements and brought his battered and Miss
Avis|Hatq'i*i’, attended the gradua- j Bailey motored to West Rockport to spend the
ichooner and cargo safely into port. Welcome
tion exercises of the E. S. N. S. at Castine j week-end with Mrs. Alfred Bailey’s parents.
home, neighbor.
Mason is
June 23rd. Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Cath- I Mr. and Mrs Alford Dow-Anson

her

Miss Inez

Aroostook railroad, with hie family, is at the
Dyer cottage on the western shore.
Miss Caroline Duncan and Mrs. Anna Chapin
of James
of Haverhill, Mass are the guests
and Mrs. George Baker and children of
the
Waltham, Mass., arrived Sunday and are at
Field homestead on Field Place for the sum-

irom

months.

arAlbert G. Norris of Cambridge. Mass.,
homestead
rived Saturday and is at the Norris
the summer.
on Norris street for
W. J. Crowell, general auditor of the Bangor

Mr.

pith whom the young parents are boarding,
rhe great-grandmother, Mrs. Jane Staples, is
be remembered in the congratulatory
o
wishes on the coming of this wee lady into her
lome, remembered by all former residents of

ed last Thursday from Portland, accompanied
who has been
her daughter, Miss Martha,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Curtis of Everett,
at the Curtis
Mass., arrived Saturday and are
homestead on the BelfaBt road.

before, for eight years.

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund J. Littlefield, Church
itreet, are receiving congratulations upon the
irrival of a beautiful little daughter—Dorothy
Mbertina—on Monday morning. Felicitations
ire also in order with the happy grandparents,
dr. and Mrs. Frank H. Jacason, Church street,

native town.
arrived

I

...

by

summer.

and wife, Church street.

and

Stockton

Miss Susie A. Cousens
summer vacaBrockton, Mass to spend her
mother, Mrs.
tion from teaching with her
street.
Chunh
Cousens,
H.
Frank
return
Mrs. Glesson Tinney, Church street,

Northland, Capt. Saunders, finished
coal
July 1st at the Penobscot

H. Duncan

suc-

SPRINGS.

has

discharging

lyn,

satisfied with the efforts made and
achieved.

Capt.

point

Mrs.

Smith cottage for the

humor
:ompany assembled seemed in excellent
md the delicious food disappeared amid laughEverybody went
er and cheerful sociability!
:ess

Saturday.
bangor Friday on business,returning
of Belfast was the
Mrs. Mary G. Harriman
week-end guest of Mrs. W. L. Hanson. Sandyher in
road. Old neighbors gladly greet

William Chisholm finished dischargand
the Penobscot coal dock June 26th
sailed for Newport News.
J. CurE. D. r\ Nickels and Miss Lyda
at

dock

ind

| lome

street, spent
Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple
at night.
last Thursday in Bangor, returning
went to
Albert M. Ames, Church street,

Steamer

Sch.

parish proved numerically, socially
financially, a grand success! The large

Daisies,’’^

arrived July
R. & R. Lime Co. Barge
tons of coal
1st from Perth Amboy with 1.680
to the Penobscot Coal Co.

resort

The 6upper given last Thursday under the
of the Ladies’ Aid Society of the Uni-

luspices

Mrs. Harry F. Hichborn of Brook] yn, N. Y., arrived Ipst Friday to visit his
Hichborn.
Harriet (Clifford)
, aother, Mrs.
for Ban^ Vest Main street. They left Monday
Trundy
oy his mother, who returned
accompanied
for,
Margaret
|
Rec
the
ruesday, when the captain and wife started
Reading. “The History of
^
'or home.
Capt. Hichborn has commanded
Sunbeams,’’
Uttle
ate
“We
Closing song.
;he steamship Philadelphia of the Red D
ine for the past three years and could not be
ipared longer than while she was preparing
!or ihe next regular trip. He had not been in

No. 5

a

theDauue^ ^

vfoli'n

season.

weeks at

,

Hannah Clark
c
Blether.
solo. EmmaHobertson and Lytnan
with Daisies,
Rec "The Fields are White
Kec
Spaulding
Evelyn
Mary Benson
Rec., “June Time.”
Concerted recitat.on, “God

been vwiung
Atwood Robinson, who has
to his home
Mrs. C. B. Chase at Perk, returned
week.
last
Camden
in
arrived
Frank Hight and family of Bangor
S. Sargent
Saturday and are at the George

spending several
in New Hampshire.

Harnett

,,

home Saturday.

are

,

Blanche Clark

Concerted recitat.on. ’’What

i

at-

Quite a company of our village people,
ended the Trade’s Carnival in Bangor June
Mrs. H.
>4th.
Among them were Dr. and
Sverett Hichborn of Cambridge, Mass, sumR. Hichborn,
, mer quests in town; Mr. Harry
] 4rs. Harry D. Shute. Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg
Bert Staples. The last
Mr. and Mrs
, aid
tamed are from Denver, Col.

tth*™
!
Clark

“The

Rec

have been
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Cook, who
in Bangor, returned
carnival
the
attending

tis

|

rersalist

RnBi"'rWekomey’’Greeting’”

Annie J. ParsonB of Auburn is visiting
on the
her 6ister, Mrs. Jeremiah Sweetser,
county road.
Union Hall,
There will be a s-ocial dance at
music by GilFriday evening, July 3rd, with
key *8 orchestra,
Mrs.

ing

daude, Mrs. George Demuth, in Thomaston,
irrived home recently and is with her daughMr. and Mrs, James
ier Myrtle and husband,
now
>ocker. Middle street, near her house,
eased to new residents in town.

lowing program:

Saturday.

the

who

Th re was a
from the chimney
Mrs. Carter
small insurance of $800. Mr and
have the sympathy of everybody.
was obNorth Searsport. Children’s Day
with the fnl21st
June
church
the
served at

Bucksport,

Sylvester B. Pendleton, nioaie sirei*
her daughter
spent the winter with

Mrs.

Saturday
by a spark

gomery.
Dr. F. H.
Dr. F. E. Maxfield, son Carl and
House
Mead of Bangor, were at the Searsport

house for

friends of Mr. and I

Dodge's Corner.
will be a irry to
Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham
nut in the Salem
learn that they were burned
hat few thincs th y could
fire, only saving
their
take away in their machine. F rtunately
was saved and they
Washington Square house
and Mrs. Leslie
will move there later ...Mr.
Mr. and
Hawes of t-rospect visited his cousins.
...The farm
Mrs. G. E Chapin, last Su'day
situated at the head
buildings of Will Carter,
fire last
of the lake were totally destroyed by
afternoon. The barn caught probably

tion.

Manson

PHOSPHATE

WO ALUM, WO LIME

||

play

in

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Crape Cream ofTartar

si

been engaged
The Searsport Boys’ Band has
4th celebraat Bucksport for the July
can

tl

1 he

4th

Maine

Regiment

Fifty years ago the 19th of July
Vl‘
Maine Regiment, after serving 3
mustered out of the U. S.f service
K‘K
at
event
talk of celebrating the
the 18th or 20th.
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